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Editor's Note 
This issue of the journal inc ludes articles that focus on a variety 
of topics in the d iscip l ine of Ethn ic Studies.  I n  the f i rst artic le Gabriel  
Has l i p-Vie ra cha l lenges scho lars to reassess the theory of h uman 
deve lopmer.t i n  the Weste rn Hemisphere .  Has l ip-Viera p resents a 
compel l ing argument that focuses on the basic c la ims and methods used 
by Afrocentrists to support their theory. His conclud ing section d iscusses 
the potential consequences of this theory on future re lat ions among 
African Americans ,  Nat ive Americans and Lat ino Americans.  
Jack David E l ler  investigates the issue of ethn icity as an affective 
re lationsh ip .  He argues that affect is a critical e lement in ethn icity but 
that cu rrent theory of ethn ic  affect has been counterprod uctive. E l ler  
introd uces two theories-attachment theory and social identif icat ion 
theory-to i l l ustrate h is posit ion .  Robert L .  Perry and Melvin T. Peters 
concentrate on the African American intel lectual of the 1 920s , focus ing 
on the sociolog ical impl ications of the Harlem Renaissance fo r the African 
American experience . The article i ntegrates the impact of the work of 
p o l i t i ca l  act iv is ts , a m u l t i g e n re of a rt i sts , c u l t u ra l  b roke rs a n d  
busi nesspersons. 
J im Schnel l  add resses the use of African Ame rican perspectives 
as a way to p ro mote a more i nc l us ive u n d e rstand i n g  of h u man 
commu nicat ions theory. His piece h igh l ights the  need fo r more research 
that rea l ly ' b ri ngs in '  d ivergent pe rspectives to the mainst ream of 
academic cu rricu l um issues. These new views are crucial if the f ie ld of 
commun icat ions i s  to cont i nue  to cha l lenge i tself  f rom the i ns ide .  
However, the  impl icat ions here in d iscussed can eas i ly be app l ied to  any 
other  d isc ip l ine fo r which 'new views' of the world are lacki ng .  
M ichael Soldatenko looks at  the situation of  Ch icano Stud ies 
from 1 970- 1 985 . H is  essay examines the development and subsequent 
fai l u re of Perspectivist Ch icano Studies .  Soldatenko's work h igh l i ghts 
that fact that d ivergent views have always existed with in Ch icano Studies,  
and that C h icano Stud ies i s  not one standard or na rrow v iew of 
understand ing  the experience of people of Mexican descent residing i n  
the  U n ited States .  The  f inal  art icle is by  E l l en  Puccine l l i ,  a f i rst p lace 
rec ip ient of ou r  NAES Undergraduate Student Paper Competit ion . Her  
paper is on Laura Esqu ivel 's novel Like Water for Chaco/ate i n  its broader 
contexts of  genre res istance and cu l tural  identity. 
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The wide array of topics and perspectives found i n  these articles 
is p romis ing fo r the Field of Ethn ic Studies.  Ethn ic Stud ies scholars are 
becoming  more d iverse i n  the i r  approaches to studying and research ing 
our  discip l ine .  Additional ly, scholars are more wil l ing to 'ag ree to disag ree' 
and recogn ize that these potent ial ly d iff icult d ialog ues wi l l  only he lp  
expand and strengthen our  d iscip l ine from with i n .  
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Afrocentrism and the Peopling of the Americas 
Gabriel Haslip-Viera 
City College of the City University of New York 
This essay focuses on a theory of human development that 
has been promoted aggressively by a group of Afrocentrists 
in recent years - that the Western Hemisphere was first 
populated by "Africoids" or "Black" people who came to the 
Americas by way of Asia and the Bering Straits with little or no 
change in their physical or racial characteristics. As discussed 
in this article, the theory has no support in the evidence 
collected by scientists in various fields. The essay focuses on 
the basic claims and methods used by the Afrocentrists to 
support their theory, including their misuse or misinterpretation 
of mostly outdated scholarship produced in Europe and the 
United States during the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries. A brief concluding section makes reference to the 
potential repercussions of this theory on relations between 
African Americans, Native Americans and Latinos of Native 
American and part Native American background. 
Afrocentrism or the Afrocentric view has emerged in recent years 
as one of the most controvers ial issues in the rancorous debate over 
mu lt icu l tural educat ion i n  th is country. Afrocentr ism is frequently used 
by c r i t ics of eth n ic stud ies  and mu l t i -cu ltu ra l i sm to d i sc red i t  such  
movements for their  al leged promotion o f  social and  pol it ical d ivis iveness 
in  U .S .  society. Critics point to the anti -Semit ism,  the den ig ration of 
Eu ropean cu lture ,  and to the smug sense of racial superiority that they 
see i n  much of the Afrocentric l i terature .  But it should also be made 
clear that Afrocentr ism does not constitute a monol ith ic po int of view. 
Ethnic Studies Review Vol. 19, No. 2&3 (June/October 1996): 129-140. 
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There are d iffe rent types or d iffe rent g radations of Afrocentrism.  For 
example ,  Mann ing Marable has made a d istinction between "scholarly" 
Afrocentrism and "vulgar" or  popular Afrocentrism in his writ ings . 1 To 
some degree , this view is accurate , but there is also considerable overlap, 
and as a resu lt ,  it is often qu ite d iff icu lt to d ifferentiate between the tWO.2 
Afrocentr ism o r  the Afroce ntr ic view has its o r i g i ns  i n  the 
n i neteenth centu ry b lack national ist and pan-Africanist ideas of  Edward 
W. B lyden , Alexander Crummel l ,  Africanus Horton and Mart in  Robinson 
Delaney. These were among the f i rst African descended d iasporans to 
positively connect such people to an ideal ized African cont inent conceived 
as ethn ical ly un if ied . Accord ing ly, African d iasporans were seen as "a 
family" o r  "a race" that should identify with or  " retu rn to the land of  the i r  
fathers and  be  at  peace . "3  These ideas and others that focused on the  
African or ig i ns  o f  human cu ltu re and  civi l izat ions were adopted and 
developed further in  the decades that fol lowed by W. E .  B .  DuBois, Marcus 
G a rvey, A i me Cesai re ,  Leon Damas , Leopo ld Senghor, Carte r G .  
Woodson ,  Cheikh Anta Diop,  Theoph i le  Obenga, Mau lana Karenga and 
ot h e rs befo re t hey were synt hes ized and re-co nceptua l i zed  as 
Afrocentr ism in  the mid 1 980s by Temple Un ivers ity Professor Molefi 
Kete Asante. Accord ing  to Asante , Afrocentr ism is a "ph i losophy, "  a 
"worldview, " a gu ide for "personal and social t ransformation , "  and a 
"theoretical i nstrument fo r the exami nat ion of phenomena" which p laces 
African peoples at the "center" of i nqu i ry as "subjects" rather than as 
"objects" on the marg ins of the European experience.4 As we shal l  see 
below, Afrocentr ism also frequently incl udes a cultural hegemonism and 
a rac ia l ist view of humanity that tends to p rivi lege "black people" at the 
expense of other  peoples,  including Native Americans.s 
This paper wi l l  focus on the racial ist views promoted by a number 
of Afrocentrists and their appl icat ion to the orig ins and physical evo lut ion 
of Native Americans. The view towards Native Americans and other 
peoples , as ide from Europeans and Africans, has not received much 
scrut iny from the critics of Afrocentrism.  The debate up unt i l  now has 
focused p ri mari ly on "b lack" versus "white" issues or  on Afrocentrism 
ve rsu s  E u rocentri sm . 6  In  th is  paper, I w i l l  a rgue  that a rac ia l ist  
Afrocentrism which focuses on Native Americans in  a hegemonic manner 
is fundamental ly Eurocentric i n  i ts  or ientation .  I t  a lso shou ld be made 
clear that the advocates of these views are connected to both the 50-
cal led "scholarly" Afrocentrists and the so-cal led "vu lgar" o r  popu lar  
Afrocentrists .7  
The Afrocentric view towards Native Americans and the peopl ing 
of  the Americas has been art iculated by Legrand H .  C legg I I ,  Runoko 
Rash id i ,  Ivan Van Sertima, and Keith Jordan,  among others. Their  bas ic 
premise is rooted i n  the Afrocentric view that h umanity began i n  Africa 
and was racia l ly "black" o r  "Af ricoid . "  In the Afrocentric scenario, the 
early " B lacks "  mig rated from Africa and populated the ent i re g lobe ,  
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i nc l u d i n g  the  Ame r icas , befo re the  emergence of "Caucaso ids , "  
"Mongoloids" and Native Americans. I n  an early articulat ion of th is theme, 
Leg rand H .  Clegg I I  developed the scenar io further by suggesti ng that 
the "Mongolo id"  ancestors of Native Americans might have participated 
in a g lobal conspi racy, led by "thei r  wh ite counterparts , "  to up root, defi le ,  
ann ih i late and appropriate the cultural ach ievements of  the "B lacks"  who 
al leged ly preceded them.8 
U nderlyi ng th is scenario and those of other  Afrocentrists is the 
not ion that bands of "b lacks" o r  "Africoids" m igrated to Asia, moved north 
to S iber ia ,  c rossed the Ber ing Strait i nto Alaska, and populated the 
Ame ricas wi thout  u nde rgo i ng  any k ind of perce ived b io log ica l  or  
evo lut ionary change.  I n  support of th is concept, the Afrocentrists re ly 
very heavily on legends, oral t radit ions ,  an earl ier  generat ion of African 
and African American writers ,  and the cranial o r  skeletal stud ies publ ished 
by racial ist scholars from Europe and the Un ited States in the period 
from the mid-n i neteenth to the mid-twentieth centu ry. Accord ing ly, the 
Afrocentrists bel ieve that there were th ree and poss ib ly fou r mig ratory 
movements from Northeast Asia into the Americas i n  the period between 
40, 000 B.C. and 2, 000 B.C. The earl iest was "possibly" a migration of 
" Pygmoids"  or " D i m i n ut ive B lacks" who are described as be ing  of 
" u n u s u a l l y  s h o rt stat u re , "  with "ye l l owi s h "  to " da rk  b rown " s k i n  
complexions ,  "t ightly cu rled ha i r, "  and in  frequent cases, "steatopyg ia" 
(unusual ly large buttocks , especial ly i n  women) . They are also described 
as being related to the modern-day " Pygmies , "  " Negritos , "  "Negri l los , " 
"Khoi-Kho i , "  "San , "  and "Hottentots" (etc .)  of Africa, South Asia and the 
Pacific reg ion .9  
Although the Afrocentrists are not certa in about the migration of 
"Pygmoids" or "D im inutive B lacks , "  because "the supporting evidence 
is extremely sparse and i nconclusive , "  they nevertheless assert that there 
was a subsequent m igration of "Australo ids" i nto the Americas in the 
per iod afte r 40, 000 B.C. The "Australo ids"  a re descr ibed as be ing  
longheaded ("dol ichocephal ic") , "dark-skinned ( invariably black) , "  with 
"b road , f lat"  noses , "f leshy l i ps , "  "beetl i ng "  b row r idges , " reced ing "  
foreheads, " ha i r  that ranges from wavy to  straight , " and  with "alveolar 
p rognath ism" o r  the forward project ion of the area above the l i ps due to 
large teeth and a robust dental arch .  They are also said to be re lated to 
the " Mundas" and the "Veddas" of I nd ia and Sri Lanka and to the "Kooria" 
o r  "aborig ina l "  populat ion of modern Austral ia .1o 
I n  the second o r  th i rd stage of the Afrocentric scenar io ,  the 
"Australo ids" are fol lowed by "P rehistoric Negroids" o r  "Clovis-Folsom 
Point Blacks . "  These ind ividuals are def ined as being  a "sub-type of the 
Afr icoid race , "  but the descript ion of  th is  g roup is  somewhat vague .  
Accord i ng  to C legg  " the  'Neg roid'  race"  is " long-headed ,  and dark­
sk inned" with "cri nkled or wavy hai r, a nose that ranges from broad to 
keen and l i ps that are often f leshy, "  but Rash id i  asserts that the "Clovis-
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Folsom Po int B lacks" are related to the "Melanesians" or the so-cal led 
"As iatic Negroids" of the South Pacific region and may be ancestral to 
these g roups . 1 1  Scholars have asserted that the "Melanesians" and 
othe r  so-ca l led "Asiat ic Negro ids"  are a special g roup , 1 2  but to the 
Afrocentr ists it is clear that th is populat ion is a "sub type" of "the B lack or 
Africo id race" based on thei r promotion of rac ial stereotypes and al leged 
s im i larit ies i n  physical characteristics and appearances . 
I n  t h e  f i n a l  s tage of t he  Af roce nt r ic  sce n a r i o ,  " i nvad i n g  
Mongolo ids" begin to d isp lace the earl ier  "Negroid , "  "B lack , "  o r  "Africoid" 
popu lat ions  in many parts of the Ame ricas (c i rca 2000 B . C .!) . The 
" resistant Africoids" are said to be "uprooted , "  "exterminated , "  and "almost 
total ly absorbed" by the " i nvad ing  Mongolo ids . "  Quot ing Eu rocentr ic 
scholars ,  the "Mongoloids" are described as being " Iongheaded , "  with 
"b road faces" and "s lant eyes . " 1 3 As the Afrocentrists see it , the "fus ion"  
of  the " i nvad ing mongoloids" and the earl ier "Africoid" popu lat ions resu lts 
in the emergence of the "American I nd ian" as a phys ical type by the 
t i me of the arrival of the Europeans i n  the s ixteenth century, but they fai l  
to  def ine th is stereotype with any degree of  precis ion . 14 I t  shou ld also 
be noted that the physical types articulated above are the same ones 
that were used by the old racial ist scholars of Europe, the Un ited States 
and the other  reg ions of the world that were s ign ificantly i nf luenced by 
th is  scholarsh ip .  As a result ,  the Afrocentrists re ly very heavi ly on the 
cranial  and skeletal studies that were done by the physical anth ropologists 
of the late n i neteenth and early twentieth centuries.  
For example ,  the Afrocentrists make reference to the works of 
Haro ld S .  G ladwin ,  Roland Dixon ,  H.C. Haddon,  Earnest Hooton ,  Arthu r  
Keith ,  Pau l  Rivet and  other racial ist scholars and  craniometrists o f  th is 
period . They also try to ut i l ize the i r  works to support the Afrocentr ic 
assertion that the f i rst Americans were "Africo ids" or  "B lacks . "  Very often ,  
however, t h i s  o l d  and  hopelessly out o f  date scholarsh ip  i s  not used i n  a 
ve ry c a re fu l  o r  t ho ro u g h  manner. Fo r i n stance , the Afrocent ri sts 
c o n t i n u o u s ly make refe re nce  to the "Aust ra l o i d "  and " N eg ro i d "  
characteristics that were seen in  the excavated skul ls of Native Americans 
by the early c ran iometrists . They fai l ,  however, to report that these same 
scholars were general ly mystif ied by the overal l  conclus ions of thei r 
research .  I n  fact, there was an i ntense debate with i n  the scho larly 
community with regard to the orig ins of Native Americans and their al leged 
racial  characteristics in the earl ier  part of this century. As a result ,  Dixon ,  
Haddon ,  Hooton ,  Keith and  many of  the  other scholars who stud ied the 
subject were general ly much more carefu l  i n  their use of the prevai l i ng 
rac ial  concepts and term inology than the Afrocentrists would have us 
bel ieve. For example ,  Hooton used the terms "PseudoAustraloid" and 
" Pseudo-Negro id"  when he d iscussed the skul ls  of Native Americans . 1 5 
At the same t ime,  D ixon , upon whom the Afrocentrists rely very heavi ly, 
used the terms "P roto-Australo id" and "P rotoNegroid , "  when referring to 
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the same c ran ia . 1 6  It is also clear that Dixon was not referri ng to modern 
Austra l i ans  or Af r ican " B lacks" when he  used these concepts o r  
terminology. A s  h e  c learly states in  h i s  " Racial H istory of Man" the use of 
the term "p roto Neg ro id . . .  does not mean that actual  Negroes . . .  are 
supposed to have m igrated to the New World . " 1 7 He also states that 
The terms Proto Negroid, Mediterranean , etc. are merely 
conven ient (although perhaps misleading)  names for a 
series of purely arbitrary types which might j ust as wel l  
be denom i nated by numbers o r  t he  l ette rs of the  
alphabet. . . . 1 8 
The Proto Negroid type designates a form of skul l  which 
is dol ichocephal ic ,  hypsicephal ic ,  and platyrrh ine,  and 
carries with it no necessary impl ication whatever that 
any other  features which we may be accustomed to th ink 
of as occurri ng in Neg ro crania are also present. . .  1 9 
The name Proto-Negroid . . .  carries with it no impl ication 
i n  regard to skin color, hai r form , o r  any other superficial 
or  structura l  featu res which may be found in the modern 
Neg ro .2o 
. . .  the statement that among a g iven people the Proto­
Negroid Type is strongly represented does not imply 
that they have or  had a black skin or  wool ly hair.2 1 
Of cou rse, the racial ist scholars of yesteryear were not able to 
resolve thei r d ifferences with regard to the orig ins of Native Americans 
and thei r  al leged racial characteristics . This d isagreement was one of 
many factors that eventual ly led to the col lapse of most race theories 
based on biology, genetics , and morphology by the late 1 960s .22 The 
effort to subdivide the human species into "Caucasians , "  "Negroids, "  
" M o n g o l o i d s "  a n d  ot h e r  " races "  based  o n  ske l eta l  o r  c ra n i a l  
measurements i s  n o  longer taken seriously b y  the scientific community 
as a whole,23 but the Afrocentrists who write on Native Americans and 
other  g roups would have us bel ieve that they continue to be both valip 
and very usefu l .  In the case of Native Americans, what resu lts is the 
promotion of the old Eurocentric racial ist ideal . Accord ing to Clegg ,  the 
" I ndian or  red man" is of "Mongoloid stock with a broad head , straight ,  
b lack ha i r, b road and p rominent cheekbones, and a broad concave 
nose . "24 In other writings, Ivan Van Sertima, Keith Jordan and others 
establ ish add it ional l im itations on their  version of the Native American 
physical type. Accord ingly, p reColumbian Native Americans could not 
have been re latively tal l i n  stature ,  with darker skin  color, "aveolar 
prognath ism, "  "African"  noses , "Semitic" noses, "thick l ips , ·  or  "ful ly 
fleshed l ips . "  They also would not have been capable of growing "goatees· 
or "f lowing beards. "25 
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It should be noted that the Afrocentrists also rely on h istorical 
documents and oral traditions in their efforts to f ind support for their  
assertion that "Africoids" or  "B lacks" were the fi rst Americans .  For 
example, the Afrocentrists make reference to the presumed sight ings of 
"B lacks" in the Americas by European explorers in the late f ifteenth and 
early sixteenth centuries, but these references are problematic because 
they fai l to take into consideration the wishful th inking of the Europeans, 
especial ly the Spaniards and the Portuguese. Based on the i r  knowledge 
of geography and the i r  fami l iarity with the ethnic and environmental 
concepts of the t ime, the European explorers were expect ing to find 
"Blacks" in  the equatorial regions of the Americas. Christopher Columbus 
and Americo Vespucci appear to have been rather perplexed by the fact 
that they could not f ind "Blacks" in the same latitudes in which they were 
presumably found on the African continent. As a result ,  there were a 
number of reported but unconfirmed sightings of "Blacks" in various parts 
of the circum-Caribbean reg ion along with reported sightings of monsters, 
mermaids, Amazons and other types of strange phenomenon that the 
explorers were also expecting to see.26 
The Afrocentrists also make reference to a number of Nat ive 
American or I nu it ("Eskimo") oral traditions, but the quoted stories are 
very few i n  number and raise a number of questions that Afrocentrists 
have perhaps fai led to consider. These trad itions supposedly make 
reference to the "Africoid" precursors of "Mongoloid ( Ind ians) " in early 
America, but there is no certainty that these stories are in  fact rooted in 
the distant past or have not been modified considerably over a period of 
t ime.27 The Afrocentrists also assume that Native Americans have always 
understood the Eurocentric concepts of race and the racial ist use of the 
term "b lack" when reference is made to people or  the skin  color of 
humans. It is also absolutely clear that the Afrocentrists have chosen to 
ignore the thousands of legends or stories which place the o rig ins of 
native peoples on the American continent-- in its soi l ,  its rivers , and its 
envi ronment--not in some distant continent.28 At this point we should be 
reminded of the consensus that exists among archeologists and other 
social-scientists with regard to the orig ins of Native Americans . Based 
on the evidence that has been collected thus far, it is bel ieved that the 
ancestors of modern Native Americans began to migrate f rom S iberia 
into Alaska and Northwestern Canada sometime between 1 1 , 000 and 
35,000 years ago. It is also bel ieved that modern Native Americans and 
Siberians are in  part descended from the same ancestral populations of 
Northeastern Asia.29 
Based on the "evidence" that they present, it would seem that 
there is no basis for the Afrocentric assertion that the fi rst Americans 
were "Africoids" of "B lacks , "  but they are incl ined to art iculate the i r  
assertions in  an often aggressive and preachy manner. This preachy­
ness is in  part rooted in the al leged confl ict between Eurocentrism and 
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Afrocentrism and is seen in the numerous and often d isparaging remarks 
which are made about the western scholarly tradition in thei r writings. It 
is absolutely clear, however, that when it comes to Native Americans 
(and other non European and African peoples as wel l )  it is this same 
western scholarly t rad it ion that fo rms the basis fo r the Afrocentric 
assertions. Essential ly what is seen is a debate between contemporary 
Afrocentrists and the Eurocentric scholars of  yesteryear over how to 
define Native Americans and the peopl ing of  the Americas. Any Native 
American perspective is obviously missing in such a debate. This problem 
is clearly evident not only in the Afrocentric view of the peopl ing of the 
Americas, but also in the Afrocentric view toward Native American culture 
and its evolut ion. 
Without providing any concrete evidence , Ivan Van Sertima and 
other Afrocentrists have publ ished books and articles which claim that 
the ancient "Egypto-Nubians" inspired or created the fi rst Native American 
"civi l izations . "  They also claim that Africans , particu larly West Africans, 
came to the Americas at various t imes between 1 200 B.C.  and 1 492 
A.D.  and entered into peaceful relationships with the "Mongoloid-I ndians . "  
However i t  is a lso c lear that most of  these assertions are inspired by 
Eurocentric rather than Afrocentric ideas.3o Thus Van Sertima and his 
col leagues would resurrect the old racial concepts and stereotypes which 
characterized Eu rocentric. scholarsh ip prior to the 1 960s. They would 
reintroduce the old outdated skeletal and cranial studies to identify Native 
Americans as " racial types . "  They would also revive the old racial ist art 
criticism of f igu rative art.  They wou ld resurrect the o ld comparative 
l ingu istics with its "word l ist games. "  And, they would reinstate the old 
Eurocentric concepts of cultural superiority and what it means to be 
"civi l ized. "31 
Despite the protestations of Van Sertima and his col leagues, 
there is also u ltimately what C.  Tsehloane Keto cal ls a "hegemonism" in 
much of the Afrocentric l iteratu re on Native Americans.32 Clegg and 
Rashidi  may write about the up- root ing,  extermination and absorption 
of earlier "Africoids" by invading "Mongoloids , "  but an Ivan Van Sertima 
wi l l  maintain that Native Americans emerged as a rather dul l -witted and 
un imaginative people who requ i red the input of the superior Egypto­
Nubians in order to develop complex societies and cultures. Thus, not 
on ly are the fi rst Americans said to be "Black, "  but the f i rst American 
"civi l izations" are also said to be "Black. "33 
Although Afrocentrists in general have argued for an "accurate 
representation of information" and the need to create a new Afrocentric 
h istory which wi l l  raise the "self-esteem," "self-worth" and "self-respect" 
of African Americans, we seem to have in this case a rather transparent 
attempt to use the old racial ist Eurocentrism to d istort the record at the 
expense of Native Americans and Latinos of Native American or part 
Native American background.  In particular, Clegg , Rashid i ,  Jordan, Van 
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Sertima and thei r  supporters appear to be qu ite wi l l i ng  to trample on the 
self esteem of Native Americans by min imiz ing their ro le as acto rs in  
the i r  own h istory, by den igrating the i r  cu ltu res, and by usurping their 
contr ibutions to h u man development in  the name of some distorted 
Afrocentric vers ion of "accu rate representation" and "se lf-esteem" for 
African Americans.34 
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Affect, Identity, and Ethnicity: 
Towards a Social-Psychological Model 
of Ethnic Attachment 
Jack David Eller 
Denver, Colorado 
Since the days of Sh ils and Geertz it has been common to refer 
to ethn icity as a bond , a t ie ,  or an attachment. Shi ls used the term "t ie" 
in the title of h is seminal 1 957 article to refer to a set of social relationsh ips ,  
includ ing what he called "civil , " "k insh ip , "  "sacred , "  and "primord ial. " The 
pr imord ial t ie was notable for the " i neffable s ign ificance" which social 
actors attribute to it and to the relat ionship which it engenders :  "the 
attachment [ is] not merely to the other  . . .  as a person ,  but as a possessor  
of  certain especially 's ign ificant relat ional' qual it ies, wh ich could only be 
described as p rimord ial. The attachment . . .  is not  just a funct ion of 
i nteract ion . "1 Subsequently Geertz developed the notion of ethn ic  
"attachment" as an affect and identity, or better yet , an affect-centered 
identity. The i ntent ion , often qu ite explicit , of these th inkers and the 
many who followed them was to emphasize the emotional quality of 
eth n icity as an explanation of its persistence and power. At the same 
t ime ,  as an emotional and not rat ional phenomenon ,  ethn icity was 
expected to decli ne  and d isappear under  the onslaught of modern 
rat ionaliz ing social forces.  
Th is  essay retu rns to the issue of ethn ic ity as an affective 
relat ionsh ip .  It will argue that affect is indeed a critical element i n  ethn icity 
but that the theoretical t reatment of eth n ic  affect has tended to be 
counterproductive . S imply put ,  the appeal to ethn ic "bonds , "  "t ies , "  or  
"attachments" has i nh ibited the analys is of  ethn ic attachment because 
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the terms are unarticulated and purportedly in no need of articulat ion .  
The unexamined use of affect or the use of unexamined affect as the 
base of eth n ic ity has led to the overest i mat ion  of its i r rat ional ity, 
underestimation of its variabi l ity, and d isregard of its social construct ion. 
Therefore, I will sketch a model of ethn ic attachment as affect 
but as comprehensible affect . F i rst, I will demonstrate that ethn icity is  
characte rized by an emotional attachment. I will then show how the 
apparent i neffabil ity of ethn ic attachment has misled us. F inally, I will 
i llustrate how conceptually-examined and socially-constructed affect can 
be brought to ethn ic ity by i ntroducing two theories of attachment from 
psychology - - Bowlby's attachment theory and Tajfel's social identification 
theo ry - - and explori ng i n  a preliminary way their  implicat ions for a social 
theory of ethn icity. This will contri bute to the "psycho-cultural  app roach 
to social belong ing"2 upon which a complete understand ing of ethn icity 
depends . 
Ethnicity as Affect 
Most -- but not all -- theorists seem to ag ree that ethn ic ity is 
essentially or  largely a "sentiment , "  "feeli ng , "  or emot ion:  "ethn ic ity is 
felf. "3 From th is perspective ethn ic ity is the feel ing of bei ng "attached" 
to some g roup and/or  its symbols or " markers . "  I ndividuals experience 
a certai n attendant affect which makes the g roup and its marke rs 
important to their  own sense of identity, i nterest , and desti ny. 
What holds the ind ividual to the ethn ic markers and what makes 
of h im  or her an ethnic member and makes of the group an ethn ic  g roup 
is an emotional attachment. It is th is emotional attachment, most theorists 
ag ree, which renders the markers and the g roup personally s ign if icant 
and wh ich g ives eth n ic ity its d ist i nctive power, pervas iveness ,  and 
pers istence (and i n  many eyes perniciousness) . I ndiv iduals are deeply 
emotionally i nvolved with or committed to the markers of the i r  g roup and 
to other  members of the g roup,  and ind ividual identity and action are 
accord ingly based on th is affective connection to g roup and symbol. 
H oweve r, t h i s  be i n g  sa id , eth n ic i ty theory has ofte n not  
scrut in ized th is  fundamental bridging concept which nevertheless is called 
upon to do such crit ical duty in the explanatory process.  What is th is 
emot ion l ike? How is the emotional attachment formed? These are 
questions which are not adequately asked . I n  fact , i n  many formulations 
they are quest ions which do not need to be asked beyond the two 
assumptions that it carries a h igh -- an invariantly h igh -- "emotional 
load ing "4 for all ind ividuals i n  all g roups and that it is essentially p rimal, 
natural, unconstructed and not a function of interaction,  that is, pr imordial. 
I t  is well to remember, g iven that the subject of th is volume is 
" Ethn icity: Fami ly and Community, " in looking for an analogy of ethn ic 
attachment with the qual ities of strong,  natural , and primal feeling ,  a 
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number of theorists have settled upon kinship .  Geertz identified a relation 
between family t ies and ethn ic "p rimord ial sent iments , "  the latte r aris ing 
natu rally from the "g ivens . . .  of  social existence: immediate cont igu ity and 
kin connections mainly" but  also commun ity and g roup social facts .5 
Subsequent theorists have been more forceful :  one writes that the 
"language of ethn icity is the language of kinsh ip , "6 wh ile another  asserts 
that ethn icity and race are "extensions of the id iom of kinsh ip ,  and . . .  ethn ic 
and race sentiments are to be understood as an extended and attentuated 
form of kin selection . "?  I n  the k inship model of ethn icity ki nsh ip is natu ral , 
apriori, and ineffable emotion in need of no other explanation than its 
existence . And si nce many eth n ic g roups and members stake the i r  
ethn ic ity on id ioms of b i rth ,  descent, and g roup h isto ry -- the same 
markers upon which kinship is staked -- the theorists are often led to 
conclude that ethnic ity too is a natu ral , apriori, i neffable emotion .  In  
other words,  easily (but  not necessarily) th is appeal to the ki nsh ip id iom 
can lead theorists back aga in to primord ialism (o r the most extreme 
"natu ralist" theory -- sociobiology) in a closed c i rcle of log ic .  
For many ethn icity theorists , the centrality of  emotion positively 
demands a p rimord ialist read ing .  The very value of pr imord ial ism is its 
focus on "the g reat emotional strength" of ethn ic attachment.s I n  fact, 
some theorists have thought that p rimord ial ism is a necessary way if not 
the only way to incorporate emotions into ethn icity theory. For Stack 
without pr imord ial ism "the complexity, res i l ience, and even i rrat ionality 
of ethn ic bonds are li kely to be underestimated , " g  while Scott believes 
that "we need the pr imord ial approach fo r a complete explanatio n , "  
especially o f  ethn ic ity's "most extreme, strident, i rrat ional aspects . " 1 0 
For such theorists the only way they can understand "extreme , "  "strident , "  
"complex , "  and  " i rrational" sentiments and behaviors - - or  ones that seem 
so to them -- is by bas ing them on emotion construed to be apriori and in 
the blood , i neffable , ancient, unconstructed ,  and therefore beyond the 
pale of the modern wo rld 's  more " rat io nal" and restra i ned soc ial 
organization .  
I n  the  end i t  seems that although emotion and attachment are 
invoked as crit ical to the natu re (and explanation) of ethn ic ity i n  most 
cases,  they are not developed as serious analyt ical tools ; rather, they 
are taken as a sort of theoret ical "f i rst cause , "  at once overemphasized 
a n d  u n d e rt h e o r i ze d  a n d  ove re m p h as i ze d  beca use t h e y  a re 
u n d e rtheo rized . What we need is an elaborat ion of the not io n  of 
attach ment ,  how attachments fo rm, feel , and fu nction .  Th is  would 
necessa rily e nta i l  a soc ia l  psycholog ical perspect ive.  Toward th i s  
objective I now i ntroduce two models o f  attachment which may have 
important implications and raise important possibilities for ethn icity theory. 
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Attachment Theory 
Attachment theory has spawned both s ign ificant l iterature and 
s ign if icant expe rimental f ind i ngs i n  psychology si nce its formu lat ion by 
John Bowlby over th irty years ago. Although its orig inal empi rical interests 
(to exp la in  a set of observations regard ing the emotional behavior  of 
institutional ized or otherwise parent-deprived ch i ldren) and its theoretical 
i ntent ions (to refo rmulate an a rea of psychoanalytic theory without 
refe rence to inst i ncts , d rives,  g ratif icat ion ,  or psychic energy) are far 
from the realm of ethn icity, it has developed concepts and understandings 
which may be helpful  i n  comprehend ing ethn ic affect . 
I n  Bowlby's words, "attachment theory is a way of conceptual iz ing 
the p ropens ity of human beings to make strong affect ional bonds to 
particu lar others . " 1 1  Lite ral ly from the f i rst months of l ife a human shows 
a p reference for certa in other ind iv iduals ,  i n it ia l ly and especial ly the 
mothe r. However Bowlby f inds the class ical psychoanalytic explanations 
for such phenomena, which emphasize need g rat ificat ion and tens ion 
reduct ion ,  unsat isfactory. For one th ing he observed that i nfants and 
ch i l d ren who had the i r  re lationsh ip with s ign ificant adu lts inte rrupted 
p resented negative emot ional symptoms even when some other  adu lt 
conti n ued to feed and care for them; on a s imple need-g ratif ication model 
any adu lt shou ld suff ice equal ly wel l .  Second he learned of the now­
famous experiments with animals conducted by Lorenz and Harlow which 
s u g g ested t h e  p resence and powe r of attac h m e nt p h e n o m e n a .  
Imp ressed with these observations Bowlby i ntroduced a n  "etholog ical " 
perspective to the theory of attachment. He pos ited a behavioral system 
in humans and other species which generates certain kinds of behavior  
i n  certa in  situat ions , " the outcome of  wh ich is an ongo ing re lationsh ip ,  
such as mai ntenance of  a specified d istance over a comparatively long 
per iod . " 1 2  Thus the attachment behavior  system which is i nherited 
p roduces behaviors with the goa/ of keeping proximity to certain preferred 
others; in h is  words ,  attachment behavior is goal -d i rected and goa/­
corrected. It operates by a kind of feedback process: if too g reat a 
d istance is perceived between the ind ividual and the attachment f igu re ,  
behavior  is e l ic ited to  restore proxim ity. 
Bowlby conce ived of the attach ment system as a k ind  of 
adaptat ion ,  and he recogn ized the re levance of cu ltu re and society to 
his work and vice versa. The system developed in  humans, he said ,  in 
response to the envi ronment in  which the h uman species evolved , what 
he cal led the " human envi ronment of adapted ness" in recogn it ion of the 
fact that i n  some ways this envi ronment was or  might be different from 
t h e  co nte m p o ra ry h u ma n  env i ro n m e nt . 1 3 I n  t h i s  ea r ly  h u ma n  
envi ronment there wou ld b e  a n  adaptive advantage for a n  i nfant t o  keep 
a care-g iver  in p roxi m i ty, so such  a behavio ra l  system a im ing  at 
attachment would be natural ly se lected .  An attachment system wou ld ,  
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i n  h is  account ,  contri bute to species surviva l .  
So with in  a few months of  b i rth humans begin to show s igns of  
attachment and to perform attachment behaviors. I n  i nteract ion wi th a 
s ign if icant care-g iver, an "attach ment f igure " ,  a re lat ionsh ip  develops 
which inc l udes not on ly instrumental care ( l i ke feed ing)  but an affect ive 
component; an "affect ional bond" is formed which for Bowlby meant "the 
att ract ion that one individual has for another individual. " 1 4  Attachment 
thus becomes a social re lationsh ip ,  ou r  f i rst, in which both adult and 
ch i l d  a re act ive part ic i pants (even if the ch i l d 's behavio r  is at f i rst 
"cybe rnet ica l ly  p ro g rammed " ) .  I n i t i a l l y  th ro u g h  re lat ive ly s i m p l e  
interactions l ike gazing and smi l ing and then through increas ingly complex 
interactions the two ind iv iduals form a bond which each ,  but especia l ly 
the weaker partner, acts forcefu l ly to p reserve . U lt imate ly th is bond 
evinces seven major  featu res :  specif ic ity, d u rat ion ,  engagement of 
emotion ,  ontogeny, learn ing ,  organ ization ,  and bio log ical funct ion . 1 5 
1 .  Specificity. The essence of attachment is a p reference for one 
ind ividual , or at most a few ind ividuals, over al l  others . 1 6 Even in  everyday 
s ituations the ch i ld 's p reference for one ind ividual (a mother  or father, 
ord inari ly) is easy to observe , as is the ch i ld 's alarm at separation from 
her/h im ;  no other  i ndiv idual w i l l  do as a substitute . Thus,  the specif icity 
of attachment is shown i n  "the associat ion of the attachment f ig u re with 
fee l i ngs of security" and in "the tendency . . .  to attempt to ward off o r  to 
end separat ion from an attachment f igu re . " 1 7 Attachment depends upon 
the ch i ld 's abi l ity to d iscrim inate among ind ividuals and to value one (or 
a few) above a l l  others .  
2 .  Duration. As a re lationsh ip ,  once an attachment is formed it tends 
to pers ist. Attachments are not ephemeral bonds; an attachment may, 
in fact , last a l ifetime or  a large portion of a l ifet ime.  Adolescents and 
adu lts also d isp lay attachment, sometimes to the same f ig u res to whom 
they were attached as ch i ld ren ,  sometimes to new ones.  Perhaps most 
interesti ng ly, as wi l l  be apparent below, an attachment seems to need 
no particu lar  re i nforcement to endure .  Attachment is actual ly d i ff icult to 
exti ngu ish  once fo rmed ,  and it " res ists ext i nction  even when there 
appears to be no positive gain from the re lat ionsh ip . " 1 8  It even seems to 
res ist ext i nct ion if there are negative consequences . Its end u rance , i n  
other  words ,  is not ent i rely " i nstrumental "  o r  " rat ional . "  
3.  Engagement o f  emotion. A s  w e  saw above , attachment  has 
instrumental funct ions (primari ly care and feed ing)  but is not ent i rely 
dependent upon or  determined by these; it is also a behavior  system 
with its own qual it ies, especial ly affective qual it ies . Maintain ing  such a 
bond is a sou rce of pleasure i n  itself ,  renewing it "a source of joy, " los ing  
it a source of "g rief" and fear. Attachment is a un ique k ind  of  affect, with 
its own conste l lat ion of posit ive and negative fee l ings ,  although it may 
be a l loyed with other affects to produce d ifferent k inds of affective states 
and social re lationsh ips .  I t  has sometimes been equated with love, and 
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at other  t imes i nvoked as an element in the love re lationsh ip .  
4.  Ontogeny. Attachment ,  although its sou rce is a behavioral  system 
which is  i nherited and insti nctive , has a genesis and a h istory, a course 
of development ,  for each ind iv idual .  This ontogeny of attachment is 
evidenced i n  several d ifferent ways . For one,  attachment is not the same 
at al l stages of l ife or even a l l  stages of i nfancy. A ch i ld normally goes 
through  a regu lar  set of phases: (a) from birth to about twelve weeks , 
o rientat ion toward humans without a preference for any particu lar person;  
(b) f rom about three to six months ,  c lear preference for one or  more 
d iscrim inated attachment f igures; (c) from s ix months through the second 
or  th i rd year, active efforts in  the form of movement and signals to maintain 
physical p roxim ity to the attachment f igu re ,  and (d) afte r the second or 
th i rd year, the formation of a "goal-corrected partnersh ip"  in which each 
party can anticipate and appreciate the act ions of the other, and the 
weaker party can tolerate separation with the understand ing that it is for 
some reason and some l im ited t ime. 1 9 Accord ing ly, attachment behavior 
beco mes more soph ist icated over t ime ,  and the attachment i tse l f  
becomes more i ntense up to a po int ,  after which it becomes g radual ly 
less common and less intense. 
Another  evidence for the ontogeny of attachment is the fact that 
it can "go wrong , "  that it can develop i n  d ifferent d i rect ions with d ifferent 
ki nds of affective outcomes. Several attachment theorists have reported 
that the attachments which i nfants form have different characteristics 
depend ing  on the natu re of the i nte ractions with the attachment f igu re .2o 
It is poss ib le i n  the end that if not enough qual ity i nteract ion occu rs at 
the c rit ical t ime for young humans,  no attachment may form at a l 1 . 2 1  
5 .  Learning. Clearly, then ,  although the  abi l ity and p ropensity to  form 
attach me nts is  "natu ra l , "  the p recise " natu re and the forms" of an 
attac h m e nt "d i ffe r in some meas u re accord i n g  to t he  part i c u l a r  
environment i n  which development takes place. "22 Attachment a s  a k ind 
of social re lationsh ip is learned and constructed i n  i nteract ion ,  and the 
qua l i ty of the i nte ract ion  wi l l  shape the q ua l ity of the attach ment  
re lat ionsh ip .  Ne ither the fact nor the form of  attachment for  an ind iv idual 
is  a "g iven . "  However, the general sense i n  attachment theory is  that 
the i nd iv idua l  tr ies val iantly to attach to someone (j ust as Lorenz's 
duck l ings t ry val iantly to " imprint" on someth ing)  and to get that f igure to 
respond  and rec iprocate, even "despite repeated pun ishment" or  other 
rebuke .  However under such c i rcumstances the  attachment may be 
anemic or deformed by other contradictory affect. 
6. and 7. Organization and Biological Function. I have combined these 
two featu res because of their systematic relat ion.  As we have seen ,  
attachment emanates from an inherited behavior  system which operates 
toward a goal through feedback; Bowlby called it cybernetic. It is activated 
by certa in  env i ron mental  (soc ia l )  cond it ions ,  i nc l ud i ng  separat ion , 
"st rangeness ,  hunge r, fat i gue ,  and anyth i n g  f r ig hten i n g .  "23 O nce 
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activated it d raws upon a repertoi re of "attachment behaviors , "  accord ing  
to  the developmental stage of  the individual ,  the  goal o f  which is to  achieve 
and maintain proxim ity to another preferred i nd ividual . Upon reach ing 
the goal , the ind ividual ceases to  exh ib it attachment behavior and can 
d i rect attention to other matters , the most famous of which are exploration 
and play. 
S ign if icant ly, th is  same o rgan izat iona l  pattern -- activat ion ,  
behavior, te rmination ,  and emotional "freedom" - - is observed i n  many 
other  species , i nc lud ing  Harlow's monkeys , although of cou rse the 
particular activat ing cond it ions and attachment behaviors are species­
specif ic. However, Bowlby found the attachment phenomenon to be 
common enough and s im i lar enough to suggest a bio log ical funct ion fo r 
it :  i nd ividual p rotect ion and species preservation . Attachment is an 
evo lut ionari ly-developed,  natura l ly-selected adaptat ion "the u lt i mate 
outcome for which . . .  is neither more nor  less than species surviva l . "24 
Social Identification Theory 
Having demonstrated that a psycholog ical theory may shed l ight 
on  the attach ment  wh ich  many ana lysts be l i eve u n d e rl i es  soc ia l  
phenomena l i ke ethn ic ity, we must admit that Bowlby's theory does not 
provide a complete theory of ethn ic attachment.  The attachment which 
Bowlby describes , for example, is juven i le ,  dyad ic, and concrete , whereas 
the ethn ic attachment is adu lt ,  g roup- or commun ity- or even nat ion­
focused , and symbol ic ,  that is ,  concerned at once with 1 )  symbols l i ke 
f lags, songs,  and i ns ign ia ,  2) symbol ical ly s ign ificant characte ristics l i ke 
sk in color, h istory, o r  customs,  and 3) people whom we do not and 
probably never wi l l  know. A truly inc lus ive theory of attachment shou ld 
be ab le  to encompass such psychocu ltu ra l  phenomena wit h i n  a 
perspective which is both affective and cogn itive . 
Social identif icat ion theory, henceforth referred to as S IT, which 
orig inated from Henri Tajfe l 's work on the social -psycholog ical processes 
of g roup formation ,  specif ical ly addresses the issue of g roup identit ies 
and g roup p references . Tajfel beg ins by not ing that "g roup" d ist inctions 
may exist whether or  not relevant g roups are actual ly i n  social contact 
and whether or not "c lear-cut phys ical or behavioral  cues . . .  ex ist to 
fac i l itate d iscrimination . "25 He therefo re i nvest igated the p rocesses of 
g roup format ion and g roup awareness with what he cal led "m in imal 
g roup"  exper iments, which entai led assign ing subjects to g roups based 
on an arbitra ry category or characteristic (such as " red" and "b lue" ) .  
Subjects were then asked to make choices o r  judgments on some task 
which concerned the g roup;  however, the other members of the g roup ,  if 
there actual ly were any (often the "g roup" was pure ly fictional)  were 
never seen .  With no more basis than th is ,  subjects evi nced a tendency 
to j udge in p reference of the i r  supposed g roup-fe l lows , suggesting  the 
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existence and operat ion  of some sort of " g roup  sense"  and g roup  
attachment .  
The conclus ion d rawn by S IT is that the "mere percept ion of 
common category membersh ip  may be . . .  necessary and suff ic ient fo r 
g roup  format ion . "26 Social categorizat ion itself ,  and even more so 
situations and activities (even weak ones, l i ke the "m in imal  g roup "  
s i tuat ion)  which d i rect or  compel the  ind ividual to  th i nk  and  behave in  
terms of  social categories,  lead first to  identification with some category 
and second to attachment to i t .  G roup membersh ip  i n  th is  v iew is 
"cogn it ive" o r  "perceptual"  f i rst and affective second:  it is  an emotional 
bond to a perceived social category and to membersh ip i n  said category. 
I n  fact , the "personal " ,  that is ,  person-to-person,  attachment (beari ng i n  
m ind that S IT does not specifical ly use  the  term attachment) is construed 
as less fundamental than the person-to-category attachment :  "We may 
not, afte r al l ,  tend to join people we l i ke as much as l i ke people we 
perceive ou rselves joined to . "27 In a real way the attachment to the 
category rather than to specif ic people makes the g roup .  
The process of  social identification as understood in  S IT i nvolves 
a th ree part sequence of social categorization , social ident ity, and social 
comparison .  Social categories exist in virtually al l  human social situations 
and certa in ly i n  a l l  societies . These categories may be racia l ,  ethn ic ,  
loca l ,  o r  any number of  others ;  in  a certain sense they are "g iven"  i n  the 
sense of social facts "exist ing p rior to the interact ion" but not necessari ly 
apriori; rather, they are the constructs of earl ier  interact ional patte rns 
and outcomes. At any rate , in i nte ract ion ind ividuals are exposed to the 
catego ries and the i r  re levance for behavior ;  ind iv iduals learn which 
category "they are"  and how that fact constrains the i r  choices and the 
expectat ions which others have of  them. 
U n d e r  n o rm a l  c i rc u m st a n c e s  expe r i e n c e  w i t h  s o c i a l  
categorizat ion leads ind ividuals t o  identify with the category and with 
the othe rs who share categoria l  membersh ip .  Recogn it ion of and 
identif icat ion with a social category (such as an ethnic or  racial  category) 
e nte rs i nto the ind iv idual 's "self-concept , "  the "hypothetical cog n it ive 
struct u re "  wh ich mediates between the ind iv idual 's  pe rsonal ity and 
behavior  and the external social world .  I n  particu lar, social categorizat ion 
and perceived membersh ip  i n  a category lead to the format ion of an 
individual 's "social  identity, " def ined as "that part of an ind ividual 's self­
concept which derives from his knowledge of his membersh ip  of a social 
g roup (or g roups) together with the value and emotional s ign ificance 
attached to that membersh ip . "28 The ind ividual now "th i nks l i ke" and 
"behaves l i ke"  a member of the category or, now, group. 
The f inal  step i n  the sequence is social comparison .  This has 
two d ifferent aspects , one objective or  "social ly g iven" and the other  
subjective . On the objective s ide society comes complete not on ly with 
social categories but with social evaluations of those categories a system 
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of re lat ive p rest ige and powe r as we l l  as part icu lar  i mages and  
stereotypes, which enter into and  affect the  interactional possib i l it ies 
and the social identities of members .  The system of groups and of social 
evaluat ions of those g roups constitutes the environment, the "frame of 
refe rence , "  for social comparison and for the construction of positive or 
negative social identit ies which incorporate these evaluations .  The 
subjective aspect is the individual 's need for a positive social identity 
(fo r what we might cal l self-esteem) which entai ls both a sharp d istinction 
from other g roups and categories and a positive evaluation of one's own 
group on some valued criteria. Thus, it is in  the interest of a g roup of this 
kind to emphasize or  maximize the d ifferences between itself and other 
g roups in  the social f ie ld and to f ind value in  one or  more of its own 
g roup characteristics ; th is also helps to account for the common need to 
denig rate or d iscriminate against other groups. In fact, on th is basis S IT 
offers its "categorization law" : "as category memberships become sal ient, 
there wi l l  be a tendency to exaggerate the d i fferences on c rite r ial 
d i mensions between individuals fal l ing i nto disti nct categories , and to 
min imize those difference with in  each of these categories. "29 
I t  is c ri t ica l  to note that the  theoret ical  seq ue nce ,  soc ia l  
categorization-social identity-social comparison,  and the entire social 
identification phenomenon described in SIT, while seemingly natural and 
easi ly accompl ished, is qu ite expl icitly learned. People are not born 
with a social identity, nor is it accurate to say that they acqu i re such an 
identity independent of social interaction by some process of cu ltural  or 
sp i ritual osmosis .  I n  fact the whole point of S IT is that people learn 
social identities , make social judgments, and exhibit social behavior as 
a resu lt of participation in categorial ly-organized social interactions in  
situations in which social categories are a real and sal ient element of 
the cogn itive and behavioral environment. 
Tajfel specifical ly discusses how the learned aspect of social 
identity and g roup membersh ip helps to account for the varying strength 
and even varying existence of g roup attachment and group oriented 
behavior for d ifferent ind ividuals at different times . Most basically the 
p resence of categories and re lative eva luat ions of them does not 
necessari ly compel the individual to recognize them nor to identify with 
them. At the same t ime some social situations al low or force ind ividuals 
to perceive categorical d ifferences and group identifications more than 
others and to consider those differences and identifications in  determining 
thei r  own identity and subsequent behavior. It  is  enti rely possible that 
the perception of and identification with category and g roup may initially 
be absent or weak for any g iven individual ,  but if these situations are 
sufficiently frequent and serious then perception and identification may 
develop and strengthen.  Tajfel says it best when he writes: ·Social 
situations which wi l l  force the ind ividuals involved to act in terms of their 
g roup membership wil l also enhance for them some g roup identifications 
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which had previously not been very significant to them, or perhaps even 
create or bring to l ife group memberships which were previously on ly 
dormant or potential . "3o 
Correspondingly, once a categorical ly-based social identity is 
constructed in the individual, it functions as a lens through which to judge 
social situations and interactions and by which to organize behavior, as 
evidenced by the original minimal-g roup experiments . Turner writes that 
social identity "monitors and construes social st imu l i , "31 f ind ing or even 
imputing "group mean ing" in social situations. Social c ircumstances are 
therefore interpreted in terms of social categories and the re ig n ing  
evaluat ions of  them making i t  possible to  " read i nto" a situation or  
interaction a g roup significance. Furthermore, social identity also serves 
as a source of individual behavior, behavior which is also conducted i n  
terms of  perceived g roup categories , comparisons ,  and i nterests . 
U lt imately, S IT posits that "social identity is the cognitive mechanism 
which makes group behavior possible. "32 Then, in more or less extensive 
fashion for various individuals at various times, social identities and, 
therefore, social categories as "social facts" can structure the perception, 
course, and outcome of social interaction .  Social identity as premised 
on social categories and categorical ly-based group formation is thus an 
indefin itely elastic phenomenon which can expand and contract with 
changing social c ircumstances and changing i nterpretations of those 
c i rcumstances . 
CONCLUSION 
As we have seen,  both attachment theory and social identification 
theory g ive us a view of affective bonds to specific others which are 
plastiC and social ly constructed or plastiC because they are social ly 
constructed .  Attachment, i n  the f i rst case p rimari ly an emot iona l  
p h e no m e n o n  and  i n  the  seco nd  case p r i mar i l y  a c o g n i t ive or  
identificational one ,  is  seen in  both theories as "natu ral" or  " i nstinctive , "  
but the actual attachments which form are unpredictable,  uncertain ,  and 
flexible: The two characteristics of plasticity and social construction are 
crucial to any theoretical exposition of ethnic attachment, which though 
often powerfu l ,  pervasive, and persistent is not always equal ly so and 
must be a product of social interaction if i t  to be a usefu l social concept. 
Thus a social-psychological conception of attachment has the 
potential to meet the "primordial challenge" of ethnicity for social theory, 
especially in  regard to its apparent g iven ness, strength ,  and i rrational ity. 
If an attachment phenomenon such as the one described in the theories 
above underl ies ethnicity, then ethnicity is not in fact a resu lt of mere 
" immediate contigu ity and kin connections" but is an artifact of specific 
and analyzable social experiences and psychological tendencies .  
Contiguity or k in connection provide the social opportunities to form 
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attachments and identities by providing contexts of social interaction ,  
but  those simple "primordials" are not coercive of  either, not i n  fact nor  in  
fo rm . 
F i rst of a l l ,  though the propensity to form attachments is natural 
in humans , attachment is seen in both theories above as learned and 
situational .  Certain specific i nteractions with specific others actualize 
the potential attachment and g ive it its particular characteristics for the 
individual in  question .  Though " natura l "  in principle for humans as a 
species, each actual attachment is specific to the i ndividual and, more 
importantly, to the situations i n  which the ind ividual experiences others 
and the wider social world .  Attachment is "h istorical " or "biographical" i n  
the sense of  its being the product of  the encounters between the person 
and his or her social environment. This real ization actual ly opens up an 
area of research fo r ethnicity studies, namely the "social ization" of ethnic 
identities and attachments . 
Second ,  attachment br idges the theoret ical gap between 
primordial ism and c i rcumstantial ism by combining affect and interest. 
Attachment, whether infanti le or identificational, is instrumental in a sense; 
it is born of certain interests and continues to serve certain interests 
after fo rmation .  However, the affective character of the attachment is 
not total ly defined nor l imited by those i nterests , such that it can appear 
that the affect and the i nterest are independent or even contradictory for 
example, that the affect is i r rational and perhaps counterproductive in 
re lat ion to actual i nte rests or that the interest is on ly a secondary 
consideration after the affect. But Bowlby notes that attachment arises 
out of an interest in safety and security and tends to endure once formed, 
regard less of subsequent experiences , even ones which might seem to 
extinguish it. Tajfel 's appeal to social identity, on the other hand, suggests 
that the attachment becomes an i ntegral aspect of the self emerging 
from an interest to know and value oneself but then determining in  large 
part how interests are perceived and how behavior in  pursuit of interests 
is conducted in the future. 
Thus, attachment has a "function"  which u ltimately tu rns on the 
preservation or  perpetuation or even advancement of the "group." Bowlby 
says so specifical ly, and SIT shows that social ly-identified individuals 
tend to act in  favor of the group. In  a sense the group might be conceived 
not as a Darwin ian popu lation whose fitness is increased by attachment 
phenomena but as a symbol ic popu lation marked and isolated by 
symbol ic boundaries (which may nevertheless become real in such forms 
as endogamy ru les or neighborhoods or even states) . As Anderson so 
rightly noted, such groups are " imagined commun ities· which emerge 
through boundary processes which are , i n  DeVos' words, "basical ly 
psycho log ica l  i n  nat u re ,  not terr i tori a l . "33 Th is  is why, as S I T  
acknowledges i n  particular, there i s  no  real correlation between the 
amount of "cu ltu ral" d ifference between categories or  groups and the 
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i ntensity of the identity and boundary d isti nctions made by members . 
At the same time this attachment does not function to the same 
extent for al l ind ividuals at a l l  t imes. Both theories above ag ree that the 
phenomenon may u ltimately be present or absent, strong or weak, and 
active or  dormant in  any actual case. Certain specific situational triggers 
may also activate attachment-oriented or identity-oriented responses or 
enhance the personal salience of these qual ities for the individual , making 
such responses more l ikely in  the future. Furthermore ,  the elastic ity of 
its affective and cognitive qual ities makes it poss ible for it to expand and 
contract, i ntenSify and subside, as circumstances warrant. New terms 
or  s ituations may become imbued with group s ign ificance , and the very 
boundaries and qual ities of the category or g roup may sh ift over t ime.  
I n  the end ethnicity is not just attachment and noth ing else;  it is 
one of the many h uman aff i l iat ions based on attachment .  Var ious 
scholars have noted that ethn icity exh ibits mult iple aspects of which the 
affective t ie or  bond is one. However, to the extent that an attachment is 
imp l icated i n  the psychosocial al loy which is ethn ic ity, the theories 
presented above have much to offer in expl icati ng one important facet 
of the phenomenon. Even more ,  each theory in its way al lows fo r such 
an a l loy. Attachment theorists after Bowlby have commented on the 
tendency for attachment to enter into mixtures of psychological processes, 
result ing in  various affective states such as adu lt love and perhaps even 
national ism. S IT very expl icitly s ituates g roup identity and preference 
with i n  a f ie ld  of socia l  categories , soc ia l  eva luat io n s ,  and soc ia l  
interactions which opens the social identification process to  symbol ic  
and pol itical forces . The particular kinds of  categories , g roups ,  and 
markers which compose ethn ic attachment and eth n ic identity w i l l  
d istinguish i t  from other re lationships and identities which also conta in  
an attach ment at  their  heart. However, a psychosocia l ly articu late 
conception of the attachment underlying ethn icity retu rns this critical ly 
important modern phenomenon to the fold of social ly-constructed cu ltural 
processes. 
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The African American Intel lectual of the 1 920s: 
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This pape r deals with some of the sociological impl ications of a major 
cultural h igh-water point in the African American experience, the New 
Negro/H arlem Renaissance. The paper concentrates on the cultural 
transformations brought about through the intel lectual activity of po­
l it ical activists , a multi-genre group of artists, cultu ral brokers, and 
businesspersons. The d riving-wheel th rust of this era was the recla­
mation and the invigoration of the traditions of the cultu re with an 
emphasis on both the African and the American aspects, which sig­
n ificantly impacted American and i nternational cu lture then and 
throughout the 20th century. This study examines the pre- 1 920s 
background,  the forms of Black activism during the Renaissance, the 
modern content of the writers' work, and the enthusiasm of whites for 
the African American art forms of the era. This essay uti l izes re­
search from a multi-discipl inary body of sources, which includes so­
ciology, cultu ral h istory, creative l iterature and l iterary criticism,  auto­
biography, biography, and journalism. 
There were many forces at p lay from the beg inn ing of the 20th 
centu ry through the World War, the 1 920s, and into the early 1 930s that 
assisted i n  the emergence of the Harlem Renaissance School of Artists 
and which encouraged and sustained the growth and vital ity of thei r 
works , provid ing wider acceptance for African American cultural sub­
jects than previously possible. Crucial factors in  the development of the 
New Negro era were the vicious racism that ended America's first ex­
periment with l iving on a democratic basis with African Americans and 
resu lted in the G reat Migration (which brought mi l l ions of people and 
the i r  cultu ral tastes and artistic skills into u rban centers of the North) , the 
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wide variety of black pol itical activists who sought to organize and d i rect 
the newly u rban ized masses and the cultu ral renaissance , the modern 
content of the writing of the era, and the European and Euro-American 
enthusiasm for Black artistry. Due to America's tragic legacy of mono­
cultural education and cultural hegemony, the actual import of the New 
Negro Renaissance was officially and prematurely buried . It took the 
red iscovery of the Harlem Renaissance by scholars , beg inn ing i n  the 
1 960s and working through the 1 990s, to clarify the depth of the lasti ng ,  
un iversal values that were part and parcel of  the movement. M uch of 
this rediscovery indicates just how thoroughly the African American 1 920s 
anticipated the African American 1 960s . This paper beg ins to describe 
some of the contextual inf luences upon that seminal moment i n  African 
American h istory and cu ltu re.  
During the 1 920s the phenomenal and controvers ial activities 
of a young generation of African-Americans served to captu re the imag i ­
nation of  a wide range of  the American population. Expressions of  th is  
"Harlem Renaissance," "Negro Renaissance ," or "New Negro" were cu l ­
tural i n  character. Blacks of  the era not only created rich modes of  l ite r­
ary and musical cultural expression but also strugg led to control that 
expression'S image as wel l  as its business affai rs. As an inte l lectual and 
artistic movement , the Renaissance was fi rmly rooted in  pol it ical activ­
ism and contained a wide variety of pol itical overtones. Not the least of 
those who were pol itical ly active were the members of the W. E . B  Du  
Bois led National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 
and the mi l l ions of members of Marcus Garvey's Un ited Negro I mprove­
ment Associat ion in African and th roughout the African D iaspora .  
Garvey's expansive, black h istory-rooted activism co lored the  spi rit of 
the age. H is  magazine, Negro World, as wel l as the NAACP's The Cri­
sis focused on al l  aspects of the pol itical and cultural cl imate of the 1 920s, 
and both sought to gu ide the d i rection of the flou rish ing cu ltu ral  produc­
t ion. It was Garvey's unparalle led abi l ity to appeal to and raise funds 
from the masses of blacks world-wide from his Harlem base that made 
the UN IA a l ightening rod for the actions and reactions of all the other 
g roups interested in  black upl ift : the integrationists , the social ists , and 
the communists . Garvey was eventually criminal ized and deported by 
his enemies, both with in and outside of the race . '  Def in it ions of the New 
Negro ,  h is importance as a model of American Culture,  and the intent of 
his activities were argued by black and white al ike .  Alain Locke , an 
African American cultural critic, Rhodes Scholar, and a prominent spokes­
man for the Renaissance described the movement as 
. . .  the rise from social d is i l lus ionment to race pride, from the 
sense of social debt to the responsibi l ity of social contribution. 
Each generation wi l l  have its creed and that of the present is 
the bel ief i n  the efficacy of the col lective effort in  the race co-
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operat ion . The deep fee l ing of race is at present the main­
spr ing of Negro l i fe . 2  
He saw hope fo r the contemporary B lack as rest ing ,  " in  the reevalua­
t ion . . .  of the Negro i n  terms of h is  own artistic endowments and cu l tural 
contribut ion , "  although others held oppos ing views . Replying to poet 
Langston Hughes and his artistic man ifesto , "The Negro Artist and the 
Racial Mountain , "  i n  The Nation, i n  1 926 black sati rist George Schuyler 
wrote 
Negro a rt "made in America" is as nonexistent as the widely 
advertised profund ity of Calvi n Cool idge . . .  o r  the sophistica­
t ion of New Yorkers . Negro Art has been ,  is, and wil l be among 
the numerous black nat ions of Africa; but to suggest the poss i ­
b i l ity of  any such development among the ten mi l l ion  colored 
people in the repub l ic is se lf-evident foo l ishness . 3  
I t  is altogether  curious that the talented and dup l icitous M r. Schu lyer, 
who was a l ife long opponent of the rad ical trends of African Americans ,  
by the 1 930s wou ld be busy t ryi ng h is  own Black hand as an artist. He 
pub l ished h is h i lariously s ign ifying ,  science fict ion sat i re on racial con­
sciousness , Black No More, i n  1 931  under h is  own name. As we l l ,  he 
c ranked out inventive magazine fiction (Black Empire, The Ethiopian 
Murder Mystery, and Revolt in Ethiopia) under such pseudonyms as 
Samuel L. B rooks and Rachel Cal 1 . 4  
Despite the 1 920s debate over whether the Renaissance was a 
declaration of cu l tural autonomy or an exercise in self-de lus ion ,  it held 
the attention of the American publ ic then and i nf luenced future forms of 
B lack artistry on an internat ional scale .  I n  that e ra Langston H ughes,  
Zora Neale Hu rston ,  Claude McKay, Wal lace Thu rman , Countee Cu l len ,  
Jess ie Fauset, Jean Tommer, Rudo lph F isher, and James We ldon 
Johnson establ ished reputat ions as popu lar  poets , short-sto ry writers 
and novel ists . Socio logist E .  F rankl i n  Frazier a long with h istorians J .A. 
Rogers ,  Carter G. Woodson, and Alain Locke gained a wide readership 
i n  scholarly and popular c i rc les.  Lou is Armstrong ,  Alberta H unter, Paul  
Robeson ,  Ro land  Hayes , D u ke E l l i ngto n ,  James Reese E u rope ,  
Joseph ine Baker, Gertude "Ma" Rainey and Bessie Smith were bu t  a 
few of the accla imed actors , music ians and dancers who became pub l ic  
f igures,  both here and abroad . B lack America experienced i n  the 1 920s 
a sudden recognit ion and, i n  some cases, a s incere appreciat ion of a 
few of its talented members .  The audiences that rece ived these i ntel­
lectuals and artists fed addit ional enthusiasm into the movement,  p ro­
mot ing and encou rag ing the emergence of other  talent, such as A .  Ph i l i p  
Randolph and  Cyri l Br iggs in  journa l ism,  Ange l ina G rimke and George 
Douglas Johnson i n  d rama and Aaron Doug las in  art.  The p rophetic 
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ideals of the young rad icals among the era's c reative spi rits were v ind i ­
cated by the work of future a rt ists . Hughes' 1 926 declarat ion ,  "We 
younger  a rtists that create now i ntend to express our  ind iv idual  dark­
sk inned selves without fear or shame . . .  We bu i ld  our  temples fo r tomor­
row, strong  as we know how, and we stand on top of the mountai n ,  f ree 
with i n  ou rselves ,"5 has proven to be extremely i nf l uential th roughout the 
twentieth century. Janheinz Jahn ,  among others ,  has noted that the 
Har lem Renaissance had a d i rect inf luence on the Neg ritude Movement 
of French speaking Caribbean and African writers . 6  S imi larly, write rs of 
America's B lack Arts Movement of the 1 960s and early 1 970s repre­
sented thei r work as "the New B lack Renaissance ."7 A f inal  ind icat ion of 
the enduri ng impact of the New Negro Movement comes from the l ite r­
ary poets of the H ip-Hop generation .  The ed ito rs of In the Tradition: An 
Anthology of Young Black Writers ( 1 992) assert that, "we are echoes of 
the Harlem Renaissance- Zora Neale, Langston,  Countee, Nel la ,  Claude, 
et al . "8 
The Pre-1 920s Background 
"New Negroes" of the Renaissance were emerg ing  f rom an 
America that had experienced vast changes in  the late 1 9th and early 
20th centu ries .  I ndustrial izat ion ,  u rbanizat ion , and the rise of the midd le 
c lass marked the end of the Civ i l  War, wi th Reconstruct ion redefi n i ng  
social o rder and  mood . With in  th i s  period o f  change, i t  was African-Ameri­
cans who were most g reatly affected . From 1 890 to 1 920 more than 
two m i l l ion  Negroes left Southern farms fo r the city and factory.9 Just 
two decades later, the p roport ion of African-Americans res id ing in u rban 
areas in America had " increased from 28% to 48 .2%." 1 0  Ala in Locke 
described th is  movement as "a del iberate f l ight not on ly from the coun­
t rys ide to city, but f rom med ieval America to modern . " 1 1  Black men and 
women sh ifted from an ag rarian wor ld to an industrial one,  from consti­
tut ing  a peasantry to jO in ing an u rban proletariat. One resu lt of the mas­
s ive mig rat ion was the creat ion of B lack Harlem, the center of the Re­
naissance. I l l og ical land and bu i ld ing speculat ion and the resu lt ing fran­
t ic "co l lapse of the real estate values, suddenly transformed an area for 
the wel l -to-do i nto a fash ionable s lum for New York's Negroes . " 1 2  F rom 
1 900 to 1 920 the populat ion of  Harlem i ncreases rap id ly and " i t  g radu­
al ly acqu i red the characte r of a ' race' capita l .  Negroes from Africa and 
the West I nd ies ,  f rom the North and the South . . .  poured i nto the crucib le 
of the dark Manhattan .  Harlem thus p rovided the Negro artist with an 
inf in ite number and variety of human subjects . " 1 3  The crowded c ity fos­
tered v igorous g roup l ife, and the African-Americans began to see thei r 
p roblems col lectively. The u rban envi ronment put an end to isolated 
p rovincial att itudes ; t rad it ional ways of th inking ,  fo rmed as survival strat­
egies du ring  the severe test of s lavery, were modified . A general lack of 
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work gave many of "the Harlem Neg roes the opportun ity for ind iv idual 
contacts with l ife and the sp i rit of New York. " 1 4  
The migrat ion of m i l l ion of cu l ture-beari ng African Americans 
into the cit ies incl uded laborers ,  middle class p rofess ionals ,  and artists 
a l ike .  Even as the racist "Separate but Equal" was be ing put into p lace,  
the racia l ly d ist i nctive musical g ifts of the culture captu red the attention 
of wh ite Americans and set them to dancing .  It is of major  s ign if icance 
to note that the integral part music plays in  most aspects of African Ameri­
can l ife is a defin ite retention from African cu ltu re which has conti nual ly 
served to produce outstanding artists . The importance of the idea of 
Africa is reflected in styl istic techn iques (much of which remained sub­
l im inal) but also in  the naming of songs both befo re and after Marcus 
Garvey. Tht3re were among the early 20th century ragtime tu nes such 
t i t les as" "African D reamland , "  "An African Rever ie ,"  "Under the Bam­
boo Tree , "  and Eubie Blake's "Sounds of Africa." Early jazz songs fea­
tured titles l i ke "Pharaoh Land , "  "Senegalese Stompe,"  "South African 
B lues , "  "African Hunch , "  "Shakin '  The African , "  and The M i l ls B rother's 
"Jung le Fever. " 1 5  The popular arrival of ragtime music around 1 900 set 
the stage for the i ntroduct ion of the other  mus ical genres ; jazz and b lues 
were al ready incubati ng i n  a l l  B lack sett ings i n  the Deep South and were 
tr ickl i ng  i nto the North .  "The Jazz Age actual ly started in 1 9 1 2  when 
musicians f i rst referred to 'jazz ing '  music but was recogn ized by the 
world around 1 9 1 8  or  1 920. " 1 6  The cultural ly focused activism of a mu lt i ­
talented g roup of African Americans,  general ly one generat ion out of 
s lavery, led the strugg le to put the i r  music on America's cente r stage. 
The far-sighted among the oppressed saw in  the ir  music a pow­
erfu l  tool to be used in the f ight against both segregat ion and the racist 
attitudes . . . .  The picket l i nes and lawsu its b roadened opportun it ies fo r 
B lack a rtists i n  the North ,  whi le at the same time there were mus ical 
forays into the Southern backwaters by jazz and b lues g roups who proved 
to be so popu lar  that they generated integ rated audiences desp ite seg­
regation laws . Then there were the musicians tu rned rad icals .  And at 
the same t ime commun ity act ivists aided the music cause, as for ex­
ample when the NAACP underwrote the f i rst major Black-owned record 
company. 1 7  
Key f igures a t  th is developmental stage o f  the New Neg ro Re­
naissance inc l uded the fo l lowing  cultural p ioneers :  Leste r A .  Walton ,  
desegregation activist, theater manager, and theater-page journal ist; W.C.  
Handy:  music ian , composer, sheet-music bus inessman,  and author; 
Sherman Dud ley: theater booking-agency owner; Jack Johnson:  heavy­
weig ht champion of the world and jump-starter of Ch icago's cabaret 
bus iness with h is  i ntegrated c lubs;  and James Reese Europe: o rga­
nizer of The Clef C lub  i n  New York that started the p rocess of obtain i ng  
un ion ized status for B lack music ians and  band leader o f  the  U .S .  Army 
369th I nfantry Band i n  France that, p ivotal ly, introduced jazz to the world 
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d u ri ng  World War I .  Europe, whose Clef C lub dates back to 1 91 0 , also 
p ioneered the arena of interracial cu ltural  co l laborat ion around B lack art 
forms through work as musical d i rector for the i nf luential dance team of 
Vernon and I rene Castle . 1 8  The seg regated African American educa­
t ional  i nstitut ions of the South were wel l-organized trai n ing  schools fo r 
many of the futu re "names" of the Jazz Age and beyond . 1 9  
The g roundwork had been so  thoroughly laid that, as  Ted Vincent 
observes i n  his p ioneer ing socio-cu ltu ral study, Keep Cool: The Black 
Ac tivis ts Wh o Built the Jazz Age ( 1 992 } , 20 w h e n  " t h e  
p rofiteers . . .  p roclaimed the 'd iscovery' of a new world of music . . .  [they] 
found  a B lack civi l izat ion that had al ready p rovided its mus ic ians with 
the necessary gu idance and institut ional support."21 M uch of the strugg le 
of the Roaring  1 920s i nvolved the destruction of  th is hard -won African 
American cu l tural i nfrastructure .  As W.C .  Handy points out about the 
demise of a once th riv ing music pub l ish ing f i rm ,  "The beast of racial  
p rejud ice was rearing i ts head . . .  Add to such d iff icu lt ies the bitterness of 
sharp competition ,  and you have the materials for a minor tragedy" . 22 
Both rac ial  prejud ice and previous African American pol it ical 
movements helped to support and def ine concepts of racial identif ica­
tion and p ride that became central  to the unfo ld ing of the natu re of the 
Renaissance. The NAACP was an outg rowth of the N iagara movement 
in which W. E .B .  Du Bois was a p rominent factor. With h is  gu idance, the 
o rgan izat ion qu ickly establ ished a reputat ion as an upcoming force in  
the f ight  to  secure fu l l  participat ion i n  American l ife for its people .  I n  the 
p re-Renaissance e ra,  Du Bo is  used h is ed ito rsh ip  of  the organ izat ion's 
magaz ine ,  The Crisis, as a fo rum in  which to examine such issues as 
the ant i- lynch ing campaign and the participation of African Americans in  
World War I .  On the one hand , he recogn ized that en l istment could 
serve as a means of stimu lat ing upward mobi l ity for the race; on  the 
other  hand , he remained suspic ious about what real effect that partici­
pation  would mean i n  the context of the h istorical ly poor treatment of 
B lacks i n  the Un ited States . H is  re luctance to fu l ly endorse such en l ist­
ment p roved to be eminently j ustif ied . Pride of accompl ishment and the 
rea l izat ion of strength on the part of B lacks i n  the mi l itary too qu ickly 
tu rned into d is i l l us ionment when the t roops were pOintlessly segregated 
and cont inual ly mal igned,  even becoming targets in more than a few 
race riots . 
The h igh ly s ign ificant and best received novel of the p re-Re­
na issance e ra of Af r ican Ame r ican l i te ratu re was James We ldon  
Johnson's anonymously issued The Autobiography of an Ex-Coloured 
Man ( 1 91 2) .  23 This book foreshadowed many of the thematic concerns 
of Renaissance f ict ion in its depict ion of the music d riven-urban n ightl ife 
social strata. Johnson,  h imself an i nternational ly popular composer and 
entertainer, d rew upon personal experiences i n  h is  portrayal of African 
American c lub owners ,  the emergence of ragt ime music ,  and the in -
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tense i nterest of white artists and fans in the develop ing m i l ieu .  Paul  
Laurence Dunbar's Sport of the God ( 1 902) somberly depicts the d is in ­
teg rat ion of  a decent Southern fam i ly i n  a Babylon- l ike u rban sett ing .  
The mi l itant fict ion featur ing rac ism and seg regat ion f ight i ng revo lut ion­
ary themes and characters as i n  Du Bois'  Dark Princess ( 1 928) were 
presaged to a degree by Sutton E. G riggs'  Imperium in Imperio ( 1 899) 
focused on nat ional ist and separatist ideology. 
The Forms of B lack Activism in the Renaissance 
During  the 1 920s a wide variety of socio-pol it ical g roups jo i ned 
in  the racial up l ift f ray and u lt i mately competed with the NAACP over the 
question of the leadersh ip  of the African American masses. Garvey's 
UN lA, which had h istorical roots in the Africa focused nat ional ism of 
Martin Delany, Edward Blyden ,  and Bishop Henry McNeal Turner, among 
others,24 was the most successfu l  mass movement of B lacks i n  modern 
h istory. ''The U N IA . . .  by the mid-1 920s boasted over e leven hundred 
branches i n  over fo rty countries in  North ,  South, and Central America, 
the Caribbean , Africa, Europe, and Austra l ia . "25 Also on the scene were 
Cyri l B rigg's commun ist supported African Blood B rotherhood and thei r 
magaz ine ,  The Crusader, and A. Ph i l l i p  Randolph's social ist month ly, 
The Messenger. Garvey, Rando lph ,  Br iggs,  and Du Bois were sp ied 
upon by J .  Edgar Hoover and the FBI .26 Extraord inary by today's stan­
dards was the p resence of the Caribbean born Casper Holste in ,  the 
developer of Harlem's lucrative numbers racket, which Dutch Schu ltz 
eventual ly i nvaded .  Holste in ,  a race conscious man of cu lture,  "annu­
a l ly  contributed a substantial l ite rary p rize" and was fictional ized i n  Carl 
Van Vechten's 1 926 book, Nigger HeavenY Especial ly close to Garvey, 
Holste in  has been regarded by some scholars ,  "as one of six ind iv iduals 
without whom the cu ltu ral 'Harlem Renaissance' wou ld not have been 
poss ib le . "28 
All of the g roups p rovided extensive coverage and support of 
the cu l tural  creat ions of the Renaissance. This was especial ly true of 
the l ite rature ,  although both Du Bois and Garvey openly quarreled with 
writers they cons idered to be wayward , notably Claude McKay. Many of 
the writers were publ ished in both The Crisis and Negro World.29 Garvey's 
o rganization was i nt imately i nvolved with the music.  The U N IA had some 
forty bands regu larly pe rforming at i ts funct ions and generated several 
songs l i ke the 1 924 h i t  "West I ndies B lues" and "Black Star L ine , "  which 
lauded Garvey i n  the manner of contemporary reggae music .  Garvey 
h imself composed the lyrics to "Keep Cool" that was advert ised in 1 927 
as "the  s heet-mus ic  'Song H it of the Season '  . "30 Both B riggs  and 
Randolph were ardent supporte rs of  music .  Br iggs went so far as to 
establ ish the short- l ived f i rm ,  The Crusader M usic Company, for the 
pub l icat ion of rad ical song lyrics l i ke those of Andy Razaf , Thomas "Fats" 
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Wal le r's lyricist, the author of "(What D id I Do To Be So) Black and Blue" 
and one-ti me ed itor of The Crusader magazine.31 
The NAACP's attitude toward the music was decidedly more 
complex and u lt imately trag ic .  Although the organizat ion u nderwrote 
Harry A. Pace's Black Swan records in 1 92 1 , amply demonstrat ing there 
was a lucrative market for African American jazz and blues , Pace's re­
cord ing of b lues artists l i ke Mamie smith , Alberta Hunter, and Trixie Smith 
became a source of embarrassment to the classical musical tastes of 
the NAACP h ierarchy. Pace once , infamously, refused to record the 
legendary Bessie Smith . The Crisis advertised Black Swan's products, 
yet regu larly ignored reporting on the popularity of jazz and blues and its 
creators .  Faced with internal conflict and pressure from music industry 
g iants as wel l  as unknown others (the company received a shrapnel 
bomb i n  a coal sh ipment in 1 922) from without, the company was soon 
on shaky g round.  Before its 1 923 demise, B lack Swan was emphasiz­
ing classical record i ngs fee l ing that such works reflected more favorably 
on the race .32 
The Modern Content of the Writer 's Work 
The P u ritan ism,  materia l ism,  and racism that characterized 
America i n  the f i rst decades of the twentieth century was rejected by 
especial ly the youth among the Renaissance intel l igentsia.  The younger 
writers of the 1 920s were the ed ucated--"the wayward sons of the ris ing 
midd le class."33 Thei r l ives displayed s imi lar rebel l ious patterns . Langston 
Hughes, "at the ins istence of his businessman father spent a year study­
ing  at Col umbia U n iversity, after which in disgust he sh ipped out on a 
fre ighter to Africa."34 Hughes would write later, "My father was what the 
Mexicans cal l muy Americano; a typical American . . . .  He was interested 
on ly in making money."35 Actor Paul Robeson was raised by h is run­
away slave father, a tough-minded preacher, who demanded perfection 
from his son.  Robeson aspi red to h is father's values, becoming the th i rd 
Black to attend Rutgers ,  gett ing elected to both the Phi  Beta Kappa 
honorary society and Al l -American Football Team, and f inal ly g rad uat­
ing f rom Columbia Law School .  He practiced law only briefly, however, 
then won the lead in Emperor Jones with the Provincetown Players . 
After he quit  the law f i rm, Robeson relaxed and changed . He never 
bothered to look for another job, and "boast[ed] that he [was] as good a 
loafer as any man I iv ing."36 
Jean Toomer also pursued l ite ratu re though his endeavors were 
not supported by h is fami ly, in particular h is g randfather, the h igh-rank­
ing Reconstruction polit ician from Louisiana, P. B .S .  Pinchback. Countee 
Cul len ,  son of a noted Harlem min ister and one-time husband of W. E .B .  
Du Bois' daughter, rebel led against formal rel ig ion in h i s  novel One Way 
to Heaven. Rebel l ion from bourgeois values, however, was far from the 
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norm among artists and the intel lectuals of the era. A dichotomy of val­
ues existed among those associated with the Renaissance. Writers such 
as Jessie Fauset, Walter Wh ite , and Nel la Larsen, often identif ied as the 
"Rear G uard , "  projected middle class values in  the i r  work. Such conser­
vative writers were often perceived as propagandists tryi ng to placate 
wh ites' opin ions.  Comparing work of the Rear G uard's Larsen to Claude 
McKay of the Harlem School reveals the postu re of both g roups. ''B ita'' 
in McKay's Banana Bottom and Larsen's "Helga Crane" in Quicksand 
were both raised and p repared to participate in a wh ite-dominated cu l ­
ture .  Through varying c i rcumstance, however, both characters return to 
the fo lk. "That one author (Larsen) interprets this event as a tragedy 
and the other  as a natural expression of cu ltural dual ism is a measure of 
the i r  respective attitudes towards bourgeois society. "37 
In contrast to the emphasis on assim i lat ion promoted by writers 
of the Rear Guard was the ph i losophy of cultural dual ism or p lu ral ism 
characteristic of the Harlem School . The i r  nat ional ism was not based 
on racial considerations alone; it was motivated by facto rs re lated to the 
un iversal revolt of the modern artist from bou rgeois civi l ization .  The 
Neg ro intel lectual of the 1 920s shared ful ly in  the sp i ritual al ienation as 
an artist which caus ing him to alte r his goals as a Negro. I nstead of 
advocat ing b l i nd assimi lat ion i nto a hopeless, material istic cu ltu re,  he 
began to th ink in terms of preserving h is racial ident ity. 
The character of dual ism was a ''forced attempt to bu i ld  [the 
Neg ro's] Americanism on racial values" and was "a un ique social experi­
ment, its ult imate success . . .  impossible except through the fu l lest shar­
ing of American cultu re and i nstitutions."38 
The focus of the Harlem School served , to an extent, to def ine 
the subject matter emphasized by the school's writers who chose themes 
that were d ist inctively African American.  The middle class and middle 
class material ism were rejected as being white- identif ied . The lower 
classes and ''folk'' of slave or ig ins were embraced as central f igures of 
the new l iterature :  "there are the low-down folk  . . .  and they are the major­
ity - may the lord be praised ! .  . .  They furn ish a wealth of colorful d isti nc­
tive material for any artist because they sti l l  hold their  own ind ividuality 
i n  the face of the American standardization . "39 The work of Langston 
Hughes and Claude McKay, in particular, often took a Pan-African fo­
cus. The fo lk  res isted cu ltu ral ass imi lation ,  as is ind icated in a descrip­
t ion of a character in  Claude McKay's nove l ,  Banjo, which deeply in ­
volves the adventu res of  a Pan-African jazz band i n  France : 
This p rimitive ch i ld ,  l ies kinky-headed b ig laugh ing big boy of 
the world ,  d id not go down and d isappear under the serried 
crush of trampl ing feet; that he managed to remain on the 
scene . . .  not machine-made nor poor-in-spi rit l ike the reg imented 
creatu res of civi l ization ,  was baff l ing to civi l ized understand-
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i ng  . . . .  He was a chal lenge to c iv i l ization itse lf .40 
Looking  at the Renaissance from a half-centu ry away, cr it ic 
Charles T. Davis enhances McKay's ideas about the fo l k  and the i mpor­
tance of fo lk wisdom and about the i r  long-term effects on American so­
c iety and on African-American cultures. He writes that 
what saved the Renaissance was [that] the artists . . .  inte l l igent ,  
more sensitive , and more compassionate , had made the r ight 
guess . . . .  [Today] increas ing d iscontent with the mach ine age 
and a mount i n g  d i s may at the conseque nces of n uc lear  
f i ss ion  . . .  the menace of  nuclear war  have led to  an aff i rmat ion 
of the values of commun ity and a renewed affect ion for the 
p lanet earth . The folk trad it ion . . .  prospers ,  afford ing models 
for l ife and fo r art. This exploration ,  now an industry constantly 
expand ing ,  confi rms the right of fo l k  knowledge to stand be­
side formal h istory, science , and art as one of the p i l lars of 
civi l ization .  The cantankerous grandmother of [ Ishmael] Reed's 
The Free-Lance Pallbearers may yet receive a P h . D .  i n  
Hoodoo,  supported by government fund ing  resembl ing the 
benefits of the G . \ .  b i l \ .4 1 
To possess a d isti nctive cu ltu re ,  a d ist inctive language must be 
used . Terms l i ke "ofay" (white man , from pig Lat in fo r "foe") and " red­
bone" (a h igh-toned Black) were used so frequently in  the works of the 
Har lem School that some ind ividual authors writ ing fo r mixed audiences, 
notably Rudolph Fisher in  The Walls of Jerichcf2 and Zora Neale Hu rston 
in "A Story in Harlem Slang,"43 created g lossaries to expla in contempo­
rary Afr ican American ph raseology. Al l  of Langston Hughes' writ ing was 
s im i larly i mportant in the recogn it ion of B lack talk as was McKay's f ic­
t ion .  Both of them b rought jazz- inf luenced writ ing techn iques into Ameri ­
can l ite rature .  And Hughes almost s ing le handed ly made the b lues form 
a part of  the poets' arsenal .  
F requent motifs contained in  the writ ing produced by the Har lem 
School dealt with depicting and attacking the sacred cows of sexual ity, 
co lor  caste,  and ,  less frequently, gender re lat ions . I n  Banana Bottom, 
Claude McKay used sex as a veh ic le to d ramatize one character's con­
mct between the Calvin istic austerity of the white missionaries who raised 
her and the prim itive sexual ity and s imple values of the "Obeah God" 
fol k .  In Cane Jean Toomer examines sensual ity and sexism in  portraits 
of six southern women and the gender explo itat ion that causes one of 
them to become a prostitute .44 The sexual ity of young Harlem cabaret 
dancers was detai led in  many works . Some of the works constituted 
mi lestones in America l iteratu re ;  the p lay Lulu Belle "was i ndeed some­
thing of a turn ing point . . . a  play that could be staged that i nvolved sex 
between wh ite and black, love-making [that had] been going on for three 
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hundred years . "45 The mu lti-talented Hurston (fict ion writer, d ramatist, 
essayist, and anth ropolog ist) foretold the futu re of women's l iteratu re 
with her  abi l ity to write with rare d ramatic clarity and sati re on the many 
forms of male sexism.  Her landmark short story on spousal abuse, 
"Sweat" ( 1 926) ,46 especial ly, and her novel length study of marriage and 
Afr ican American male chauvin ism, Their Eyes Were Watching God 
( 1 937)47, rank  her as America's fi rst l iterary femin ist .  In this she seems 
to have taken her cue f rom the many African American female b lues 
s ingers that emerged in  the wake of Gertude "Ma" Rainey i n  the 1 920s, 
especia l ly Bessie Smith . A number of Smith's songs certain ly repre­
sent, "bold efforts to d ign ify women . "48 Hu rston had a large i nterest in 
earthy music created by Blacks in the Americas. She col lected , recorded , 
and wrote about it anth ropolog ically in Mules and Men ( 1 935) and Tell 
My Horse ( 1 938) . Hu rston ''was a writer of bl ues songs as wel l .  [Porter] 
G rainger recorded a Hurston blues titled 'Jel ly Look What You 've Gone 
00ne' . "49 G rainger was frequently Bessie Smith's piano player i n  the 
1 920s. 
White Enthusiasm for Black Art Forms 
A number of white artists associated themselves with the cul­
ture ,  subject matter and the people of the Harlem Renaissance. Eu­
gene O'Nei l l  was an important p ioneer in  this vein .  H is f i rst fou r  plays: 
The Moon of the Caribees, The Dreamy Kid (a play about a Harlem 
gangster) , The Emperor Jones, and All God's Children Got Wings, dealt 
with increasingly complex characterizations of African Americans . 50 This 
trend was fol lowed by Sherwood Anderson's Dark Laughterand Ou Bois 
Heyward's Porgy, among many other lesser l ights. These writers helped 
create an audience amenable to serious l iterary treatments of Black 
subjects . The introduction of African America into mainstream Ameri­
can l iteratu re al lowed the race's writers access to previously segregated 
associations and i nstitut ions. Personal association with white authors 
meant an inevitable end to cultural isolation and p rovincial ism and an 
immense gain in  technical maturity for the Black writer. Carl Van Vechte!1 
was of major i mportance as a faci l itator of th is i nter- racial i nteraction . 
Cultural col laboration between the races was not always suc­
cessfu l ,  however. Ou Bois identified Eugene O'Nei l l  as being one of the 
few wh ite artists to have succeeded at sensitively portraying Blacks in  
h is  p lays . But  Charles G i l p i n ,  one  o f  the  fi rst successful  actors of  h is 
race i n  serious d rama argued with O'Nei l l  when playing the role of Brutus 
Jones i n  The Emperor Jones. He resigned his role in  the play because 
of his ins istence that particular language he objected to be changed. 
None of the white writers of the period sti rred as much contro­
versy as did Carl Van Vechten ,  author of Nigger Heaven. Van Vechten's 
role in alerting his white col leagues to the New Negro Movement proved 
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helpfu l ,  but how helpfu l the novel was to the movement remains debat­
able. "Emphasizing the bawdy and exotic aspects of Harlem l ife and 
heavi ly i nf luenced by primitivistic conceptions, Nigger Heaven shattered 
the complacence of the Negro intel l igentsia by th reatening to steal thei r 
l iterary thunder."51 
The presence of white artists in  the Renaissance created a cer­
tain  suspicion that many Black artists' motive for creating was , i n  fact , 
merely to entertain rather than to educate wh ite audiences. The suspi­
cion may have been justif ied: some of the cu ltu ral ly dist i nctive charac­
teristics which Renaissance writers uti l ized to emphasize race pride were 
the same exaggerated aspects in caricatu res of Blacks by ignorant and 
bigoted whites . 
Responding to this di lemma in The Crisis, Van Vechten com­
pared his work to that of Rudolph Fisher, an African American writer and 
doctor of medicine whose stories contained controvers ial u rban themes: 
" I f  a wh ite man had written [Fisher's Stories] he would be cal led a Negro 
Hater. Now these stories would be just as good if a white man had 
written them, but the sensitive Negro--and heaven knows he has reason 
enough to be sensitive--would see propaganda there in ."52 Langston 
Hughes and Countee Cullen repl ied that any artist must have the right to 
use any subject material in any way he wishes, according to his own 
conscience . African-American writers felt that an honest and inte l l igent 
audience could d istinguish between bigotry and artistic real ism.  
White participation in the New Negro Movement fostered an 
image of African Americans that reflected and supported wh ite inte l lec­
tuals' longing for abandon.  The years of the Renaissance were 
years of postwar catharsis of Freud and the sexual revolution , 
of heavy d rinking and defiance of authority . . .  i nte rest in the 
Negro focused around the cult of the primitive . . .  reflect ing the 
works of Sigmund Freud, it exalt[ed] instinct over inte l lect , Id  
over Super Ego,  and thus [was] a revolt against the Pu ritan 
spi rit. For such an artistic movement the Neg ro had obvious 
uses: he represented the unspoiled chi ld of nature ,  the noble 
savage-carefree, spontaneous and sexual ly un inh ibited.  53 
White audiences' interest in the Renaissance appears to have 
been so i ntense it constituted a kind of voyeuristic cult. However, the 
prevai l ing image of African American artistic accomplishment was a care­
ful ly managed affai r  by the white establ ishment.54 The image of Harlem 
held by whites was a primitive and exotic one, produced by the popular 
"slumming" parties and cabarets operated by whites for whites which 
were, for many, their  primary contact with Harlem. 
What was tragic and oppressing about Harlem and the general 
condition of African America was ignored.55 Langston Hughes main-
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tained that despite the optimism of the bourgeois, ultimately, the cultural 
movement made no d iscernible impact on the l ives of the residents of 
Harlem. As he put it in the f i rst volume of h is autobiography, 
Some Harlemites thought that the mi l lennium had come . . . .  
don't know what made any Negroes think that - except that 
they were mostly inte l lectuals doing the thinking. The ordi­
nary Negroes hadn't heard of the Negro Renaissance. And if 
they had , it hadn't raised the i r  wages any.56 
General ly speaking serious art depicting Harlem, or Blacks anywhere, 
d id not enjoy commercial success . Among the Black writers of the era, 
only Claude McKay's controvers ial Home to Harlem attained a large 
number of sales. McKay compared the reception of this book to being,  
" l ike an impudent dog . . .  [moving] r ight  in  among the best sel lers in  New 
York."57 The sensational Nigger Heaven by Van Vechten ran qu ickly 
through several edit ions, whereas Jean Toomer's Cane sold hardly five 
hundred copies in its fifth year. Du Bois reviewed Nigger Heaven mak­
ing important d istinctions about the characters and intentions of whites 
involved in the Renaissance. Du Bois observed about Van Vechten that 
"to h im the black cabaret is Harlem; around it al l  h is characters g ravi­
tate. "  These cabarets , f inanced, supported and owned by white New 
York did not reveal real istic characteristics of Harlem. Both Langston 
Hughes and Carl Van Vechten knew Harlem cabarets , but it was Hughes 
who whispered, "One said he heard the jazz band sob when the l ittle 
dawn was g rey. Van Vechten never heard a sob in  a cabaret. Al l he 
[heard was] noise and brawl ing. "58 
Different interpretations and values caused criticism of the Re­
naissance to be sometimes confused and contradictory. Du Bois and 
The Crisis opposed cultural assimi lation of the Black, fearing Black Art 
could be destroyed by "the overemphasis of Ethn ics . . .  meet[ ing] the 
Puritans . . .  who conceal their joys and deny them with crass uti l itarian­
ism."59 Yet in a later review Du Bois wrote that Claude McKay's Home to 
Harlem, whi le it showed evidence of McKay's characteristic cultural con­
tent and pol itical intent, "for the most part nauseates me, and after the 
di rtiest of its f i lth I feel d istinctly l ike taking a bath."60 Cultural ly and 
pol itically a mi l itant African American nationalist, Du Bois was al ready in 
h is mid-f ift ies when the Renaissance began and his attachment to Vic­
torian values, especial ly class and sexual values, inh ibited to a great 
degree his abi l ity to assess works of the Harlem School .  
Some Renaissance critics suggested the concept of  Negro A rt  
promoted a paternal istic segregation. When singer Roland Hayes per­
formed German and French p ieces his audiences were surprised and 
he received moderate applause. The consensus was that Hayes was 
best with sp i rituals , or "songs of th is race." Some Blacks objected to the 
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racial concepts of "Negro Art" and the l im itations that those concepts 
imposed: "Even with her eyes closed America must always be able to 
tel l .  .. Negroes were darkies. Perhaps that is why . . .  Roland Hayes is re­
turn ing  to France to l ive."61 The assumption that such l im itat ions caused 
Hayes to retreat to France is not convincing .  Protest ing not treatment 
rece ived ind ividual ly but the values and eth ics of America in  genera l ,  
many artists , Black and white, went i nto vo luntary exi le i n  that same 
t ime period . Paul Robeson l ived in  Europe from 1 928 unti l 1 939 not 
because of d i rect d iscrimination (by his own account he experienced 
l ittle) but "as a rebel l ion against American attitude on race. "62 
Establ ishment of African American Art in America was cons id­
ered impossible by one New Negro crit ic who enjoyed warm response 
du ring the Renaissance era because he opined "the Afro-American is 
merely a lampblacked Anglo-Saxon expressing an unconscious u rge 
toward whiteness ."63 Langston Hughes discounted such negative th ink­
i ng  and sharply critic ized members of the middle class for having a "de­
s i re to run away spi ritual ly from [the] race . . .  [an] urge . . .  toward whiteness,  
[a] des i re to pou r  racial ind ividual ity into the mold of American standard­
izat ion , and to be as l ittle Negro and as much America as poss ib le . "64 
However varied reaction to the Harlem School was , its artists 
and i ntel lectuals understood the i r  world was going through many re­
markable and rapid changes. Likewise, the so-called Rear G uard per­
ceived the t imes with their  own genteel views. Nevertheless , whether 
they tu rned to the folk for wisdom or whether they pl ied the turbulent 
waters of accommodation, Renaissance artists, writers, intel lectuals and 
leaders produced a body of work which served to free African-American 
to embrace subject matter which they themselves best understood . The 
New Negro of the Harlem Renaissance helped establ ish African Ameri­
cans i ntel lectual ly, artist ical ly, and socially i n  American Culture ,  chang­
ing  forever the way white Americans could look at African Americans.  
Langston Hughes said it early i nto the unfold ing of the Renaissance: " I t  
[was] the way people look[ed] at th ings, not what they look[ed] at , 
that. . .changed."65 The rest of the 20th century has revealed an essen­
tial part that changed the way of seeing what has been the sol id if icat ion 
of the place of the once feared and scorned art forms of the Harlem 
Renaissance era in  American and world culture. The respected and 
much imitated place of these art forms is made evident by publ icat ion of 
edited texts that br ing the l iteratu re and the music into the same f ield of 
vis ion:  Art Lange and Nathaniel Mackey's Moment's Notice: Jazz in 
Poetry & Prose ( 1 993) ; Sascha Feinste in and Yusef Komunyakaa's The 
Jazz Poetry Anthology (1 991 ) and The Second Set: The Jazz Poetry 
Anthology, Vol. /I (1 996) ; E ric Sackheim's The Blues Line: An Anthology 
of Blues Lyrics (1 975) ; and X. A. N icholas' Woke Up This Mornin': The 
Poetry of the Blues ( 1 973) . The struggle for African American contro l  of 
thei r  ind igenous culture expression,  however, cont inues . 
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Using African American Perspectives to 
Promote a More Inclusive Understanding of 
Human Communication Theory1 
Jim Schnell 
Ohio Dominican College 
This article addresses the use of African American Perspec­
tives as a means of promoting a more inclusive understand­
ing of human communication theory. It describes contribu­
tions by African American scholars as they relate to providing 
a framework for inclusion of other under-represented cultures 
in U.S.  society (i.e. Asian American, Latin American, etc.) .  This 
objective is becoming more and more relevant because of the 
increased percentage of U.S.  citizens who are of non- Euro­
pean origin. Common sense supports the position that an in­
clusive curriculum, representative of the many cultural groups 
that compose the U . S . ,  will appeal to the diverse audience 
educated in the U.S.  today and tomorrow. 
The educat ion curricu lum is never f in ished.  It is dynamic and 
conti nual ly in  a state of change. This a rt ic le focuses on the use of re­
search f ind ings by African American scholars that expands the commu­
n icat ion arts cu rricu lum as a means of re-shaping the cu rricu lum so it is  
more representative of the various cu l tures that compose u.s.  society. 
Th is move towards a more mult icu ltu ral  cu rricu lum shou ld encou rage 
eventual focus on al l  U .S .  cu ltu ral backg rounds.  This art icle add resses 
contributions by African American scholars, which are not presented here 
as a s ing le Afrocentric perspective , and is i ntended to p rovide a frame­
work fo r inc lus ion of other u nder represented cultures in  the U .S .  ( i . e .  
Asian American ,  Lat in  American ,  etc . ) .  
Withi n  five years , rough ly 33% of  school age ch i ld ren in  the U .S .  
w i l l  be of  non-European or ig in . 2  Thus ,  we have a un ique opportun ity 
and ob l igation to ensure our  academic cu rricu la are representative of 
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these non-European perspectives.  Thorough modificat ions w i l l  be a 
lengthy process . Cal ls for a more inc lus ive cu rricu lum representative of 
the mu lt icu ltu ral composit ion of American society have come from a va­
riety of sources . 3  One frequently hears that we need emphasis on edu­
cat ion as a means to help American society get along with itself ( in  the 
area of i nter-racial/ethn ic relations) . 
The aforementioned i nc lus ive cu rricu lum can obvious ly be at­
tai ned on ly when scholarsh ip representative of a l l  American cu l tures is 
inc luded in curricu lum expansion efforts . Emphasis on the research of 
African American scholars with in  th is article is intended as one of the 
many steps towards an i nc lus ive cu rricu lum.  And,  obvious ly, commun i ­
cat ion a rts is but  one of  the many d iscip l i nes to  be expanded.  
A review of l i teratu re on the subject of  cu rricu lum development 
and mu lt icu l tural i nc lus iveness reveals l ittle that deals with models for 
cu rricu lar  development specifical ly i n  communicat ion arts . However, 
much has been written on cu rricu lum development and mu lt icultu ral i n ­
c lus iveness that can  be  appl ied in  commun icat ion arts  and other  d isc i ­
p l i nes with in  the social sciences. Hel le Beri ng-Jensen4 recommends 
inc lus ion of minority contr ibutions in  classroom content as a means of 
s upplementi ng  Eurocentric perspectives. Beverly TatumS offers strate­
g ies fo r overcoming student resistance to race-related content. Empha­
s is  on i nc lus ion of cu l tural ly d iverse works of l iteratu re is described in 
Pforde reshere and Post ,? M ichael HarrisB suggests add ress ing racial  
problems through inclusion of African and African American content. Kerry 
Feldma9 shows how anth ropology departments can be helpfu l  i n  choos­
i n g  m u lt i cu l tu ra l  ed ucat ion  components .  Je rry Gaff ' o  c la ims  that 
mu lt icultural ism has won the war against Euorcentrism and that we should 
move to the next step of creat ing inc lus ive prog rams that are educat ion­
a l ly valuable .  These views point to the need for expansion of the cur­
ricu lum .  Agai n ,  the focus of th is art icle is on the i nc lus ion of African 
American scholarsh ip as an in it ial objective , with the inc lus ion of schol­
arsh ip  representat ive of a l l  American cultures being the pr imary, long­
term objective . 
Du ring  the past quarter centu ry many col leges and un iversit ies 
have tr ied to i nc lude minorit ies i n  thei r curricu lums through the c reat ion 
of African American Stud ies departments that stress b lack contr ibutions .  
I t  i s  a central premise of  the L i l ly  Foundat ion g rant p roposal , that funded 
the research u ndertaken by this author, that " if majority students are to 
ga in the benefits of the minority perspectives, we bel ieve that the contri­
butions of m inorit ies should claim their proper p lace throughout the cur­
ricu lum and not be re legated to a 'separate but d ist inct' area." "  
This author has approached the research of African American 
scholarsh ip  as an opportun ity to substantive ly augment h is academic 
or ientation .  One could merely use a recipe approach of "just add Afri­
can American readings and sti r" but this wou ld on ly a l low for cosmetic 
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changes. Rather, th is author  has approached th is as he d id  h is  g radu­
ate school years . Knowledge learned is intended to  become part o f  h is  
theoretical fabric .  Such an approach takes t ime and thorough analys is .  
H is  g raduate tra in ing was a long i n  depth period of  study. Any ser ious 
mod ificat ions of that foundation wi l l  come th rough a s im i lar path . 
The commun icat ion arts d isc ip l ine covers a wide range of sub­
ject areas inc lud ing pub l ic  speaki ng ,  interpersonal communication ,  o r­
ganizat ional commun icat ion,  mass med ia, rhetoric, journal ism, pub l ic  
re lat ions,  broadcast ing ,  theate r, and cross-cu ltu ral stud ies .  The author  
has focused on f ive cou rses he teaches:  Rheto rical Commun icat ion 
Theory, Mass Media i n  America, Persuasion,  Commun icat ion i n  the Or­
ganizat ion ,  and a Un ity i n  D ivers ity course.  A majority of the works are 
most appropriate in the Un ity i n  D ivers ity cou rse.  Examples of cou rse 
modif ications wil l be described to exempl ify how cu rricu lar change in 
commun icat ion arts can be perpetuated . 
Before address ing specif ic course modif ications ,  it wi l l  be help­
fu l  to describe the p rocess through which th is author gathered contribu­
t ions of  African American scholars .  Essential i n  th is process were vis its 
to the Moorland-Spingarn Research Center at Howard U n ivers ity. I t  is 
the " largest and the most valuable research l i b rary in America for the 
study of Negro l ife and h isto ry" and ''the most comprehensive and inter­
est ing g roup of books by Negroes ever col lected in the world . " 1 2 Such a 
comprehensive col lect ion of African American scholarsh ip offers a un ique 
opportun ity to study African American contribut ions in  a variety of areas . 
The author  used a variety of key words to search for information 
re levant to commun icat ion arts . The seven most useful key words were 
rhetoric, commun icat ion ,  narrat ion,  persuas ion ,  pol it ical o ratory, nonver­
bal commun ication ,  and i nterpersonal re lations .  The fo l lowing l ists, i n  
parentheses , the  number o f  re levant t it les found under  each key word 
head ing :  rhetoric (36) ,  commun icat ion (75) , narrat ion (7 1 ) ,  persuasion 
(6) , pol it ical o ratory (7) , nonverbal commun icat ion ( 1 7) , and i nte rper­
sonal re lations (35) . 
Rhetorical Communicat ion Theory is an upper- level cou rse at 
Oh io  Domin ican Col lege.  The course traces the development of rheto­
ric from the classical period , to the B rit ish period , to the contemporary 
period . Two pr imary ass ignments i n  the cou rse are a research paper on 
a s ign if icant rhetorician and an o ral p resentat ion in  class about the re­
search .  The suggested l ist of rhetoricians i nc ludes ind iv iduals rep re­
sent ing a variety of  perspectives . No African Americans were i nc luded 
i n  the l ist. As a result ,  the fo l lowing African American names have been 
added to the l ist as possib le rhetoricians to be stud ied:  w. E .  B .  DuBo is ,  
Sterl i ng  B rown , Ra lph E l l ison ,  and Ton i  Morr ison .  Thus,  the l ist is more 
i nc lus ive of African American perspectives. Students are also enco u r­
aged to suggest other  African American rhetoric ians for study. 
Students choosing to study the African American rhetoric ians 
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might use, as a foundation for their research,  works such as The Anatomy 
of Black Rhetoric, 1 3  A Comparative Study of Two Approaches for Ana­
lyzing Black Discourse, 1 4  Rhetoric of Racial Hope, 1 5  The Relationship 
Between Errors in Standard Usage in Written Compositions of College 
Students and the Students ' Cognitive Styles, 1 6  From Behind the Veil: A 
Study of African-American Narrative, 1 7  and Black Communication. 1 8  
These works , authored by  African American writers ,  focus on African 
American rhetoric. Again ,  no s ing le Afrocentric perspective is p romoted 
in th is  approach .  
The Mass Med ia  i n  America course uses a textbook entit led 
Introduction to Mass Media . 1 9  I t  can be supplemented with Split Imag&O 
and Mass Media in America.21 These works bette r h igh l ight the ro le of 
African Americans in mass med ia.  Other sources regard ing  the role  of 
African Americans are found in an extensive bib l iography entit led "Blacks 
in the Media :  Commun icat ion Research S ince 1 978, "22 pub l ished by the 
Howard U n ivers ity Center for Commun icat ion Research .  
The Persuas ion cou rse describes persuasion theory and con­
temporary appl icat ions of persuasion theory. One of these appl icat ions 
i nvo lves persuasion in  pub l ic speaking .  Contemporary pub l ic  speakers 
can be used for case study analys is  in the course.  This is an excel lent 
opportun ity to promote i nc lus ion of African Americans (Le. the Jesse 
Jackson address at the 1 988 Democratic National Convention ,  the Mar­
t i n  Luther K ing ,  J r. " I  Have a Dream" speech ,  etc . ) .  
The Commun icat ion i n  the  Organizat ion course emphasizes 
commun icat ion in  i nterpersonal ,  g roup ,  and organ izat ional settings .  Af­
r ican American scholarsh ip  can eas i ly be i nc luded to enhance under­
stand ing of commun icat ion p rocesses i n  these contexts . It is suggested 
that one s imple g u ide l ine for text selection in such a course is to analyze 
possib le textbooks regard ing the extent of mu lti-cu ltu ral inc lus ion in case 
studies,  examples, photographs and overal l  content. This guidel ine would 
obvious ly be beneficial when consider ing textbooks fo r other courses in 
the commun icat ion arts cu rricu lum as wel l .  
The  Un ity i n  D ivers ity course i s  a new cou rse that was devel ­
oped under  the auspices of the aforementioned Li l ly G rant. This cou rse 
is team taught by J udith Abala (a black female) and Jim Schne l l  (a wh ite 
male) .  Th is  cou rse,  developed by Abala and Schnel l ,  is  an i ntroductory 
course that explores the imp l icat ions of belong ing to a cultural ly p lu ral is­
t ic society with a l l  of i ts richness, complexit ies, chal lenges and responsi­
b i l it ies.  The course seeks to enhance the abi l ity of students to interact 
with cu ltural ly d ifferent ind ividuals who comprise American society. There 
is no textbook for the course.  I nstead , a read ings booklet a l lowing com­
prised of many types of articles has been compi led.  
There are a variety of sources by black authors relevant for study 
in the U nity in D iversity cou rse.  Such references i nc lude Handbook of 
Intercultural Communication23 and African American Communications.24 
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These works offer pe rspectives on the complexit ies of communicat ion 
among American cu l tures and can be helpfu l  i n  enhancing student un­
derstand ing .  Un ity i n  Dive rs ity is an experimental cou rse at  the t ime of 
th is writ ing .  I t  has the potential for be ing added to the core req u i rement 
cou rses . 
A common objective in a l l  of these courses, regard ing  inc lus ion 
of  African American perspectives, is to empower students to d iscover 
African American contribut ions and share the i r  d iscoveries in class. This 
al lows fo r the ind iv idual  student to learn ,  h is/her fel low classmates to 
learn, and the professor to learn . This empowerment is preferable to an 
approach that is d riven solely by the facu lty membe r. To empower the 
student to learn the p rocess for d iscoveri ng African American contribu­
t ions a l lows for more self- in it iated learn ing by the student. 
Future cu rricu lar development wi l l  benefit from increased i nc lu­
s ion of  other  cu ltu ral  perspectives . These perspectives obviously exist 
in the commun icat ion a rts cu rricu lum but,  perhaps, not to the degree 
that they shou ld .  We shou ld aim to increase inc lus ion of al l cu l tural 
perspectives . The mod ificat ion process described in this article is of­
fe red as a model for futu re development regard ing  the creat ion of a 
mu lt icultu ral cu rricu lum.  
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Perspectivist Ch icano Stud ies, 1 970-1 985 
M ichael Soldaten ko1 
Santa Monica College 
This essay exam ine the development and fai lure of Perspectivist 
C h icano Studies.  By the late 1 960s Ch icano(a) academics con­
structed seve ral views of Chicano Studies. Not all Chicanos(as) fol­
lowed EI Plan de Santa Barbara nor i nterpreted it i n  the same man­
ner; several expressions of Ch icano Studies existed.  This essay 
traces one such articulation through the writ ings of Romano and 
Carranza who develop perspectivism. In the academy the writings of 
Rodriguez and Rocco manifest Pe rspectivist Chicano Studies. More­
over in the writ ings of Atencio and the activists of H ijos del sol we 
encounter a non-academic expression of this view of Chicano Stud­
ies. The essay ends with the fai lure of Perspectivist Chicano Studies 
to chal lenge the rise of an empirical driven Chicano Studies. 
The on-campus activism by Ch icano and Chicana studies pro­
duced a plethora of inte l lectual styles of knowing in  the late 1 960s and 
early 1 970s. The Chicano(a) student movements, together with the boom 
in Ch icano Studies2 p rograms, led to an explosion of academic produc­
tion. While many intel lectuals followed the pol itical and intellectual agenda 
estab l ished by EI Plan de Santa Barbara, EI Plan was not the only pos­
sib le option for Ch icanos(as) in  the academy. The activism that led tq 
the formulation of EI Plan also b rought to l ife other  conf igurations of 
Ch icano inte l lectual work. There was a t ime, in other words,  when mUl­
t ip le Ch icano Studies coexisted with several possible options of bridg­
ing Ch icano Studies and the academy. This chaotic and complex period 
witnessed the construction of many styles of Chicano Studies that ex­
pressed d istinct intel lectual approaches and p rograms-formulated in a 
host i le ,  aggressive, and tu rbu lent envi ronment. I n  this essay I w i l l trace 
one such t rad ition : "Perspectivist Chicano Studies."3 
It is difficu lt to define Perspectivist Chicano Studies. This vision 
lost the struggle to present itself as the legitimate interpretation of Chicano 
Studies. By the late 1 970s and early 1 980s, Perspectivist Chicano Stud-
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ies became an increasingly peripheral and fragmented intellectual agenda 
surviving in  corners of some non-research teach ing institutions, alterna­
tive educational institutions, the arts, and certain commun ity organiza­
tions. As victorious "Empi rical Chicano Studies" settled in the presti­
g ious institutions and its works were t ransformed into the canon of 
Chicano Studies, the perspectivist writers were progressively pushed 
toward peripheral journals or  self-publ ication . As the "empi rics" further 
discipl ined the f ie ld,  they apprehended Perspectivist Ch icano Studies 
as at best a quaint romantic vision and at worst as i rrational and apol it i ­
cal . Because of the success of the empirics, Perspectivist Chicano Stud­
ies never had the opportunity to mature into a concise intel lectual style, 
i ts p ractitioners often being isolated . This lack of success al lowed enor­
mous variation among perspectivist writ ing as wel l  as off key, if not con­
t rad ictory, expressions of this style. 
G iven these caveats, nevertheless, I bel ieve I can sti l l  p rovide a 
working definit ion for this inte l lectual style. Perspectivists centered the i r  
work on formulating a Chicano standpoint that arose from the i r  experi­
ence in the US. Critical of social science research and skeptical of aca­
demic work, these scholars sought to establish an oppositional episte­
mology rooted in  the process of Chicano(a) identity formation . 
To understand this perspectivist position, we need to turn to 
Chicano(a) early endeavors to understand Mexican thought. I n  looking 
over early syllabi in  Chicano Studies courses (1 968-1 975) one can see 
the inf luence of Patrick Romanel l 's Making of the Mexican Mind, Samuel 
Ramos' Profile of Man and Culture in Mexico, and Octavio Paz's The 
Labyrinth of Solitude. These texts provided Chicanos(as) with a particu­
lar  interpretation of the "Mexican character" and, more importantly, with 
a theoretical/phi losophical vision. I n  particular Romanel l 's and Ramos' 
texts introduced Chicanos(as) to the perspectivism of Jose Ortega y 
Gasset: "a theory of knowledge in 'culturalist' d ress . "4 As Romanel l  
defines this view: 
Perspectivism, in brief,  is the theory which holds that s ince 
real ity is composed, l ike a landscape, of an ' infin ite number of 
perspectives, '  some of which we come to know through the 
'selective' medium of 'vital reason , '  therefore, real ity does not 
possess in  itself, ' independently of the point of view from which 
it is observed, a physiognomy of its own.'5 
Therefore perspectives constitute real ity; truths are points of view, a l l  
equally authentic and true. "[T]ruth and error, l ike l ife and death ,  are 
matters of history and history is a matter of perspectives."6 What makes 
Ortega y Gasset's position d ifferent from Protagoras' view that each man 
is the measure of all things, Romanel l  continues, is the need to restore 
ind iv idua ls  the i r  nat iona l  perspectives-a p h i l osophy of cu l t u re 
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(Kulturphilosoph) . Mexican th inkers,  Romanel l  concludes, found this 
intel lectual vision more acceptable than the various manifestations of 
rational ism. They found "a 'norm' applicable to Mexico in Ortega's piv­
otal idea: "Yo soy yo y mi circumstancia."  I nteresting ly, in these texts, I 
bel ieve, we also uncover a key part of the intellectual origins of Ch icano 
cu ltu ral nationalism and Chicanismo. Chicano(a) readings of these texts 
gave them a particular reading of Mexican thought, reinforcing the sup­
posed continu ity between the "Chicano mind" and the "Mexican mind,"  
and provided an intel lectual vision of Ch icano politics . Perspectivism's 
reference to one's c i rcumstances fitted wel l  with Chicano calls for a l i nk  
between community and un iversity. Readings for  these texts further 
endowed Ch icanos(as) with a theory of being and knowledge that could 
function as the g round for Chicano Studies. The formation of this vision 
of Chicano Studies is what I trace in the fol lowing pages. 
INTRODUCTION 
Octavio Romano's writings provide the l ink between Mexican 
perspectivism and the formulation of Perspectivist Chicano studies. While 
Romano's essay inf luenced most, if not al l ,  early Chicano th inkers,  the 
particular solution that Romano presents to the production of knowl­
edge had the g reatest influence on Chicano(s) perspectivist thinkers.  
By briefly tracing Romano's argument we can visual ize the genesis of 
this style. Romano depicts social scientists as scholars who have trans­
lated the Mexican American into a masoch istic, passive, irrational, fatal­
istic un-American. Social scientists use concepts , such as "traditional 
cultu re,"  that distort the realities of Mexican American communities by 
presenting them as ah istorical peoples. Consequently, Romano pOints 
out, these scholars engage in "social science fiction . "7 In contrast Romano 
formu lates an inte l lectual framework so as to overturn the social scien­
tists' myths and beg in a real exploration of the Mexican American expe­
rience. This approach starts by restoring Mexican American h istory. 
From this history Mexican Americans can learn that they carry four  dis­
t inct ideolog ical trends: indianist phi losophy, h istorical confrontationism, 
the phi losophy of the mestizo, and the immigrant experience.8 These 
tendencies reveal the Chicano as an historical and intel lectual actor and 
dismiss the social scientists' endeavor to construct a "true" Mexican or 
Chicano type.  This experience base, Romano continues, is within  reach 
of any Ch icano; he simply needs to converse "with los viejos in the bar­
rios. "  "The pictu re that emerged from the dialogue with the viej itos was 
one of constant struggle ."g This is not the story that social scientists 
want to depict. 
But Romano's argument does not stop here ;  he moves beyond 
c ritique and memory. In it ial ly Romano criticizes individual works, schol­
ars ,  and methodologies; now he starts to question the field of social 
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science. In "Social Science, Objectivity, and the Chicanos" Romano 
h istoricizes "objectivity" i n  o rder to subvert its mean ing ,  and more im­
portantly, undercut its use by social scientists . Objectivity, he notes, 
demands the separation of events , phenomena, and ideas from per­
sonal self-consciousness. This empi rical p roject l ies at the center of 
social science and the humanities . This dual ism provides methodologi­
cal and conceptual legit imacy to social science; i t  assumes a un ity be­
tween the laws govern ing the physical un iverse and those that govern 
human behavior. For this reason social science presents itself as val ue­
free, cu ltu re-free,  and tradition-free-as science. Romano wants us to 
reject th is concept of objectivity given its ins istence on the separation of 
mind and body. Consequently we must also set aside social science 
stud ies. I nstead Romano proposes to start Ch icano research f rom the 
perspective of the Chicano subject. Chicano Stud ies must beg in  from 
the "self-image" of the Ch icano scholar. G iven the fai l u re of objectivity 
and social science , Chicanos needs to reclaim and rewrite themse lves . 1 0  
I f  th is self- image i s  rejected by non-Chicano social scientists , then i n  
effect, they w i l l  have rejected summari ly the  rational ity o f  the  Ch icano . 1 1  
As  the  Chicano becomes subject, social science fades . I n  th is way, 
Romano alters the relat ionship between Ch icano scholarsh ip ,  knowl­
edge, and the academy. 
Romano, I bel ieve , formu lates a perspectivist epistemology in  
contrast to social science empi ricism. Th is  provides a starting pOint for 
many Ch icano(a) i ntel lectuals that sought an alternative to social sci­
ence . U nfortunately, Romano h imself does not fol low up on h is  argu­
ment .  We see h is work move increasing ly toward the arts.  Whi le  
Romano's interests may have always been in  the arts , th is  sh i ft is fac i l i ­
tated by h is i nabi l ity to develop a standpOint position as a methodolog i ­
cal tool g rounded in  the particularities of U .S .  pol itical , economic, and 
societal contradictions. 
Though Romano may not have fol lowed through on his epistemic 
break, h is  essays provide Ch icanos and Chicanas with the intel lectual 
tools i n  their batt le with social scientists' methods , methodologies,  and 
epistemologies. His intel lectual vision al lows a rad ical position ing of 
Chicanos(as) in relationship to the engrossing academic project . He 
presents a Chicano perspective that supports a Ch icano Stud ies that 
could avoid the pitfal ls of social science. Thus he articu lates, though not 
as clearly as he cou ld ,  a non-discipl inary non-social science Ch icano 
Studies that cou ld survive, albeit always peripheral and questionable, in 
the university. U nfortunately Romano d id not pursue this discussion ; he 
remains a critic of social science without developing an epistemological 
and methodological alternative. 
Some Chicano(a) scholars felt that university students , faculty, 
and staff needed an articulated plan for pol itical action that d id not f ind 
expression i n  Romano's writing .  This endeavor led to the formulation of 
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Empi rical Ch icano Studies. Empiric scholars saw the battle for Chicano 
Stud ies in two stages. The f i rst and most important stage was the insti­
tutional ization of al l  un iversity programs that dealt with Chicanos(as) 
under Ch icano contro l .  They visual ized these programs as part of the 
overal l  pol it ical struggle for Ch icano self-determination. The second 
concern of these scholars was to develop objective methods that could 
provide students with knowledge of their cu ltu ra l ,  h istorical , and socio­
economic inheritance. These curricular concerns supplemented the in­
stitution-bu i ld ing p rocess . As Rochin notes Chicanos saw the university 
"as a vital institut ional instrument of change." 12  
I n  1 969 a g roup of over a hundred students, faculty, staff, ad­
min istrators , and community folk came together at Santa Barbara to 
devise a blueprint for Ch icano self-determination and l iberation-EI Plan 
de Santa Barbara. At the heart of their cal l for action is using the acad­
emy as a weapon in the emancipation of the Chicano community. Juan 
Gomez-Quinones explains the pol itical vision of his agenda through a 
read ing of Len in :  
Len in d id  not condemn academic reform activity per se .  With 
his unfai l ing good sense he saw academic protest as good a 
place as any to start the actions on campus as part of a wider 
effort for pol itical mobi l ization . 1 3  
To implement this pol itical strategy, EI P lan presents a schema of institu­
tion bu i ld ing in  which Ch icanos would both control their programs and 
retain re lative autonomy in the inst itution. Chicano power could then be 
achieved on campus and un iversity resources di rected to the Chicano 
community. The organized Chicano students and community stand at 
the center of th is pol itical task. In this way, Chicano community interests 
can be establ ished at the university. 1 4  
Reynold Macias , Juan Gomez-Quinones and Raymond Castro, 
bu i ld ing on EI Plan, formu late a program to structure Chicano Studies 
as an academic f ie ld by estab l ish ing its ph i losophy and objectives. 
Ch icano Studies, they argue,  should be institutional ized within  the uni­
versity where it should be g iven sufficient latitude to achieve the goals of 
self-determination and self-definit ion. 
Chicano Stud ies, then, i n  al l  d iscipl ines and in  al l  areas in­
volve re-def in it ion,  re- interpretation ,  and most importantly, a 
premise for the above two, . . .  a change of framework. It i n  
effect affi rms a counter culture that i s  authentically Chicano 
and un iversal. 1 5  
I n  order to  achieve th is goal, they want to  integrate Chicano Studies into 
the un ivers ity by developing a system of institutional units such as stu-
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dent services, community development, research and the l i ke .  This 
demands the recruitment of Ch icano students, facu lty and staff, the de­
velopment of a prog ram of formal study of Chicano cu lture and h istory, 
the development of support programs, research programs, publ ication 
programs, and cu ltural/social centers in the community. Ch icano Stud­
ies must be made part of the university at al l  levels if it is to have any real 
impact; furthermore these units must be under Chicano contro l .  
These th inkers further argue that th is  process of  institutional iza­
tion also requ i res a d ifferent phi losophy of education . The cu rrent frame­
work of cu ltural p lural ism, they emphasize, leads to an ethnocentric edu­
cat ion.  This ph i losophy creates institutions that are not geared to the 
needs of Chicanos and their  community. G iven this situat ion,  students 
need a Chicano phi losophy of education; this framework would p rovide 
students with a relevant education and prepare them for community ser­
vice result ing in needed pol itical ,  social , and economic change. Stu­
dents wi l l  develop the i r  leadership sk i l ls  espeCial ly in regard to o rgan iz­
ing .  Thus their vision of a Chicano phi losophy f lows from thei r pol itics of 
institutional ization.  The Ch icano phi losophy of education and the i nsti ­
tutional ization of Ch icano Studies wi l l  result in students who wi l l  partake 
in the "reformulation of knowledge in relation to the Ch icano" and the 
transformation of the Chicano's position vis-a-vis the "gabacho system." 1 6 
What they left unclear is their  characterization of knowledge.  
What does knowledge production mean with in newly institut ional ized 
Chicano Studies? Is  it any different from any other f ield? How does it 
compare to academic knowledge? The i r  response leaves much to be 
desired:  "A Chicano student must know how to locate the knowledge 
that he may need for pursuing action ." 17  They assume a neutral objec­
tive process in knowledge formation;  they accept an empiric and i nstru­
mental ist perspective of American academic knowledge. They bel ieve 
that institutional control will have di rect impact on the production of knOWl­
edge. They retu rned to the positivism and scientism that the Mexican 
fol lowers of O rtega y Gasset found unacceptable .  This supposition con­
t inues to haunt Chicano Studies today. 1 8  
Chicanismo and Perspectivist Chicano Studies 
As more campuses establ ished Ch icano Studies programs, 
some activists were increasing ly concerned about the character and di­
rection of these programs. This was especial ly true in  regard to the 
academic side of these programs. What made a Chicano Studies course 
any d ifferent from any other course? What should the goals of the cur­
ricu lum be? To respond that these courses dealt with the "Chicano ex­
perience," some felt, was insufficient: Chicano Stud ies also had to pro­
vide a vision of l ife; organization bui ld ing and institutional ization was 
found wanting .  Chicano Studies had to deal with existence .  An ex-
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ample is Thomas Martinez's essay, presented at the Chicano Studies 
Summer Institute i n  1 970 and later appearing in Epoca. 
Chicano Studies prog rams, Martinez observes , need to foster 
"a ph i losophy of l iv ing-an alternative set of values to those now per­
s isting in Anglo-American society." 19  Fortunately Chicanos possess such 
an alte rnative ph i losophy-Chicanismo. Whi le  we should not read 
Chicanismo as simply a reaction to Anglo society, it does manifest a 
d issatisfact ion with "Anglo-white values." Anglo values emphasize ma­
terial ach ievement to p rove self-worth.  Chicanismo, in  contrast, is the 
antithesis of this value system. Chicanismo, according to Martinez, is 
about sp i ritual ity, honest self-examination ,  a complete love of l ife , and 
consciousness of the here and now. Chicanismo is a variant of the 
larger human ist t radition missing from mainstream America. 
Chicano Studies, Martinez adds, is not about social science alone 
but about existence. "It is the ' inner '  l ife that is most important in  defin­
ing worth of self and others . "2o The problem with the un iversity is not 
on ly academic; it is about human behavior, responsibi l ity, values, eth­
ics-about humanism. "Do not al low the administ rative responsibi l it ies 
for programs to d ictate the development of a 'bureaucratic personal ity' 
to the exclusion of Ch icanismo values."21 Ch icano Studies must con­
t inua l ly p reserve and promote this humanism (Le. Chicanismo) to resist 
the bureaucratic mental ity of the academy. ''There is a humanistic tradi­
t ion inherent in  the Chicano culture .  It embodies an identification with a l l  
that is I iving . "22 Or  as Medina writes, the "existential perception of l ife is  
that it cou ld be human being-centered ."23 
According to Gomez-Quinones, a variety of pOl itical and intel­
lectual communities uti l ized Ch icanismo th roughout the early period of 
the Ch icano movement.24 For many this spi rit embodies the core values 
of a l l  those struggles with the dominant Anglo society: "Chicanismo [is] 
the ideology of E I  Movimiento and of Mexican American pol itics."25 
Ch icanismo d raws inspiration from strugg les outside the US and the 
Chicano experience, such as the Cuban Revolution and B lack Power. It 
l i nks various Chicano strugg les with the d iversity of academic Chicano 
Studies. For others ,  however, Chicanismo is also about cultural resi&­
tance, humanism, and revolutionary praxis . "Chicanismo is at once an 
ideology and a cu ltu ral expression . . .  the main tenants of Chicanismo are 
humanism and self-determination .  It calls for the humanity of man through 
revolution . "26 
For this reason , Ch icanismo connects to carnal ismo; both are 
rooted in respect .  
Carnal ismo is a brotherhood , i t  is an understanding and an 
awareness of the concepts-love, nature,  peace, cu lture, and 
destiny, that al lows this brotherhood to evolve . . . .  Carnal ismo is 
the phi losophy of the Mexican as he transcends pol itical and 
social phi losophies i nto humanistic terms.27 
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Chicanismo therefore can be seen as "a way of l ife, a spi ritual 
cal l ing ,  a love , a respect, and a dUty." The Chicano, moved by social 
injustice, sees it as his duty to f ight wrongs: "A Chicano does not wag 
h is tongue about injustice and wrong.  He acts more than he speaks . "28 
I n  this way, he chal lenges the dominant bel ief system and attempts to 
reconstruct the Mexican American . This reconstruction beg ins with an 
appeal to pride i n  a common history, cultu re,  and "race . "  Chicanismo 
attempts to redefine the Mexican's identity on the basis not of class, 
generation , or area of residence but on a unique and shared experience 
in the Un ited States."29 This manifests itself in the pol itics of cultural 
national ism and patriarchy.30 
I do not want to reduce Ch icanismo to Perspectivist Ch icano 
Studies or  vice versa. Chicanismo permeated al l  Ch icano pol itics in the 
late 1 960s and 1 970s. Therefore the languages of Chicanismo can be 
found in most expressions of Chicano Studies. However the vision of a 
l iving Ch icano culture (Ramos' "cultura viviente") as the central core of 
Chicano Studies, I bel ieve , is what makes Perspectivist Chicano Stud­
ies so distinct from Empirical Chicano Stud ies. This reflects the d iffer­
ence of defin ing Chicanismo as a pol itical expression or as a ph i loso­
phy. 
Chicanismo As Philosophy 
El iu Carranza formulates a phi losophic framework for Chicano(a) 
perspectivism. Like Romano, he beg ins with a return to Ch icanos' heri ­
tage and values. "The Mexican American has had to retu rn to h is own , 
h is  parent's ,  h is g randparent's values. This is what has made the 
movimiento a real ity."31 But a s imple retu rn is not sufficient. Carranza 
demands that the Chicano honestly confront his past. Not all that is part 
of this heritage is good ; some must be cast aside. Once the Ch icano 
accompl ishes his self-evaluation , he can boldly move into new d i rec­
tions, holding fast to the privi lege of self-determination. In this way, he 
makes h imself into a human being.  "Our  point of departure is se lf-deter­
mination; our  strategy is confrontation and refutation ; our enemy is rac­
ism; our  goal is Carnalismo-flesh of my flesh , bone of my bone, and 
blood of my blood . This is the essence of Chicano humanism."32 The 
Chicano is reborn with the spi rit of freedom, truth , and l ife . For this 
reason , Carranza bel ieves that th is marks the start of a "cultural revolu­
t ion" by which the Chicano comes into being sign ificantly changing his 
world view. Chicanismo, Carranza concludes, holds the key for the new 
humanism that can save the U.S .  
Th is  "cultural revolution" paral lels an analogous transformation 
of education . Through this "new" education, the Chicano wi l l  decolon ize 
and l iberate his mind permitting him to see himself in the face of h is 
fellow. The Mexican American mind wi l l  free itself by establ ishing free 
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un iversit ies, Ch icano institutes, o r  autonomous schools of Mexican Ameri­
can studies that wi l l  research ,  articulate, pub l ish ,  and disseminate knowl­
edge of the Mexican American .  L iberati ng knowledge,  Carranza im­
p l ies ,  is not  legit imated by social science; th is can on ly come about by 
Ch icanismo. 
I n  a l ate r e d i t i o n  Ca r ranza  reacts  to  t h e  i n c re as i n g  
inst rumental izat ion of Ch icano Studies;  h e  i s  react ing to the rise of Em­
p i rical Ch icano Studies.  Whi le he accepts trad itional ly defined funct ions 
of Ch icano Studies,  such as oppos ing prejud ice and stereotyp ing as 
wel l  as serving the commun ity, he also adds that Ch icano Stud ies must 
he lp the Ch icano to "know h imself i n  h is wor ld ."  The Ch icano must dare 
to be a human being ;  he must be the agent of h is  existence and its 
mean ing .  Un less the Ch icano centers h imself in the world as subject, 
he wi l l  be engu lfed . "[U]n less Mexican American Studies commits itself 
to new approaches it, l i ke other  departments, wi l l  find itself read i ly as­
s im i lated i nto the exist ing structu re as one more department among 
departments . . . .  "33  To play with socia l  science without Ch icano self de­
terminat ion establ ished is to ask for co-optat ion .  
Another reason that may accou nt for the term's [Chicanismo] 
pass ing may be a p redi lect ion of Ch icanos toward the social 
sciences route to knowledge,  i n  effect , to the neglect of the 
human ities and ph i losophy. Thus, Ch icanismo [is] taken to 
refe r not to the world view which it constituted,  but to a g roup 
' l ife style , '  deemed su itable  for the statistical approach to truth 
via the social sciencesY 
It is on ly humanism that can res ist th is i nstrumental izat ion . 
Chicano Studies, dominated by empiricism,  Carranza concludes, 
e rases the Chicano. ''The search fo r the essence of the Ch icano and 
the super-Ch icano . . .  [has] become a search for what [ is]  not there . . .  "35 
Empi rical ly d riven Ch icano Studies reduces the Ch icano and h is  prob­
lem to one or  two basic perspectives : the colonial  or  Marxist model is  
not  suff ic ient. Rather, we need to understand the Ch icano through mUl ­
t ip le perspectives. 
For the Ch icano Movement is in  many respects a coming to­
gether of many often d iverse points of view. The language of 
each point of view generates a different perspective concern­
ing our s ituat ion ,  our problems, and the k ind of so lut ions cal led 
for. Each perspective is important as one among others . 36 
The p riests of the movement,"  Carranza laments , reject th is cal l  for 
perspect iv ism; they only accept one model of understand ing the world .  
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Carranza wants us to recogn ize our  mu lt ip le perspectives. Only from 
one 's  particu lar perspective ,  Carranza emphasizes, can one truly be­
come an "act ive c reative participant . "  
"These considerations led me to the proposit ion that many 
Mexican-Americans were in  possess ion of the truth of the i r  
cond it ion ,  bu t  had either suppressed i t  o r  had learned to  ig ­
nore it . . . "37 
To c reate an understand ing of the world ,  one must start with one's 
Ch icano experience, with one's being i n  the world . I n  th is way we can 
b reak the "grind ing al ienat ion of p rejud ice and hatred" and everyone 
can then develop the i r  aspi rations .  Then we can explore enchantment, 
l i fe ,  death ,  meaning ,  and love-result ing i n  Ch icano l i berat ion .  
To chal lenge the  victorious Empi rical Ch icano Stud ies, Carranza 
p roposes Ch icanismo as a world-view. 
The need for a conceptual izat ion of real ity f rom the Ch icano 
perspective has never been a more necessary u ndertaki ng 
than at th is t ime.  The fact it has never been accompl ished 
heretofo re is  perhaps suffic ient reason for burden ing the l i ter­
a ry world with yet another phi losophical work [Chicanismo As 
A World View] .38 
For Carranza a metaphys ical respons ib i l i ty exists among Ch icanos.  
Carnal ismo opens the door to understand ing th is eth ical  imperative . 
Choosing to adhere to pr inciple is the f i rst step in embracing th is Ch icano 
weltanschauung. 
Other Ch icanos express s imi lar ideas. E. A. Mares , in h is eva lu­
at ion of  Freire, p rovides an important addit ion to Carranza's ph i losophy 
by introduc ing the concept of p lay. S ince beg inn ings and absolutes a re 
not the issue,  then f iesta and homo laudens become fundamental s ince 
they al low a playfu l  and non-oppressive manner of experiencing the world. 
U nfortunately contemporary SOCiety has separated l ife from f iesta re­
su lt ing in a l ienat ion .  Mares bel ieves that on ly the Ch icano and Native 
American ,  among the cit izens of the US ,  remain i n  contact with the sp i rit 
of  p l ay. " C h i c a n o s  do h ave . . .  i n  t h e i r  n o n -Wes t e r n  o r  I n d i a n  
heritage . . .  e lements of play and f iestas which serve as a reminder that 
l ife is not and need not be a conti nual d reary pattern of a l ienation ,  non­
c reative work."39 
A l ienat ion resu lts in dehumaniz i ng structures resting  on the 
myst ique of science. Frei re's conscientizacion, Mares bel ieves , b reaks 
through th is fog by rais ing questions and then posing an altemative course 
of action ,  a true praxis,  toward self-determination and self- l iberation .  This 
p raxis i s  t ied to f iesta. 
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[The] celebration of f iesta under adverse c i rcumstances, may 
have a g reat opportunity . . .  for i n it iat ing a p rocess of humaniza­
t ion ,  of restorat ion of the un ity of man and the world ,  and for 
the creation of l ife styles more su itable to a post-technolog ical 
society.40 
As Maria Lugones suggests in a later piece, knowledge and jugeatar 
need to work as one .41  
Many writers employ various aspects of the ideas formu lated by 
Romano, Carranza, Mares and others .  None necessari ly see them­
selves as part of a un if ied school o r  agenda. Rather they share a need 
to g round the quest fo r knowledge as wel l  as knowledge of the Chicano. 
Jose Armas' quest to save Ch icano cu ltu ral identity is one ex­
ample.  He argues that Ch icanos are lost because "there is noth ing to 
d ist ingu ish themselves as cu ltu ral ly d ifferent Ch icanos ."42 I n  o rder  to 
mainta in  th is identity and therefore establ ish a human istic society, the 
Ch icano must develop social  responsib i l ity, a doctrina de La Raza, and 
a p rocess to i ncorporate a l l  Ch icanos . With th is doctrina, Chicanos can 
promote their val ues, maintain their cu ltural identity, and use "them as 
ready-made alternat ives to what the dominant society has . "  
La Doctrina de La Raza would be the abc's of  Ch icanismo. 
The d ifferent themes and concepts selected a re those that are 
needed to maintain  the essence of La Raza cu ltu re .  It is im­
portant to understand that the cu l ture is learned . No one is 
bo rn with cu ltu re .  They learn their cu ltu ral  attr ibutes. The 
doctri na prog ram would teach and re inforce those elements 
of La Raza cu ltu re .43 
I n  another p iece Armas sees the fami ly as the place to beg in  to fo rmu­
late and sustain th is doctrina. 
I have suggested that the Ch icano cultural concept of "La Fa­
milia" provides for us a ready-made base from which to bu i ld  
ou r  emerg ing  identity and a humanistic system .  Ido l i z ing  ph i ­
losoph ies of  Che,  Pancho V i l la ,  Zapata are for  the moment,  
and they serve thei r purpose, but for a lasting and sane foun­
dation  fo r a humanistic way of  l ife, we must look to  our  ' Fa­
mi l ia . '  The goals are for a foundation of b rotherhood , a re­
spect for people, a defense of the fami ly that keeps us sp i ritu­
al ly al ive and a compat ib le att itude toward the land the keeps 
us physical ly a l ive .44 
Many essays i n  De Colores: Journal of Emerging Raza Philosophies, 
ed ited by Armas, paral le l  these ideas .45 
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Perspectivist Chicano Studies as Academic Project 
I n  the early 1 970s, a few Ch icano academics questioned the 
emerg ing  empi ric ism in Ch icano Studies.  I nf luenced by Mexican and 
Ch icano(a) th ink ing as wel l  as debates in Western Marxism and devel ­
opments i n  Eu ropean ph i losophy, these scholars endeavored to present 
an alternative vis ion .  Whi le most of these writers did not necessari ly 
recogn ize such a p roject , it is  clear, some twenty-five years later, that 
the i r  work p resented a reject ion of developing Empi rical Ch icano Stud­
ies and instead cal led for a d ifferent academic project . 
The writ ings of some early Chicano l ite rary critics a l low us to 
explore a manifestation of Perspectivist Chicano Studies. Juan Rodriguez 
and Carlos Zamora argue that the "un iqueness" of the Ch icano experi ­
ence and identity together with h umanism and praxis is the eng ine be­
h ind  Ch icano l i teratu re .  Zamora points out that the praxis of humanism 
must be u nderstood as a pol it ical act and therefore as the on ly salvat ion 
from " las fuerzas de la deshumanizacion (the forces of dehumaniza­
t ion) , "  las "cosificacion ( re ification) , "  and " Ia enajenacion del hombre (the 
a l ienat ion of man) . "  Therefore the artists' humanist p raxis is a neces­
sary aspect of the l iberation of human ity. Segade adds that this praxis 
constructs the Ch icano.  "Ch icano is a synthesized real ity that [has] to 
be recog n ized and aff i rmed by those who [are] aware of l iv ing it . "46 
Ch icano l ite ra ry crit ic ism rooted in a Ch icano perspective born from h is  
l iv ing experience is an essential part of  the pol it ical batt le for  se lf-deter­
mi nat ion and I iberation . 47 
J uan Rodriquez's early essays articulate th is vis ion . The g row­
i ng  consciousness of the Ch icano ,  he starts , demands self-determina­
t ion .  The Anglo separates the Ch icano f rom h is h istory, cu ltu re and 
raison d'etre leaving him "en e l  mundo vertig inoso del  enajenamiento 
( in  the f lu id  world of a l ienation) ."48 The Ch icano writer retu rns to th is 
"awareness"49 that is at the heart of Ch icano l iterature .  
He  aqu i  e l  postulado basico de toda la l iteratu ra ch icana: 
testimonear la vida particu lar y, por consigu iente, un iversal 
del ch icano para asegurarle su sit io correspondiente en la fa­
mi l ia  de la raza humana, s it io que Ie pertenece por derecho 
p rop io ,  no d ivi no ,  n i  d iabol ico. 
(Here is the basic postu late of a l l  Ch icano l iterature :  to g ive 
testimony to both the particu lar and consequently the un iver­
sal l ife of the Ch icano, in o rder to assu re [h is] correspond ing 
p lace i n  the family of  the human race, a place that [he] earned 
by [h is] own rig ht . ) 50 
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The artist is able to g ive the particu larit ies of the Ch icano be ing ,  espe­
c ia l ly i n  re lationsh ip with the long strugg le agai nst Anglo society. This 
p rocess b reaks the al ienation that den ies h is being .  To support h is  point ,  
Rod riguez turn to R ivera's . . .  Y no se 10 trago la tierra. Rivera's novel 
reveals "momentos reveladores en la vida de un pueblo en l ucha con su 
c i rcumstancia y consigo mismo (moments in the l ife of a people in struggle 
with the i r  c i rcumstances and themselves) . "51 I n  th is manner, it restores 
the Ch icano to his place in the continuum of humanity. 
Raymond Rocco's essays p resent another example of academic 
Ch icano perspectivism. He fo rmulates a crit ical posit ion for Ch icano 
researchers .  Scholars uncritical ly accept, Rocco beg ins ,  g iven concepts 
or theories as un iversal .  Us ing Romano's and Deluvina Hernandez's 
c ri t ique of social scientists, Rocco tu rns to see what alternatives might 
exist to trad itional social science. 
The point is that there are many d imensions of " real ity" that 
we neve r become conscious of . Our  use of concepts , ou r  
designation o f  ce rtain phenomena as  "facts , "  rea l ly depends 
on those aspects of the cu l ture which are emphasized as sig­
n if icant, which is u lt imately dete rm ined by normative criter iaY 
For Rocco knowledge is not s ingu lar  nor homogeneous. " I f  we are to 
take the ro le of scientist ser ious ly, then we should be dedicated to the 
search for as many forms of knowledge as poss ib le . "  Perspective can 
provide alternative orientations that generate d ifferent research programs. 
Rocco concludes in h is  Aztlan essay that "[o]ne of the perspectives we 
must estab l ish is one based on the experience of people who l ive i n  
Mexican American commun ity. "53 
But Rocco is unsatisfied with th is possib le conclus ion .  It is  i n ­
sufficient to  merely assert the need to  base a perspective on a g roup's 
experience . In a later p iece for the Western Political Quarterly he re­
turns to the importance of clarifying one's theoretical posit ion .  He be­
gins with a crit ique not on ly of social scientists' research but of social 
science i n  general , now ground ing h is  d iscussion i n  cr it ical theory. 
They [crit ical theorists] argue that the majority of theorists and 
researchers have not recogn ized that the p ractice of social  
science rests on a substructure which is essent ial ly ph i losophi ­
cal o r  theoretical i n  natu re and that any analysis of  specif ic 
f rameworks and methodolog ies must be f i rmly rooted in a 
knowledge of the more basic commitments made at the onto­
logical ,  epistemolog ical , and log ical levels . . . . 54 
Trad it ional social science reif ies data by abstract ing it from re lat ions that 
p rovide mean ing and s ign ificance; it d istorts real ity. For th is reason ,  
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one must be clear what one is doing and why, if not, consciously or not, 
one accepts the assumptions of social science-objectivity, facts , and 
truth . It is  through praxis in the world that we come to understand knowl­
edge c la ims.  
Ch icano scholarship ,  attuned to the Marxist, Cu ltu ral National­
ist, and I nternal Colonial ist models, seeks to explain the patterns of domi­
nation through structural terms. This, Rocco argues, emphasizes one 
rea lm of activity and therefore exhibits a reduction ist tendency. One can 
overcome these l im itations by translat ing issues into a theoretical com­
plex defined by critical theory and praxis .  Arguing through Leopoldo 
Zeas' writ ings,55 Rocco notes that the role of the inte l lectual is to medi­
ate between phi losophy and h istory. This mediation aims at the l ibera­
tion of /a persona result ing in emancipation from domination.  It is by 
interrogating the "concreteness of historical experience" that we come 
to se lf-consciousness. "For ph i losophy to be phi losophy it must ach ieve 
consciousness; thought which does not recognize its own c i rcumstances 
does not reach self-consciousness ."56 These condit ions obl ige one to 
practice responsibi l ity. One can imply from Rocco's read ing of Zea that 
just l i ke the "authenticity of Latin American phi losophy develops when it 
begins to assess its c i rcumstances from the perspective of the colo­
n ized ," so the Ch icano wi l l  become subject when it acts in  the world as 
self -consciousness. 57 
Perspectivist Ch icano Stud ies, however, as a f ield, did not sur­
vive wel l  i n  the academy. At one leve l ,  the university, especial ly the 
research institutions, set the conditions that made this controvers ial style 
of i nte l lectual endeavor ineffectual .  As the student protests died down , 
the l im ited space in it ial ly al lowed to non-trad itional approaches was fur­
ther restricted . On another leve l ,  the system began to devour  its oppo­
sit ion .  "Ch icano Studies have been absorbed . A tradit ional strategy of 
the majority system is to get h it , d raw back and then devour whatever is 
h i tt ing it. "58 I n  this situation ,  Empiricist Chicano Studies is simply more 
mal leable to the institution .  I n  this atmosphere ,  Perspectivist Ch icano 
Studies breaks up into different d i rections losing its al ready l imited co­
hesion and un ity. 59 
A Search for Alternative Pathways 
For some Chicanos their experience in institutions of higher learn­
ing left l itt le hope for developing a radical and critical perspective with in 
the academy. At best Ch icano Studies might help students survive the 
institution ,  but one could not expect permanent change. Risco writes 
about this experience at Fresno State Col lege. 
[Y]ou cannot change the system using the system's tools.  A l l  
you can do is patch up holes . There's is no such thing as a 
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neutral education. It's a l l  pol itica l .  . . . No amount of Chicano 
Studies or La Raza Studies is going to change the system's 
master plan . But maybe Chicano Stud ies helps Chicanos whi le 
they are on those campuses.60 
The answer, Risco concludes, is to develop alternative counter institutions. 
Of the many alternative institutions that have appeared , the most 
interesting is La Academia de /a Nueva Raza d i rected by Tomas Atencio. 
La Academia begins from the premise that "education has bypassed La 
Raza; that the value system underpinn ing the body of knowledge avai l ­
ab le to some of us in the course of  our  education is a foreign one . "61 So 
where does one go from here? One heeds the "oro del barrio (the go ld 
of  the barrio) , "  the accumulated popular knowledge of  the Ch icano com­
mun ities-not just of the past but of the present as wel l .  From this oro 
"La Academia proposes to compi le a phi losophy"62 to use " l ife experi­
ence to bu i ld  the body of knowledge f rom which people learn ."63 
The preced ing argument is sufficient for us to demand a body of 
knowledge that embodies the Ch icano experience. This d ictates our 
tasks: we must d ig into our  past l iterature ,  our  fo lk lore ,  our  h istory which 
is mostly ora l ;  we must ventu re into areas related to the social and 
behavorial sciences and identify individuals and social behavior patterns 
that may reflect the Chicano experience as we strugg le for survival . 64 
Therefore , Atencio is critical of the alternative schools that merely mi rror 
the traditional system.  Rather we must bu i ld  a body of knowledge from 
La Raza experience and create a learn ing experience through dialogue­
-his famous reso/ana. 
Another d i rection that Perspectivist Chicano Studies develops 
is in a certain style of community service. These perspectivist write rs 
formu late an interactive approach in which the community is not trans­
formed into object o r  problem. Their a im is to push the academy to open 
their inte l lectual space to a d ifferent style of logic, a logic that starts with 
the l iving experience of people who become the subject as wel l  as ob­
ject of research .  By g rounding research on l ived experience , Chicano 
scholars confront social science. This is more than a conf l ict between 
macro and micro or  quantitative and qual itative sytles of research .  
H ijos del So l ,  fo r  instance, developed a program for ch i ld ren ,  
youth ,  and the i r  fami l ies based on the i r  experience: "A person's own l ife 
experiences comprise a knowledge base."65 In this way we escape the 
chronic pattern of "EI  No."  "EI  No" explains the dynamic by which soci­
ety negates personal and g roup power manifest ing itself i n  the words 
"no puedo ( I can't) . "66 What we encounter i s  the deve lopment of 
"razalogia." Later, Martinez and Vargas expanded on this idea of com­
munity learn ing process. "Razalogia has evolved out of the attempt to 
conceptual ly describe our  approach for developing knowledge 
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that heals ,  l iberates and transfo rms. "67 This ''t ransformative learn ing" is 
the p rocess of c reat ing knowledge "partial to the needs and wel l -being 
of the commun ity. " What these ind ividuals ,  who entered commun ity ser­
vices , learned from the academy had to be completely reconceptual ized . 
"Hav ing c rit iqued the f ie ld of psychology as inappl icable to an under­
stand ing  of the Ch icano real ity, we eventual ly agreed that understand­
ing the "Ch icano experience" requ i red sharing from our personal l ives . "68 
Thus activity in community services , l i ke La C l incia del  las Raza, 
lead to razalog ia-knowledge for Raza by Raza. In this process of learn­
ing f rom ou r  experience, we move away from "no puedo"-an internal 
devaluation of se lf-to a reconceptual izat ion of our power. At this stage ,  
the Ch icano commun ity needs self o rgan izat ion :  " [ I ]  recognized that our  
commun it ies requ i re ,  not merely more professionals o r  se rvices ,  but  an  
ideology and activism that seek radical change in  our  social systems."69 
As razalog ia develops,  it leads to the formation of "progente/provida" 
network. C learly the appl icat ion of razalogia "must be extended beyond 
the work arena to one's fami ly and community l ife." By this point razalogia 
s h ifts f rom its Ch icano perspective and becomes more appropriately 
"an approach of t ransformative learn ing gu id ing a conscious commun ity 
knowing toward advancing human/social t ransformation ."70 
Perspectivist Chicano Studies on the Essential ist Edge 
Perspectivist Ch icano Studies could eas i ly cross over i nto es­
sent ial ism.7 1  Dan Porath ,  for example,  argues that the ph i losophy of 
perspectivism is attractive to the "Lat in mind" g iven the Mexican/Ch icano 
trag ic sense of l ife. Drawing on h is read ing of Unamuno, Oretga y Gasset, 
Romanel l ,  and pre-Co lumbian I nd ian mysticism,  he bel ieves that the 
Mexican is bo rn an existential ist .  "Certain 'fee l ings' are suggested in  
the  deep mystic ism of  the  pre-Conquest world as  we l l  as  the  particu lar  
h istory which Lat in America has experienced . "72 Though he notes the 
ro le  of expe rience in  form ing a ph i losophy of l ife, he conti nuous ly roots 
th is  v is ion in the nature of the Mexican.  
What had been tr ied then,  i n  attempting to impose the empi ri ­
cal , sc ientif ic approach on the  Mexican [ i .e .  posit ivism] ,  was 
not to al low a system to develop from the Mexican's own ex­
perience , but as an attempt to ass im i late the Mexican to an 
outside source. And the Mexican was too Mexican to buy it . 73 
The true Mexican , Porath ins ists , is an existential man. 
When he tu rns to Chicanos, he encounters the same spi rit i n  
th is popu lat ion .  We can trace th is  from the pachuco to  Cesar Chavez, 
"Corky" Gonzalez, and Romano. Porath d istingu ishes his understand­
ing  of Ch ican ismo from what one f inds i n  academic Ch icano Stud ies .  
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"Very l itt le  of what was p resented to the Chicano had its origins i n  the 
barrio, primari ly because most of these [C]hicano scholars were not barrio 
oriented-they had escaped long ago and had become successfu l  in  
the 'mainstream' cu ltu re ."74 Chicanismo, Porath notes ,  is about the bar­
r io, cu ltu ral revolut ion, and creating a new social being. Most impor­
tantly, Ch ican ismo is about exist ing in the here and now. As the in itial 
statement of Con Safos states : " It is rather an attempt at express ing the 
enti re spectrum of feel i ngs that are the soul of the barrio."75 One can 
see an unresolved tension in  some perspectivists between essential ism 
and the des i re to ground this perspective in Chicano or  Mexican experi-
ence. 
One theme among perspectivists writers is the Chicanos(as)' 
native past. This often suggests an essential ist interpretation. For in­
stance at the same time razalogia moves toward transformative praxis ,  
Vargas returns to  a romanticized notion o f  our  native past,16 A.  Sol is ,  
who inf luences razalogia formation,  is another example of this return to 
our  native roots-not solely in a racial o r  cu ltu ral sense but also in its 
spi ritual s ign ificance. "Ch icano cultu ral values are recognized to be within 
the realm of the Ch icano or  Native American Spi rit. . . .  "77 " It is a shared 
psychological spi ritual force. At that point we beg in to see-in T/oque, in 
Nahuaque. ''The sp i rit of Unity-Togetherness, as we practice it, begins 
to emerge."7B Where does this come from? Sol is points to our native 
past, to our  "tatas."79 "We are fi rst of al l  and at the very core or root of 
our  psyche and spi rit, Native-Americans of any one or some Mexican 
I nd ian tr ibe(s) . "Bo From here we draw our Mexicano-Ch icano values, 
especia l ly harmony and community and the quest for land .81 
For some Chicanos, the native past governs their vision of the 
world.  These authors bel ieve that their true Chicano being is tied to that 
i nd igenous past/present. What stands out from these essays is the role 
of culture and spiritual ity. They bel ieve that they can revive the cultu ral 
values that were "lost" after 1 848. The Ch icano, Alarcon arg ues, must 
return to Mother Earth . It is spi rituality that is at the heart of Chicanismo; 
the barrio is the vital center of Chicanismo as the home of this native 
spi rit. ''The main awareness of the movimiento has its base in the phi lQ­
soph ical attitude that the total un ity of the Chicano is the principal spiri­
tual force and that the barrio is the center of the " l iving cultu re."82 We 
must rescue these essential values from Anglo material ist hands. One 
need only g l impse through much of early Alurista poetry or Valdez's 
meditations to sense this view. For example in an essay in De C% res, 
Alu rista d raws a sharp contrast between the I ndian world or harmony 
and balance and the Ang lo  world . 83 Another example is Va ldez' 
Pensamientos serpentinos.84 Chicano being,  they imply, is decided by 
th is  native past.85 
This concern with our indigenous heritage has lead to an enor­
mous outpouring of l iterary and intel lectual work. We could not sepa-
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rate early Chicano Studies from the quest of the Chicano's(a's) real and 
mythic h istorical identity. The use of I ndian motifs, Klor de Alva notes , is 
due to the p reoccupation with the search for identity, an appeal to the 
g reat ind igenous civil izations of the past as a source of pride, and a 
quest for a symbolic nexus that can l ink al l Chicanos despite their het­
erogeneity. In many ways the quest for Aztlan is about this past and our 
connection to i t .  When we think of the early poetry and art of the Chicano 
Movement we cannot escape these motifs and symbols .  And yet its 
meaning and importance varies in our communities . Note how the Teatro 
Campesino and Luis Valdez reframe "Corky" Gonzalez' I am Joaquin by 
bring ing out the indigenous elements more than a reading of the piece 
might have done. Al l  read ings of this native heritage are equivocal .  Not 
al l  perspectivists essentialize thei r conceptualization of the native past! 
present. 
Some Chicano writers , for instance, recal l  our native past in or­
der to challenge Western epistemology-avoiding essential ist claims. 
Faced with the social science leviathan, how do we chal lenge and offer 
a counter epistemology? Francisco Vazquez asserts the need to uti l ize 
ep istemological  a lte rnatives such as the Aztec search for truth . 86 
Raymond Pad i l la expands on this notion by acknowledging our Western 
heritage (Socratic, Christian, Hegelian, Marxist, Buberian) but regards it 
as only part of our intellectual tradition. Therefore we need to look to­
ward our indigenous heritage and legacy, not to l ive in or reestabl ish this 
past but to retake our legitimate heritageY With these resources , we 
can engage in  "chicanizaje"88 or  "ch icanology." 89 To other Ch icanos, this 
awareness of our past opens the possibi l ity of "Ia vida nueva."90 These 
readings represent perspectivist vision of our past. The goal is not to 
resurrect some real h istoric past but to begin our epistemolog ical trans­
formation from our situation in the world ,  our becoming, by taking pos­
session of our past and identity. 
CONCLUSION 
In this essay I trace the genesis and development of one pos­
sible style of doing Chicano Studies. Beginning with the work of Romano 
and Carranza, I draw attention to thei r perspectivist epistemology. This 
approach to knowledge privileges the position and context of the knower. 
This stress on being is reflected in concepts l ike Chicanismo, carnalismo, 
and humanism that can produce a culture that makes visible human­
ity-especially in l ight of the perceived fai lu res of the Anglo value sys­
tem.  
I n  the academic world , few have ventured into this style. Most 
examples could be found in the field of l iterary criticism. I n  the academy 
the struggle against alienation could be accomplished at both the situ­
ated position of the Chicano and the universal level of humanity. I use 
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Juan Rodriguez's essays as an example. From the angle of social sci­
ence I turn to the writ ings of Raymond Rocco who presents a critique of 
instrumentalist knowledge fol lowed by a cal l to d raw a perspective from 
the experiences of the Chicano community. In this way the scholar be­
comes an active participant, to recal l  Zea, in the l iberation of la persona 
and thereby humanity. 
Unfortunately, Perspectivist Chicano Stud ies never became a 
viable choice among research agendas. Therefore the only real option,  
according to R isco, was to abandon the academy i f  one desired change. 
In th is essay, I look at a couple of alternative pathways that some 
Ch icanos choose: Atencio's La Academia de la Nueva Raza and the 
community project of Hijos del Sol .  
Clearly at the  center of  this perspectivist project is  self-conscious­
ness. A danger, however, exists in trying to g round this self-conscious­
ness. It is easy to step from a perspectivist analysis over to essential­
ism and nativism. Perspectivist th inkers often d rew l inks to the Chicano 
native past in order to emphasize the existence of alternative world views. 
Some could interpret this as creating a Ch icano-centric world view, but 
at this point Perspectivist Chicano Studies had faded. 
By the mid 1 980s, Perspectivist Chicano Studies as an alterna­
tive style of Ch icano knowing had evaporated .  The lack of an estab­
l ished base in the academy undercut the development of a core of 
p e rs p ect iv ist  s c h o l a rs .  F u rt h e rm o re the  r ise of struct u ra l i s m ,  
poststructural ism, feminism, postmodernism, neo-marxism, and queer 
theory contested the phi losophical g round of the perspectivist camp. 
But the most damaging impact was the exclusionary pol itics of empirics. 
The end result was to vanquish Perspectivist Chicano Studies as a vi­
able alternative. 
N eve rthe less i n  cha l l e n g i n g  Emp i r ical  C h icano Stud ies,  
perspectivists demonstrated the l imitations of  th is  dominant view. The 
empirics could not escape the partriarchal , logico-deductive, and i nstru­
mental ist reasoning that is at the core of the U .S .  academy. While 
empirics may not have achieved al l  the i r  institutional goals, they did f ind 
an inte l lectual space in the academy. I ronically just as Perspectivist 
Ch icano Studies faded , new contestants arose to critique Empirical 
Chicano Stud ies. These new provocations took a variety of shapes, 
f ro m  the  rad ical  ep istemolog ical  attacks by queer  theor ists and 
postmodernists to more moderate criticism of the exclusionary pol itics 
of empi rics by mu lticulturalists, feminists, and those interested in Latino 
and/ o r  American Studies. These issues, however, must be left for an­
other time. 
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NOTES 
1 1  would l ike to thank Richard Chabran , Mary Romero, Eric Margo l is ,  
Ray Rocco, Ange l ina Soldatenko,  and the readers of  ESR for  the i r  i nte l ­
lectual input. I also want to thank Chicano Studies at  ASU for  remind ing 
me that exclusionary pol itics is al ive and wel l .  
2 1  have retained "Ch icano" since its male usage ref lects the gendered 
pol itics and epistemology of the movimiento, particularly in the acad­
emy. This wi l l  also help us d iscern the epistemic break of Ch icana femi­
n ist though .  
3 1  have had a d ifficult t ime naming this tradit ion .  I n it ial ly I cal led it "Exis­
tential Ch icano Studies." But readers of earl ier versions of th is project 
felt that th is term unnecessarily introduced the long h istory of phenom­
enology and existentialsim into this d iscussion.  Whi le some of these 
early Chicano(a) th inkers may have accepted this baggage, others would 
not have. I found perspectivist much more acceptable .  I n  th is manner 
the i nfluence of Ramos, Romanel l ,  Paz, and Ortega y Gasset can be 
more fu l ly appreciated (E l iu  Carranza, Pensamientos on Los Chicanos. 
Second edit ion .  (Berkeley: California Book Co. ,  1 971 ) and Dan Porath ,  
"Chicanos and Existential ism," De Colores 1 :2 ( 1 974) , 1 3) .  
4Patrick Romanel l ,  Making o f  the Mexican Mind: A Study in Recent Mexi­
can Thought (Lincoln :  Un iversity of Nebraska Press,  1 952) . 
5Romanel l ,  1 61 .  Romanel l 's citations are from the Engl ish translat ion of 
Ortega y Gasset's EI tema de muestro tiempo (Mad rid :  Revista de 
Occidente, 1 923) . 
6Romanel l ,  1 61 .  
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Like Sustenance for the Masses: Genre Resistance , 
Cultural Identity, and the Achievement of 
Like Water for Chocolate 
Ellen Puccinelli 
Oak Grove , Louisiana 
With that meal it seemed they had discovered a new system of 
communication . . .  
Lau ra Esqu ivel 's  1 989 Mexican novel Like Water for Chaco/ate, 
neither translated i nto Eng l ish  nor pub l ished in the Un ited States unt i l  
1 992, was both an American bestsel ler  and the bas is for an acclaimed 
motion p ictu re .  I nterest ing ly, though ,  Esqu ivel 's  work also seems to be 
receivi ng g l immers of the type of crit ical attent ion general ly reserved for 
less "popu lar" works. Two particular critical studies composed i n  Engl ish , 
one by Kathleen G lenn and the other  by Cecel ia Lawless , have been 
devoted ent i rely to Chaco/ate, and both of the scholar/authors g race the 
facu lt ies of  reputable American i nstitut ions of h igher  learn ing . 1 As a 
student whose academic experience has been replete with e l itist attitudes 
and expressions of d isdain for anyth ing that smacks of an appeal to the 
masses , I was i ntr igued by Chaco/ate for this very reason ;  in a world 
where scholarly boundaries seem unalterab ly fixed , a work that appears 
capable of c ross ing  these r ig id l i nes is ,  in my op in ion ,  both rare and 
ad m i rab ly refresh i n g .  In my stud ies ,  I have often hoped fo r m o re 
communicat ion between "popu lar" and "scholarly" l iterature ;  Esq u ivel 's  
novel p rovides not  on ly opportun it ies for  th is dialogue but for other  c ross-
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genre d iscussions as wel l .  
S ign ificant ly, both G lenn and  Lawless remark on Chocolate 's mult i ­
g e n e r i c  c h a racte r. Lawless  opens  h e r  study with the fo l l owi ng  
observation :  
Lau ra Esqu ivel has  written an unclassif iable 
work, which s imu ltaneously b reaks and br ings together 
boundaries of gen re so as to concoct something new in  
Mexican l iterature .  Como agua para Chocolate . . .  is a 
mixtu re of recipe book, how-to household book, socio­
p o l i t i ca l  and h i st o r i ca l  doc u m e nt of t he  Mex ican  
revo lut ion ,  psychological study o f  male/female as  wel l  
as  mother/daughter re lat ions, an  exploration into goth ic 
rea lms,  and u lti mately, an extremely readable nove l . 2 
She late r points out that ,  " I n  Mexican bookstores Chocolate 
appears on the shelves with bestsel lers and in the area des ignated for 
cookbooks . "3 Glenn, too , identif ies "mu lt ip le i nstances of ru lebreaking 
and border-crossi ng , "  stat ing that ,  i n  the novel ,  "Generic d iv is ions a re 
undone,  as cookbook and romance, the cu l inary and the erotic ,  ming le ,  "4 
but she goes a step further, noti ng the scholarly/popular d ichotomy and 
terming Esqu ivel 's work a "hybrid novel "  because it inc ludes traits usual ly 
associated with both "best se l lers and objects of academic study. "5 
The novel 's barrier-crossing nature ,  however, does not extend 
to its cu l tura l  bou ndaries. Whi le Esquivel 's work is decidedly mu lt i ­
generic ,  it i s  also a p roduct of i ts author's Mexican culture ,  which in  tu rn 
is part of the larger body of Latin American l ite rature ;  sti l l  more specifical ly, 
Chocolate belongs to the segment of th is l iteratu re composed by women .  
I n  add it ion to  examin ing the  ways i n  which Esqu ivel defies def i n it ions 
and ru les,  then, it is important to look at the ways in  which she f i ts i nto 
the l ite ra ry trad it ion in  which she f inds her or ig ins .  
"Women have, "  accord ing to Amy Kaminski ,  " . . .  been writ i ng 
s ince the earl iest days of co lon izat ion" in  Lat in American countr ies; but ,  
Kaminski  a lso states , " the sto ry . . .  of  Lat in American l ite ratu re does not 
ment ion the names of the prominent female authors in  the i r  h istory. "6 
Maureen E. Shea, too, bel ieves that ,  "Whether o ra l  or written ,  the voices 
of women in  Lat in America have general ly been ignored , misrepresented , 
ridiculed , or s i lenced by the male-oriented institutions contro l l ing society; ' '7 
she states , however, that, "Latin  American l iteratu re, s ince independence 
in the early 1 800s, has been ,  with some except ions,  an instrument for 
expos ing i nj ustice suffered by certain segments of the populat ion and 
fo r p rovoking much needed change. "B Shea's words suggest that Lat in  
American women ,  themselves oppressed , might tend to write about the ir  
own unj ust t reatment i n  an effort to stimu late change;  Esquivel 's work 
indeed contains elements of this idea. 
Gerald Martin treats another aspect of Lat in American l iterature ,  
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which he cal l s  "the myth " ;  Mart in  says th is is "the cont inent 's own 
dominant self-i nterp retation " :  
The myth ,  Romant ic i n  or ig i n ,  S u rrea l ist i n  focus ,  
rebe l l i ous  i n  o r ientat ion ,  i s  i n  essence about  the  
re lat ionsh ip  of the New World to  the  O ld .  I t  te l ls of 
d iscovery and conquest . . . .  and of desperate st ruggles 
. . .  to resist, rebel ,  and l iberate . . . .  And it shows how 
the people's d reams, utopias and occasional triumphs 
become internal ized through folk memory and through 
art which , sometimes at least, can make itself the written 
record of that memory, and thus un ite past, present and 
future at the level of representation .9  
Mart in  appl ies h is  concept, which he says is the "writers '  co l lective 
interpretation of what Latin American h isto ry has been about , "  stat ing 
that, 
Each writer . . .  can see the myth as the i r  own ind ividual 
jou rney through the labyrinth of l ife (consciousness, 
knowledge, memory, moral ity) , h istory or fiction itself . . .  
. . .  Each novel ,  each fictional construct, is itself a journey 
through the labyrinth . 
The quest for identity, then, has been the central 
problematic of Lat in American cu ltu re and the central 
theme of Lat in American l ite ratu re . . . . 1 0 
Again ,  e lements of Martin 's "myth "  are evident in Chocolate, offer ing 
another way i n  which Esqu ivel 's novel is a part of i ts Lat in American 
cu lture. 
Rosemary Geisdorfer Feal ,  who has stud ied the way in  which 
women authors fit into the Lat in American t rad ition , offers a suggestion 
that may be app l ied  to Chocolate. She be l ieves that " i f anyth i ng  
characterizes 'femin ine'  narrative , i t  is t he  lack of homogeneity; i n  its 
p lace is the radical assertion of i ndividual ity, the refusal to belong to a 
category";  the l iteratu re of Lat in American women writers ,  states Feal ,  
" is often forged in isolation and in  rebe l l ion . " l l  Feal 's statement suggests 
a bridge between Esqu ivel 's non-categorizable writ ing and her neat n iche 
with in the trad ition of Lat in American women write rs . Esqu ivel 's  un ique 
ach ievement, wh ich may be examined in  terms of  its structure ,  its themes 
and characterizat ions, its use of the addit ional ly culture- l i nked device of 
magical rea l ism,  and its language, emerges as a work that won't be 
p igeonholed, the strong statement of a suppressed yet powerful  voice in 
a d isti nctive culture .  
I have al ready add ressed Chocolate 's genre-bend ing natu re . 
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The physical structu re of the novel is one featu re of the work that supports 
th is  idea; Chocolate bears the subtit le "A Novel i n  Monthly I nstal l ments 
with Recipes, Romances and Home Remedies , "  and i ndeed it contains 
al l  of the above elements .  G lenn summarizes the book's basic layout: 
"The t it le page for each of the twelve divisions of the book g ives the 
chapter number, a month of the year, and the name of a rec ipe . " 1 2  Th is  
observation ,  more perceptive than it appears ,  immediately demonstrates 
the b lended-genre qual ity of Esquivel 's work; Chocolate is  at once a 
nove l ,  o rgan ized by chapters ; an almanac,  d ivided by months; and a 
cookbook, composed of recipes. 
The material with i n  each sect ion of the nove l ,  however, seems 
even more amalgamated and remarkable.  The book's fi rst segment,  for 
examp le ,  beg ins ,  as do the fo l lowing  e leven port ions ,  with a l ist of 
i ng redients ( in th is case, for "Christmas Rol ls") and the term "Preparat ion:  
. . .  " above the fi rst words of the text. 1 3 As expected from these cookbook­
l i ke i nt rod ucto ry e lements , the tone of the narrat ion is often impersonal 
and d idactic, with the detached speaker offering rud imentary instruct ions:  
I t  is  best to use homemade ro l ls .  Hard ro l ls  can eas i ly 
be obta ined from a bakery, but they should be smal l ;  
t h e  larger  ones are unsu ited fo r th is recipe. After f i l l i ng  
the rol ls ,  bake for  ten  minutes and serve hot. For  best 
resu lts , leave the ro l ls  out overn ight, wrapped in a c loth ,  
so that the g rease f rom the sausage soaks i nto the 
b read . 1 4 
On either s ide of parag raphs such as th is ,  though ,  are personal 
b i ts of autobiography from the f i rstperson narrator ( "Mama used to say . 
. . I was especial ly sensitive to onions, l ike my g reat-aunt, Tita" 1 S) , portions 
of Tita's ch rono log ical ly-to ld  tale offe red in the d istant vo ice of the 
storyte l le r  ( "F rom that day on, Tita's domain was the kitchen,  where she 
g rew v igorous and healthy on a d iet of teas and thin corn g ruels" 1 6) , and 
d ia logue among the "p layers"  i n  Tita's story (Tita's domineer ing mother  
to Tita: " 'Baste it and sew it again and then come and show it to me.  And 
remember that the lazy man and the stingy man end up walki ng the i r  
road twice"' 1 7) . There is no separation o f  narrator and  the  subjects of 
the narration ;  all a part of the same extended blood l ine ,  Tita's fami ly, 
and consequently the narrator's fami ly, both l ive and impart the main 
sto ry conta ined in Chocolate. Li kewise,  there is no d isassociat ion 
between cookbook and novel ;  they are both s imultaneous and elaborately 
i nterwoven .  Anecdotes and household h i nts are offered in the same 
f igurative b reath ,  and this b reath animates both the storytel ler  and the 
cook. 
Lawless pOints out that the serial ized format,  th is "presentat ion" 
of the work "as month ly i nsta l lments , "  is  "a popular strategy for entic ing  
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the reader, often used i n  Mexican photonovelas and the avidly consumed 
l ib ros semanales . " 1 8 G lenn concurs with this l inking of the novel 's form 
to "popu la r" f ict i on  by not i ng  that the "overp lott ing  and abuse of 
coincidence that are found in popular fict ion are . . .  g rist for Esquivel 's 
m i l l " ; 1 9 in fact , "overp lott ing "  seems an u nderstatement when one 
considers scenes such as the fo l lowing 
She hadn't anticipated Ped ro gett ing captu red by the 
federales and summar i ly detained f rom gett ing  the 
doctor, or Mama Elena and Chencha being unable to 
return because of shooting breaking out in  the vi l lage 
that forced them to take refuge with the Lobos; so it 
tu rned out she was the only one p resent at the b irth of 
her  nephew. She!  She alone !20 
This convoluted interweaving of tales is a characteristic of Gothic 
f iction ,  as Lawless observes , as is the stifl i ng  and untamed sett ing and 
the presence of the hero ine ,  her lover, and their tyrannical antagonist ;21 
Chocolate's possession of these elements further l inks it with the pop 
fict ion of the Lat in  American masses. Glenn notes that many n ineteenth­
centu ry women's magazines in particular "featured serial ized novels,  
poetry, recipes , and home remedies . "22 In this way, Chocolate is al igned 
not on ly with its pop cousins but with "women's" l iterature,  as wel l :  " Como 
agua calls attention to activities customarily considered feminine: the 
read ing of women's magazines , the g iving and preparing of recipes, and 
the sharing of remedies and household h ints."23 So Chocolate, with its 
intrigu ing i nternal blend of types, offers an outward mingl ing as wel l ;  
e lements o f  popular, Gothic, and  women's fiction combine with Esquivel 's 
ski l lful use of language and thematic elements to produce a work capable 
of cross ing audiencespecific boundaries. 
Glenn's l inking of the novel with femin ine traits suggests a 
mu ltitude of other possible relationships, one of which relates particularly 
to Chocolate's structure .  Amy Kaminski 's study of femin ist theory and 
its relationsh ip  to Lat in  American l iteratu re treats the work of E lena Garro 
and the way in which time in Garro's fiction is portrayed; Kaminski says 
that the c i rcular nature of time in Garro's work is l i nked to "the female 
subject and to the bodi ly apprehension of time as cycl ical ,  H and that this 
is also a featu re of Latin American fiction in  general .24 A c ircular work, 
according to Kaminski , is one that "ends where it begins,· and this concept 
seems appl icable to Esqu ivel's calendar-based cycle of l ife, death, and 
rebirth.  Kaminski refers to a "sense of completeness and impermeability" 
when d iscussing this phenomenon: 
Though the narrative fol lows a certain chronology insofar 
as the u n�o ld ing  of the anecdote is concerned, the 
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narrator frequently i nvokes other moments in time that 
are equally avai lable , though less or more remote from 
the assumed present from which it speaks .  These other 
t imes are evoked not to situate the moment of the 
anecdote within a greater h istorical chronology, but ,  on 
the contrary, to f latten out the d ifferences between 
"before" and "after. "25 
This cu lture- l inked idea of time figu res strongly in Esqu ive l 's work. 
Chocolate opens with Tita's greatniece speaking from a point at least 
two generations after Tita's own, and a number of years after Tita's death.  
The story then retu rns briefly to the months immediately preced ing Tita's 
birth and fol lows Tita from her auspicious entrance into the world to her 
death a number of years later. The novel's f inal  parag raph brings the 
work fu l l  c ircle, returning to the present-time narrator and the narrator's 
remin iscences about her own mother; as the novel closes, the narrator 
prepares to make the same Christmas ro l ls that were offered us in  the 
f i rst chapter, remarking that, "My mama prepared them for me every 
year. "26 The cycle, now complete, wi l l  be eternal , the narrator says: 
"Tita, my great aunt, . . .  wi l l  go on l iving as long as there is someone 
who cooks her recipes. "27 This l inking of generations lends further support 
to the idea that al l  time exists at once, and the arrangement of the death 
and rebirth ideas suggest the c i rcular concept that dominates Lat in 
American l iterature.  
G lenn observes that, "Recipes, l ike Proustian madeleines, serve 
to recuperate the past and thereby expand the time frame of the nove l ; "28 
th is idea seems to add to Kaminski 's more universal thoughts . We are 
told by Esquivel 's narrator that "smells have the power to evoke the 
past, bringing back sounds and even other smells that have no match in 
the present. "29 When Tita and Nacha prepare the f i l l ing for Rosau ra's 
wedding cake, they take out a previously-prepared container of preserves: 
"The moment Tita opened the jar, the smell of apricots transported her 
to the afternoon they made the marmalade. "3o After Tita's cris is ,  as she 
recovSrs at John's ranch, Chencha comes to br ing her ox-tai l  soup made 
from the recipe of Tita's beloved Nacha: 
With the fi rst s ip ,  Nacha appeared there at her side, 
stroking her hai r as she ate, as she had done when she 
was l ittle and was sick, kissing her forehead over and 
over. There were al l the times with Nacha, the chi ldhood 
games in the kitchen, the trips to the market, the sti l l ­
warm tortil las, the colored apricot pits , the Christmas 
rol ls . . . .  31 
Thus, the past and the present are incontrovertibly connected, always 
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capable of existing i n  what traditional thought would term the other's 
realm. In Chaco/ate, the l i nk, and therefore the story, is the recipe. 
As much as Esquivel 's genre-blend ing tactics serve to cross 
aud ience l i nes,  though ,  the author's ach ievement is not universal ly 
iconoclastic ;  her use of themes and characters fix Chaco/ate f irmly in 
Esquivel 's own Latin American culture. 
Earl ier I referred to Gerald Martin's impression of the Latin 
American myth,  which he bel ieves appears in  the work of ind ividual Latin 
American authors .  We may remember that h is conception of the myth 
involves "discovery and conquest , "  "struggles , "  and the " resist, rebel ,  
and l iberate" sequence, with Martin stressing that the search for identity 
is inherent i n  these themes. I n  Chaco/ate, I see two ways in which this 
pattern reveals itself, the fi rst involving the kitchen as a kind of symbol ic 
space that must be conquered and the second deal ing with Tita's 
oppression,  exi le ,  and eventual l iberation. 
The kitchen in  Esqu ivel 's novel is what G lenn terms "gendered 
space."32 Lawless, too, views the kitchen as sign ificant to the novel and 
as a gender-specific location ,  but she provides the added d imension of 
the kitchen itself as a reg ion of exi le in that it is the domain of Tita and 
the household's I ndian servant women, Nacha, Chencha, and Luz: "The 
kitchen becomes a site for the p roduction of the d iscourse of the triply 
marginalized -- the I ndian, the servant, the woman. "33 What is important, 
though ,  is what ult imately happens to the kitchen and its occupants. 
Tita is born in the book's opening chapter " right there on the kitchen 
table amid the smel ls of s immering nood le soup, thyme, bay leaves, and 
c i lantro, steamed milk, garlic, and , of course, onion. "34 It is Nacha, ·who 
knew everything about cooking , "  who becomes completely responsible 
for Tita's nourishment; therefore, " . . .  Tita's domain was the kitchen,  
where she grew vigorous and healthy on a diet of  teas and thin com 
gruels . . . .  Her eating habits . . .  were attuned to the kitchen routine . 
. . . "35 It may seem, then, that Tita's conquest of the sign ificant territory 
in Esquivel 's novel is not an issue; however, Lawless' comments about 
the marginal ized nature of the kitchen's inhabitants become significant 
here .  A lthough Tita has immediately discovered the new world ,  so to 
speak, the novel is the story of her struggles to conquer, or master, it. 
For Tita, whi le the kitchen is in itial ly a place of refuge, it serves, 
too, as the kind of no-man's land that Lawless suggests. Tita is "forbidden 
to play with her sisters in her own world , "36 suggesting that the kitchen is 
a less than desi rable location;  she is simi larly relegated to the kitchen to 
prepare Rosaura and Pedro's wedding feast "as punishment. "37 When 
Nacha dies, it is Tita, the b lack sheep and most marginal member of the 
fami ly, who is named "to fill the vacant post in the kitchen."38 And when 
Tita arrives at John's house, she enco'unters another kitchen with another 
outsider ("Katy, a seventy-year-old North American woman") in charge.39 
Gradual ly, though ,  Tita turns the kitchen into more than a safe 
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haven ;  as Lawless observes, she "converts this trad itional ly restrictive 
and oppressed site for women into a l iberat ing,  creative space . . . .  "40 
Some of this has been h inted at s ince the novel 's f i rst page; we are to ld ,  
fo r  instance, early i n  the  work, that, "for Tita the joy of  l iving was wrapped 
up in the del ights of food."41 Yet Tita goes further, us ing the kitchen as a 
p lace for rebel l ion and resistance. She furtively nu rses her  nephew, 
Rosaura and Pedro's infant son , in the kitchen.42 She and Pedro use 
the room for their i l l icit meetings (see , for i nstance , the examples of 
Pedro's encounter with Tita moments after he becomes engaged to 
Rosaura43 and of Tita and Pedro's meeting over the g rind ing stone44) . 
She creates th ings i n  the kitchen that al low forbidden acts to take p lace; 
her preparation of quai l  i n  rose petal sauce,  for instance, a l lows for a 
sort of surreal lovemaking to occur between Tita and her sister's husband:  
It was as i f  a strange alchemical process had d issolved 
her enti re being in the rose petal sauce, in the tender 
f lesh of the quai ls ,  in the wine, in every one of the meal's 
aromas. That was the way she entered Pedro's body, 
hot, vol uptuous, perfumed ,  total ly sensuous .45 
I n  a s ign ificant scene, the kitchen becomes occupied ,  at Tita's request , 
by her  cigarette-smoking ,  wi ld and wayward sister, now a general i n  the 
revolutionary army, and Gertrudis '  womanizing sergeant .46 Working 
together  and fol lowing Tita's instructions, Gertrudis and Trevino, both 
p revious ly  i nept cooks , s i m u ltaneo us ly  p repare a t re m e n d o u s ly 
successful  batch of cream fritters and transform the kitchen from a refuge 
for society's outcasts into a ferti le place where anything is possib le .  
Lawless says that Chocolate "confers a h igher status and power 
to the traditionally devalued personal sphere of the kitchen , "  stat ing that, 
"A new terrain appears in  Chocolate . . . .  "47 This seems akin to the 
conquest of the new terrain of which Martin speaks , and it is in th is 
rea lm where Tita d iscovers her identity. 
Approached another way, though ,  Tita represents the 
oppressed port ion of Lat in  Ame rican society that Maureen Shea 
d iscusses and that I considered in  the early pages of  th is  study. Tita i s  
contro l led by the  cruel Mama Elena, whose dictatorial and  merc i less 
ways make Tita's l ife oppressive and miserable,  and by the archaic 
traditions of the society, relentless ly enforced by Mama Elena, which 
add the element of hopelessness to Tita's existence. Because she is 
the fami ly's youngest daughter, Tita's fate is sealed , as Mama Elena 
reminds her, " If he intends to ask for you r  hand, tel l  h im not to bother. 
He' l l  be wasting his time and mine too. You know perfectly wel l  that 
being the youngest daughter means you have to take care of me unt i l  
the day I d ie . "48 Mama Elena and this tradition are responsible fo r the 
fact that Tita cannot marry her beloved Pedro; when Pedro marries 
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Rosau ra, then ,  tradition,  i n  the form of her mother, is the real culprit 
against which Tita must rebel .  Her struggle occupies the enti re novel .  
Amy Kaminski ,  in  her d iscussion of the works of other Lat in 
American women writers , identifies a "conundrum of pol itical exi le" :  
Once the narrator has entered the contest, played, and 
lost, she must leave, for she has heard that unspeakable 
things happen to those who lose and remain .  Banished, 
she c i rcles the house and discovers its real shape . . . .  
On ly by leaving could she learn the shape of the house 
49 
Kaminski says that the "female exi le is empowered with extrahuman 
capacities" which involve "transcendence and regeneration . "so 
Chocolate fits neatly into Kaminski's conceptualization of the 
l iberated female exi le. When Tita f inal ly rebels against Mama Elena, 
she immediately leaves the ranch house, Mama Elena's domain ,  and 
reti res to the dovecote , where she returns to an embryonic state; when 
Dr. Brown arrives, he finds her "naked" and "curled up in a fetal position. "S1 
John takes her to h is own home, where she resides, refusing to speak. 
It  is only the p resence of the other "outcasts" (John's North American 
cook, the mysterious I ndian woman in  the garden who reminds Tita of 
Nacha, and f inal ly Chencha, with her heal ing pot of ox-tai l  soup) that 
restores Tita to health. Thus, Tita learns the truth about her l ife, Kaminski's 
"shape . "  She real izes that her l ife force is to be found in the very things 
her own society shuns; from this paint, then, Tita may go about the 
business of discovering and establ ishing her own identity. Only in her 
exi le is Tita l iberated . 
I n  the novel's in itial chapter, as the story of Tita's birth is 
related , we learn that Tita is " l iterally washed into this world on a g reat 
tide of tears that spi l led over the edge of the table and flooded across 
the kitchen floor"; after the water dries up, Nacha sweeps up the " residue": 
"enough salt to f i l l  a ten-pound sack. "S2 G lenn sees this scene as "a 
good example of Esqu ive l 's f launt i ng  of the i nveris imi l itude of her  
narrative, "  stat ing that this episode and  others l ike i t  "warn us that what 
fol lows cannot be accepted at face value."s3 I bel ieve, however, that 
Glenn misunderstands Esquivel 's use of what is a staple of the Mexican 
narrative; Esquivel uses the traditionally Latin American device of magical 
real ism to i l lustrate particular elements of the story, aspects which may 
be viewed as examples of the "extrahuman" capacities of Kaminski's 
female exi le. Ross Larson identifies magical realism as a portrayal of 
supernatu ral and fantastic events and elements "in a matter-of-fact way, 
combin ing real ity with fantasy for a representation of the world that is 
not uncanny but essentially true";S4 Larson suggests that this device 
may be "an author's means of communicating a deeply personal , even a 
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visionary experience of real ity, "55 and th is view seems appl icable to 
Chocolate. 
When Tita's birth yields the tremendous quantity of salt, enough 
to use for cooking "for a long t ime,"56 Esqu ivel foreshadows Tita's g reat 
contribution to the cul i nary arts and the way in which she wi l l  add f lavor 
to her own l ife and the l ives around her. Rosaura and Pedro's wedd ing  
cake, flavored with Tita's own tears ,  causes each member of  the  wedding 
party to become f iercely i 1 l57; th is effect demonstrates the power of 
sadness, j ust as Tita's mi racu lous abil ity to nurse her nephew58 suggests 
the power of love. Food takes on the abi l ity to heal and to act as an 
aphrodisiac.59 In these ways, Esquivel p resents real ity in her own way, 
us ing fantasy- l ike elements to emphasize and interpret the i ncidents i n  
the  novel to  which she  wishes to draw attention .  Chocolate, i n  add it ion 
to addressing the cultural myths of the Latin American society to which 
its author  belongs, places some rel iance on tradit ional ly Lat in American 
devices in  order to achieve its goals. 
Esquivel 's loyalty to the dominant ideas of her culture (Martin 's 
myth ,  and,  somewhat secondari ly, Kaminski's) is evident in  her nove l .  
Esqu ivel chooses not to  be bound by genre and by canonical defi nit ions 
of audience-specific gu idel ines, but she embraces the powerful material 
her own culture has to offer. Her un ique interpretations of these elements 
comprise a large portion of her  ach ievement. The i nventive use of 
language in Chocolate, however, is Esquivel 's own .  
Esquivel constructs a n  elaborate system o f  metaphors and word 
equations in  Chocolate. Food is the control l ing motif, and it is used as a 
point of comparison for Tita herself time and t ime again .  When Tita 
hears that Pedro wi l l  marry Rosaura, her cheeks turn " red as the apples 
beside her. "6o A g lance from Pedro makes her aware of " how dough 
feels when it is p lunged into boi l ing o i l . "61 Tita is "broken i n  both heart 
and i n  mind"  by Pedro's marriage to Rosaura, " l i ke the quai l "  whose 
neck she twists before cooking .62 When she is " lost and lonely, "  she 
feels that ,  "One I�st chile i n  walnut sauce left on the platter after a fancy 
d inner  couldn 't feel any worse than she d id ,  "63 and she relates to "the 
odd ,  detached way a lettuce should feel at being separated abruptly 
from another  lettuce with which it had g rown Up . "64 The novel 's tit le is 
explained when we are told that "Tita was l iterally ' l ike water for chocolate' 
- - she was on the verge of boi l ing over. "65 
Food is Tita herself, then, and l iterally the l ife-force in Chocolate. 
Tita's beloved nephew Roberto is born with a head "shaped l ike a cone 
of b rown sugar, "  and with in  minutes he is " [w]rapped up l ike a taco"66; 
he al lows Tita her one foray into motherhood, l iteral ly making her h is 
mother when she begins to produce mi lk to feed h im. Rosaura,  a major 
party to Tita's inabi l ity to create a l ife with the man she loves , is al ienated 
from the start because of her attitude toward food ; we learn that it is 
"Rosaura's picky eat ing" and her tendency to leave "her food untouched 
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on her plate" that p rovoked both the nurturing Nacha's dis l ike of Rosaura 
and the rift between the s isters.67 Final ly, Mama Elena, the cartoon-l ike 
vi l la in  who embodies the most strongly anti- l ife force in  Tita's world , 
l iteral ly perishes from starvat ion; u nable to receive nourishment, she 
i ngests a q uant ity of i pecac, "a very strong emetic that could cause 
death . "68 
S imi larly, Esquivel uses the metaphor of l ight and f i re to represent 
sexual ity and love , thus offeri ng a d ifferent route to her vital spark. A 
pr imary example of th is equation is offered in John's lecture to Tita on 
match-making .  John explains that phosphorus un ited with oxygen wi l l  
" bu rst i nto f lame ve ry rap id ly at an e levated temperatu re , "  and he 
demonstrates this phenomenon by mixing the two elements; when he 
does so, "an explosion occurred , bri l l iant, instantaneous, l ike a flash of 
l ightn ing . "69 He fol lows his presentation with the information that "within  
our  bodies each o f  us has the  elements needed to produce phosphorous"; 
he re lates a theory touted by h is g randmother, another of the novel 's 
wise I nd ian f igu res, that depicts the necessary oxygen as "the breath of 
the person you love" and the needed warmth as "any kind of food , music, 
caress, word , or  sound . . . .  "70 
Tita has epitomized this metaphor p rior to John's story. When 
Pedro and Rosaura announce their betrothal , she is gripped with "an icy 
fee l ing of g rief , "  a "terrible sensation of cold" that no amount of covering 
and wrapping can cure .71 On the other hand , when Tita and Pedro are 
near each other, there is a "spark" between them;72 Tita feels that the 
"heat that i nvaded her body" because of Pedro's g lance "was so real 
she was afraid she would start to bubble. "73 
When "[f]or the fi rst time in  thei r l ives , Tita and Pedro could 
make love freely, "  Pedro l ights "250 candles" in  a "now inappropriately 
named dark room."  As the couple consummate their l ifelong love, Pedro 
dies,  and with h im d ies the "possibi l ity of ever again l ight ing" Tita's " inner 
f i re " ;  immediately Tita begins to experience a "freezing chi l l . "  I n  an effort 
to warm herself, she begins to devour a box of candles, thus unit ing 
Esqu ivel 's two metaphoric sou rces of vital ity; as Tita remembers Ped ro,  
" the candle began to burn" and Tita joins her lover in  "the lost Eden-: 
At that moment the fiery bodies of Pedro and Tita began 
to th row off g lowing sparks . . .  The dark room was 
transformed into an erupting volcano. It cast stone and 
ash in  every d i rection .  When the stones reached high 
enough ,  they exploded into multicolored l ights. From 
mi les away, people i n  neighboring towns watched the 
spectacle, th inking it was fi reworks . . . .  74 
Thus, at Chocolate's end, Esquivel 's key i mages are united in a 
dramatic, vital f lou rish .  We are told that under the layers of ash that 
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blanket the former site of the ranch house "every kind of l ife f lou rished , 
making this land the most fertile in the region. "7S Food , lovemaking ,  and 
f i re are d rawn together in a cl imatic display of pageantry that is the l ife 
force of Esquivel's world .  
Glenn points out that " [t]he association of f i re and passion has 
b e e n  made so ofte n i n  l i te ratu re and  a rt as to h ave become 
commonplace" ;76 indeed this seems a reasonable observation. G lenn 
goes on ,  however, to maintain that "the passion felt by Tita and Pedro 
ign ites the bed on which they l ie,  and the ensuing conflagration reduces 
the ranch to ashes. Thei r love is, indeed , al l-consuming . "77 Here I must 
take exception to Glenn's analysis. A carefu l  study of the metaphors 
and the i r  function in Esquivel 's work shows that food , f i re ,  and love are 
not destructive but rather l ife-affirming and l ife-producing ,  in fact l ife itself . 
Esquivel 's use of cl iche must be examined alongside the use of her own 
unique equations; Chocolate's meaning is found here. 
Lawless points out that " [t]he only thing that remains of Tita 
after the f i re is a cookbook from which her great-niece reconstructs and 
narrates Tita's story. Again . . .  the written word resists destruction. "7s 
This brings up an interesting connection between food and love and 
language itself, prompting Lawless to remark that, " I n  Chocolate, terms 
such as 'cookbook, '  'gothic, 'feminine, '  'home' are redefined and remolded 
in  Esquivel 's (post)modern attempt to create a place from which her 
character Tita can speak. "79 Thus, th is study has come fu l l  c i rc le ,  
retuming to the idea of Esquivel's genre-defying and border-crossing 
novel of mass appeal . 
Like Water for Chocolate seems to be in conti nuous motion, 
appearing now as a popular novel replete with cliches and soap-opera 
characters , now as a manifesto of Lat in American thought offe r ing 
powerful messages of exi le and independence, now as a multi-faceted 
work of fiction deserving of critical attention. Esqu ivel surprises us with 
bursts of bri l l iance in  particular turns of phrase, reassures us with formula, 
and en l i ghtens us with combination . Chocolate is susta in ing  and 
nourish ing ,  food for thought, bread for the hungry, refreshment for the 
jaded: Esquivel is generous with a l l .  
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Vered Amit-Talai and Carol ine Knowles (eds). Re-Situating Identi­
ties: The Politics of Race, Ethnicity, and Culture. (Ontario, Canada: 
Broadview Press, 1 996). 3 1 3  pp. ,  $21 .95. 
Whi le the lead tit le of this book, Re-Situating Identities, i s  en­
t i rely on target, the subtit le, The Politics of Race, Ethnicity, and Culture, 
is far off the mark. The book is p rimari ly about identity. It has p recious 
l itt le to do with pol it ics . This might be apparent f rom the contr ibutors ,  
whom the  editors identify as  sociolog ists , anth ropologists, and  cultural 
theorists . There is not a pol itical scientist among them. The omiss ion ,  
however, is not necessari ly ind icative of an absence of pol it ics, because 
sociolog ists , anth ropolog ists , and cultural theorists often write good pol i ­
t ics .  That is not the case in  th is instance. Though the editors make 
al l us ions to the pol it ics of scholars and postmodern ists and though there 
are refe rences to pol itics in some of the articles , th is book is not a study 
of pol it ics. 
Re-Situating Identities contains a general introduction and fou r  
parts, each o f  which has its own i ntroduction.  The titles o f  the fou r  parts 
are: I , Race and Racism ;  I I ,  The Pol itics of Identity; I I I ,  Memory an� 
H istories ; and IV, Nat ional ism and Transnational ism. Contribut ing to the 
twe lve chapter d iscussions are the ed itors , each of whom has authored 
a chapter, and twelve other scholars ;  two of the chapters are co-authored. 
Most of the scholars ( 1 0) are based in Canada or  the U . K. The other 
fou r  have appointments in the U .S.  The editors i nd icate that the work 
examines race, ethn icity and cu ltu re pr imari ly in the three s ites : Canada, 
the U . K. ,  and the U .S . ,  but it is largely an examination of the subjects in 
Canada and the UK There is one article specifically about a case in  
the  U .S . ,  but  there is  also one specifical ly about a case i n  Germany. 
Most of the articles are case stud ies. Two are specifical ly l iterature re­
views of d iscrete subjects . 
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The weakest parts of the book are those contributed by the 
editors . Their general i nt roduction and the introduct ions to each part 
are extraordinari ly abstract and obscure. Deeply steeped i n  post mod­
ern ist vocabulary, they are al l  but i ncomprehensible. Additional ly, the 
two articles they contribute are among the weakest in  the collection. Apart 
from being "conceptually . . .  p rovocative," there seems l ittle rationale for 
combining these twelve articles together in  a single volu me, just as there 
appears to be l ittle commonal ity among the articles in each of the four  
parts. There is also a weakness in the overall conceptual ization of  the 
work. The lead article, by Robert Mi les and Rudy Torres, goes to great 
lengths to abjure the concept of race as an analytical construct in the social 
sciences, yet the book's subtitle enshrines "Race" as one of its key te rms . 
Most of the articles examine some aspect of identity: national , 
ethnic ,  gender, rel ig ious, reg ional ,  cultura l ,  loca l ,  and/or various combi­
nations of them. On these points many of the articles reveal ins ights or 
develop conceptual izations that are strikingly acute . Chapter 3 and the 
last two parts of the book are particularly strong in this respect. 
Despite its substantial weaknesses , the book is an important 
one. I t  should be read by Ethnic Studies scholars ,  especial ly i n  the U .S .  
I t  b roadens one's exposure to important scholarship taking place out­
s ide the U .S .  (most of the articles have substantial b ibl iog raph ies) . It is 
a fusi l lade against the paroch ial ism of U .S .  scholarsh ip .  The articles 
abound with b ri l l iant insights , fresh perspectives and neglected subjects 
of investigation.  
Re-Situating Identities is an astounding revelation of the i l l um i ­
nation that d ifferent vantage pOints can bring to  the p rofound complexi­
t ies of the human condition. 
David Covin 
Cal ifornia State University, Sacramento 
Arjun Appadurai.  Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Glo­
balization. (Minneapolis :  University of Minneapolis, 1 996). 229 
pp.,  $1 8.95 paper. 
Modernity at Large is a col lection of essays (most of which are 
rep rinted from other sou rces, e .g . ,  Public Culture) that l ink the themes of 
modernity and global ization to contemporary everyday social practice, 
and to g roup ind ividual identity construction and expression.  Appadu rai 
takes up the conditions of modern ity which for him include science as a 
dominant ideology, obsession with technological development, colonial 
social relations, and the p rimacy of national communities. Weaving these 
conditions with issues of g lobalization, which he defines as instanta­
neous worldwide telecommunications (phone, fax, and internet) , in-
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creased international or transnational migration ,  the expanding scope 
and impact of mass media, and the surge in g lobal tourism, Appadurai 
debunks the popular lamentation that g lobal ization inevitably leads to 
cultural homogeneity. He argues that cultural hegemony certain ly pre­
dates g lobal ism and has never ach ieved homogenous social order, but 
rather is cons istently met with resistance strateg ies that result in the 
(re)production of local identity or reconstituted group aff i l iation. Specifi­
cal ly, he cites that I ndia has not become British ,  but has amalgamated 
aspects of British cu lture,  elements of microcultural rel ig ious groups, 
and the particular experience of Brit ish colonial subjugation to form an 
identity that transcends the individual components to become a national 
I nd ian identity. In this way, Appadurai demonstrates that g lobal ization 
does not necessarily lead to the erasure of cultu ral/social difference, but 
l ike other cultural contacts , inspires and incites new and resistant strains 
of g roup affi l iation which u ltimately cannot be predicted , nor control led 
by the ru l ing hegemonic forces. 
The essays develop a theoretical position/basis for considering ,  
analyzing,  and understanding culture,  cultural production,  cultural con­
sumption,  and identity in  post-colonial , post-national , g lobal context. 
Appadurai aptly maneuvers past colonial and national discourse to in­
terrogate how self defin ition ,  cu ltu ral affi l iation,  and notions of commu­
n ity (communitas) are (re)created and (re)presented in the presence of 
an increased variety of cultu ral icons/symbols, methods of semiotic sig­
n ificat ion, and modes of resistance in  ord inary social practice. 
Whi le Appadurai's ambitious project is for the most part suc­
cessfu l ,  he may dwel l  too long on the individual case of post-colonial 
I ndia at the expense of considering how colonial ism itself was multi­
faceted in its development, impact, and legacy. Furthermore, he does 
not theorize the emergence of g lobal ization in geographies not associ­
ated with colonial ism in  its purest forms, e .g . ,  Sweden, Denmark, I re­
land, Guatemala, Fin land , etc. Although Appadurai readi ly admits the 
B rit ish colonial project, as exempl ified by the case of Ind ia, is a unique 
socio-economic pol itical manifestation with equally particular resistance 
strategies, he does not, for depth of argumentation ,  seriously draw upon 
other instances of socio-pol itical ethnic contestations; nor does he delve 
into the facets of g lobal ization in I ndia beyond the colonial experience 
and legacy, and the inf luence of mass media on post-colonial I nd ian 
nationals. Appadurai's eloquent post-national d iscussion seems incon­
gruous with h is specific un it of analysis, I ndia, the social , pol itical , and 
geographical ly bound nation . This use of macro/national ethnicity as a 
means of self identity and cultural affi l iation natural izes the nation as 
group whi le collapsing large social and rel igious divides, e.g. , Hindu and 
Sikh ,  and appears to contradict h is argument against the nation as an 
appropriate cu ltural category. 
Also curious is the omission of discussion on globalization. It is 
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l i kely that global ization is not monolithic in its diffusion, social s ign ifica­
t ion , and pol itical sal ience (e.g . ,  compare Norway and Burundi ) .  Whi le 
technology develops rapid ly, old technologies remain al ive and wel l  i n  
locales where they are considered progressive and some stages in  tech­
nolog ical developments appear s imultaneously in  some places despite 
separation by decades in their advancement and use in more aff l uent 
envi ronments (e.g . ,  telephone and internet) . 
Appadurai contributes to the study of ethnicity and ethn ic iden­
tity by broadening the theoretical possibi l ities for understanding ethn ic 
affi l iation and empowering individuals and groups to (re)claim thei r un ique 
cultural identity. Evoking Benedict Anderson's ( 1 983 The Imagined Com­
munity. London : Verso) notion of imagined communities , Appadurai in ­
troduces the concept of  ethnoscapes, which he defines as " landscapes 
of g ro u p  ide nt i ty" that in the twe nt ieth centu ry a re i n c reas i n g ly 
nonlocalized due to new transnational migration patterns and col lective 
reconstructions of ethn ic histories and projects (p. 48) . Ethnoscapes 
provide a means to bypass the ti red debates on cultu ral and ethn ic au­
thenticity and al low for the val idation of various, and sometimes com­
peting ,  forms of cultural aff i l iation and representation . Together with the 
real ization that local ity is itself not natural , but rather is (re)p roduced 
self-consciously as part and parcel of the identity formation p rocess , 
Appadurai legitimates the many ethn ic experiences manifested in the 
g lobal environment. He is able to discuss the methods of g roup and self 
defin it ion and how globalization does not erase local ity, but provides 
g lobal citizens with an expansive sets of tools (images, practices , bel ief 
structures,  narratives) to appropriate and meld into something mu lt ip l i ­
catively d ifferent f rom the sum of the parts . Using Michel de Certeau 
( 1 984 The Practice of Everyday Life. Berkeley: U of California Press) , 
Appadu rai br ings his arg ument fu l l  c i rcle to show how the ethnoscapes 
become embodied in  the mundane practices of global citizens.  
Hope J .  Schau 
University of Cal ifo rn ia, I rvine 
Mary B. Davis ,  ed. Native America in the Twentieth Century: An 
Encyclopedia. (New York: Garland Publishing, Inc. ,  1 994) xxxvi i ,  
787 pp., $95.00. 
This extensive tome, packed with up-to-date information on con­
temporary Native Americans, is a veritable mother lode for students , 
teachers ,  and researchers in American I ndian Studies. Scholars in gen­
eral ethnic studies wi l l  f ind the data usefu l  for comparative work with 
other ethnic groups. This single-volume encyclopedia should be snapped 
up by all publ ic and tribal l ibraries as well as schools and un iversities 
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wanting  to p rovide the i r  c l ienteles with sources that are increas ing ly 
sought by educational i nstitut ions with mu lt icu ltu ral cu rricu lum needs 
and busi ness or  admin ist rative offices respond ing to d ivers ity goals. 
Nearly three hundred scholars contributed to th is volume. Of 
these resou rce persons,  an impress ive th i rty-n ine percent have Ameri­
can I nd ian tr ibal aff i l iat ions. Recogn ized American Ind ian contri buto rs 
inc lude Jeanette Henry Costo , Vine Deloria, J r. ,  Jack D. Forbes, and 
LaDonna Harr is .  The roster of widely- read non- I nd ian scholars incl udes 
A. LaVonne B rown Ruoff , Omer C.  Stewart,  Wi l l iam E.  Unrau ,  and An­
d rew H .  Wh itefo rd . 
As one wou ld expect, th is encyclopedia has summary state­
ments for American I nd ian tribes rang ing a lphabetica l ly f rom Abenaki to 
Zun i ,  inc lud ing a good number  of smal l  local g roups not always i nc luded 
in  overview sou rces. These summaries do not, of cou rse,  substitute fo r 
the longer h istorical and ethnographic essays i ncl uded i n  the multi-vo l ­
ume Handbook of North American Indians sponsored by the Smithson ian 
Institution .  But unfortunately, after more than twenty years , several an­
nounced volumes in this series st i l l  have not been pub l ished . Beyond 
that matter, this encyclopedia tends to have more cu rrent i nformation 
and preferred tr ibal  designat ions.  This fact assists readers in  knowi ng ,  
for  examp le ,  that many Oj i bwa and Ch ippewa p refe r to be cal led 
Anish inabe, the Pee-Posh used to be labeled Maricopa, the Tohono 
O'odham referred to as Papago,  and the Mesquaki deSignated as the 
Fox. On the broader scene,  the ed itors fol low the preferences of ind i ­
v idual  contributors in  a l lowing the synonymy of Native American, Na­
tive, American Indian, and Indian. The essays on specif ic tr ibes go far 
in  d isavowing  any naive ideas that American I nd ians are a "van ish i ng" 
people.  
Perhaps even more useful  than data on ind ivid ual tr ibes are 
considerations of general contemporary topics such as agricultu re ,  Alaska 
Native Claims Sett lement Act, dance , economic development, govern­
ment pol icy (from al lotment to self-determination) , Native American Rights 
Fund ,  Peyote Re l i g i o n ,  Red Powe r, repatr iat io n ,  sove re ig nty, and  
Wou nded Knee I I .  Both teachers and  students i n  American I ndian StUd­
ies classes wi l l  g reatly appreciate these essays in  prepari ng lectu res,  
writ ing term papers ,  and studying for exams. 
The encyclopedia has certain topical l im itations .  For example ,  
the F i rst Nation peoples of Canada are not i ncl uded nor are there any 
ind iv idual  b iographies.  Such coverage ,  as cand id ly acknowledged by 
the ed itors , wou ld c learly be beyond reasonable space constra ints . Th is  
restrict ion is certa in ly understandable consideri ng the fact that G retchen 
Bata i l le's recently publ ished biog raph ical d ict ionary, Native American 
Women, ran 333 pages with a s ing le-focused topic. 
To paraphrase M iguel  de  Cervantes , ''The p roof of the encyclo­
pedia is i n  the us ing . "  In that respect, I wou ld g rade the volume A+. 
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There is a detai led subject index, a very good cross-topical index, a l ist 
of contributors ind icating their professional and/or tribal affi l iations, twenty­
six maps , abundant charts and f igures, and some photographs. I have 
had occasion to look up research items several t imes du ring the six 
weeks si nce my review copy arrived. In each instance, I found the infor­
mation I was seeking ,  thought the essays were t ightly-written but i l l umi ­
nating ,  and appreciated the good cross-referencing system.  I n  perus­
ing various topics pertain ing to my teaching interests , I found a lmost 
un iformly excel lent summaries and appropriate suggestions for further 
read ing .  
The price for  th is  book, as with most weighty encyclopedias, i s  
hefty but  the rewards with in its attractive cover are worth the money. 
Those with t ight budgets might want to seek out the d iscount price at 
their  next ethn ic stud ies conference ! 
David M .  G radwoh l  
Iowa State U n iversity 
Eugene Eoyang. Coat of Many Colors: Reflections on Diversity by 
A Minority of One. (Boston : Beacon Press, 1 995). 1 88 pp. , $1 6.00 
paper. 
Eoyang's volume is a col lection of personal essays that cal l  for a 
more d iverse conception of American culture and society. Whi le the 
latter, of course , is a fami l iar if not un iversal ly-accepted theme, th is actu­
a l ly is an unconventional and h igh ly effective book because of the range 
of issues it covers and the author's basic writ ing strategy. 
Over the cou rse of ten chapters ,  Eoyang presents careful ly-crafted 
d iscussions on who or what is seen as important in America; the teach­
ing of "other" (not "foreign")  languages ; cultural inf luences on the accu­
mulation of knowledge; biases regard ing l iterate and nonl iterate peoples; 
d iffer ing cultural perceptions of t ime, identity, and p lace; the importance 
of a l i beral education; the unsuitabi l ity of racial categories; the d ifferen­
t ia l  t reatment of immigrants ; the rhetoric of racism; and the diverse 
essense of being American. These d iscussions are en l ivened by anec­
dotes from the author's own experience and by numerous insightfu l  ob­
servations on the pitfa l ls of Western analytic th inking ,  cultural i nfl uences 
on even fami lar reference pOints , and the downside of l iteracy. Some­
times the d iscussions are aided by structural devices, such as an ex­
amination of the mean ings of the word "we" to describe the inclusion 
a n d  exc l u s i o n  of va r i o u s  e l e m e nts  in A m e ri can  c u l t u re ,  t h e  
conceptual ization of immigrants as audible and inaudible a s  wel l  as vis­
ible and invis ib le to point out d ifferences in  their t reatment, and the use 
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by analogy of the b ib l ical story of Joseph and h is  coat of many colors to 
analyze America's mu lticu ltural past. 
Most readers are l ikely to assess the merits and shortcomings of th is 
book i n  terms of the content of Eoyang's ideas. This is  f ine ,  but it does 
miss an important point. In presenti ng h is work, the author is fol lowing a 
strategy fami l iar  to trad it ional Chinese scholars of try ing out ideas i n  
hopes of el icit i ng  thoughtfu l  responses , whether confi rmatory or  in  d is­
ag reement. He is not stat ing n icely prepackaged thoughts fo r pass ive 
consumption but rather tryi ng to actively engage the reader. Eoyang's 
writ ing succeeds i n  doing th is ,  i n  part because it is dynamic,  varied, and,  
to borrow h is  words from another context ,  " it has the feel  of good con­
versation . "  H is writi ng a lso succeeds because it poses tough questions 
and comes across as honest , straightforward , and not doctrina ire .  
Eoyang's strategy is not without a downside. Many of h is ideas are 
imp l icit ly related,  but they are not p resented as a coherent body. I n  
addit ion ,  h i s  strategy certain ly i ncreases the chances that even sympa­
thetic readers wil l d isag ree with some ideas and that they wi l l  f ind parts 
of the book more mean ingfu l  than others.  
Eoyang's bas ic writ ing strategy is related to a perspective that under­
l ies many of h is ideas. This perspective is the need to reexamine th ings 
from more than one point of view and to understand the benefits of such 
a process. It is an often-touted but deceptively d iff icu lt and eas i ly- ig­
nored perspective that has particu lar re levance fo r the American ethn ic 
experience. 
Russe l l  Endo 
U n iversity of Colorado 
Fred L. Gardaphe. Italian Signs, American Streets: The Evolution 
of Italian American Narrative. (Durham and London, Duke Univer­
sity Press, 1 996). 241 pp. ,  $1 6.95 paper. 
This ind ispensable interpretat ion of Ita l ian American narrative 
l iteratu re can fru itfu l ly be used in many ethn ic and cu ltura l  programs. It 
is a study d isti ngu ished by fami l iarity with vernacular Ita l ian American 
cu ltu re ,  as wel l  as consciousness of the losses as wel l  as gains i n  edu­
cat ion in the dominant WASP culture.  Trying to reconci le the d ifference 
between what Anton io G ramsci cal led the organ ic intel lectual and the 
ass im i lated i nte l lectual ,  Gardaphe has adopted "a culture-specif ic c rit i­
c ism that is sensit ive to both Ital ian and American cu ltu res." 
The author "g rew up i n  a l itt le Italy i n  which not even the conta­
g iously sick were left alone . . . .  The on ly books that entered my home 
were those we smuggled i n  f rom publ ic institutions."  Nevertheless he 
became a book reader. At the end of a col lege and g raduate school 
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educat ion l imited to "American" writers , Gardaphe wrote a doctoral d is­
sertat ion p roving there was an Ital ian American l iteratu re beyond mafia 
stories . I n  th is book that evolved from the d issertat ion,  h is a im is to 
lessen the ignorance of those h is g randfather cal led "merdicans , "  as 
wel l  to lessen the ignorance "of those the merd icans used to cal l gu in ­
eas and wops . "  
Fol lowing Vico, Gardaphe's premise is that Anglo-American l it­
e ratu re has reached its "period of decadence ," whose "exhaustion" needs 
the vital ity of l iteratu re of ethnic outsiders .  He tracks the stages of the 
three generations that it has taken for Ita l ian/American l ite ratu re to be­
come wine :  the early mythic mode where in immigrants ideal ized f igures 
usual ly g randparents ; rebe l l ion against both Ital ian and American cu l ­
tu res that produced a "hybrid Ital ian American cu lture ; "  ass imi lat ion and 
i ts d iscontents marked by the recovery "o r rei nvention" of  ethn icity; and 
contemporary "breaking and entering the canon . "  He notes the col l is ion 
between the oral t rad it ions of peasants who arrived i n  the Un ited States 
and the WASP culture's hegemonic uses of l iteracy, the chasm between 
the two cu ltu res felt by  f i rst immigrants (" i n  Italy there used to  be more 
mi racles") , and the postmodern strateg ies of Ital ian/American authors 
who use WASPprotagonists to convey Ital ian values, a strategy Gardaphe 
br i l l iant ly recog n izes as the strategy of our peasant forebears for mi l len­
n ia ,  "creat ing a masquerade" so that Italianita can enter the mainstream 
without detect ion .  
I n  the epi logue,  Gardaphe considers emerg ing writers , often 
women ,  whose l iteratu re marks a break from preced ing Ita l ian/Ameri­
can writers .  Formed by passionate f i rst-hand encounter with Italy, as 
wel l  as breadth of knowledge,  th is may be the Italianita that can g round 
rootless fou rth and f ifth generation Ital ian/Americans ,  as wel l  as offer 
the poss ib i l ity of transformation of American cu lture .  Newer writers have 
a knowledge of prehistory and world h istory that makes them aware that 
the i r  I tal ian/American experience is but the ragged end of an ancient 
Ita l ian tapestry whose major strands are prehistoric migrat ions from Af­
rica, neol ith ic migrations from west Asia, and migrations f rom and to that 
reg ion of the Asian pen i nsu la latterly cal led Europe. M igrat ions of Ital ­
ian/Americans to the Un ited States at the end of the 1 9th centu ry oc­
cu rred just at the point when the dominant WASP culture was fencing  
boundaries o f  wh ite WASP hegemony present ing a d i lemma for Ital ian/ 
Americans: upward assim i lation to wh ite WASP cu ltu re or  identification 
with other "peoples of color" and resistance. 
Pe rhaps the  g i ft of newe r I ta l i an/Ame r ican w r i te rs to a 
mu lt icu ltu ral America wi l l  be the Italianita of peasants , and others ,  whose 
values are justice, equality, and transformation. Transformation may 
have to await everyone's real ization that we are all peoples of colors 
u lt imately of Africa, that African migrations to a l l  continents after 50,000 
B .C .E .  left everyone on earth with these values , an inheritance con-
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veyed in the oral t rad it ion as we l l  as our  genes--what Antonio G ramsci 
cal led the buon sensa of a l l  peop les.  
Lucia Chiavo la B i rnbaum 
Berke ley, Cal iforn ia 
Herman G ray. Watching Race: Television and the Struggle for 
"Blackness. " (University of Minnesota Press, 1 995). 224 pp. ,  $34.95. 
Professor Herman G ray offers a fascinat ing ,  h igh ly analyt ica l ,  
and we l l - researched accou nt of  race (and gender) mi rro red i n  the pr ism 
of televised images . Focusing mostly on the decade of the 1 980s, i n  an 
almost razzle-dazzle and didactic fashion he exp lores the deep socio­
logical and pol it ical man ifestations of televised racial  imagery and its 
effects on the we l l -be ing of American society. 
G ray's book is a "te levisual" combinat ion of Ton i  Morrison's d is­
course on  race imagery in  Playing in the Dark (Harvard , 1 992) and Cor­
nel  West's socio-pol it ical t reatise in Race Matters (Vintage,  1 994) . H is 
1 0  chapters don't always seamlessly f low, as if i n it ia l ly written fo r d iffer­
ent audiences, but each is b ridged with an overa l l  rat ionale br i l l iantly 
stated in  the I ntroduct ion .  Framed "largely with in the ti me-span that 
beg ins with the e lection of Ronald Reagan as President ( 1 980) and end­
ing with the a i ring of the last ep isode of The Cosby Show, which took 
place d u ring  the Los Angeles riots on Apri l  30 , 1 992 , "  the author i nter­
prets the televised images of race in the aftermath of the Civi l  R ights 
Movement,  which led up to the Republ ican backlash against The G reat 
Society. 
Watching Race thankfu l ly inc ludes gay/lesbian concerns. But 
th is needed perspective i n  ethn ic studies fal ls g laring ly short i n  Chapter 
8 regard ing  A Different World, the author's favorite TV show (along with 
Frank's Place and Roc, with In Living Color h is least favorite . )  For a l l  its 
so-cal led " imaginatively use(d) (of) the dominant conventions of the genre 
to satu rate its televisual world with b lackness . . .  " (p1 03) , G ray fa i ls  to 
point out how A Different Worldoverlooked opportunities to add ress black 
gay/lesbian issues. Perhaps understandable from the show's creators' 
viewpoint g iven the recent demise of Ellen, sti l l ,  G ray's c rit ical analys is  
is g laring ly omitted.  So were controversies about black student-ath letes 
vis-a-vis the ath letic enterp rise, which sociolog ist Harry Edwards has 
long made a national issue. G ray does address b lack ath lete recruit­
ment in Frank's Place, and black homosexual ity i n  Roc and In Living 
Color, but won't the mi l ieu of the H isto rical ly B lack Col leges make inter-
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col leg iate ath letic exploitation and gay/lesbian marg inal ization al l  the 
more s ign ificant to an African American experience? 
Reestabl ish ing his critical lens with Roc, Gray observes the cast­
i ng  of macho-man Richard Roundtree from 1 970's Shaft as a gay man 
in  an i nte rracial re lationship,  thus providing astute insight about media's 
construction and deconstruction of b lack heterosexuality. But most TV 
watchers a l ready knew this actor had chal lenged his so-cal led macho 
image in  an earl ier Roots episode begging an angry slave-master (George 
Hami lton) not to whip h im.  Obviously aware of this, G ray does not men­
t ion it , pe rhaps because juxtapos ing such imagery of (black) mascu l in ­
ity, o r  the d imin ishment of  it, might support conventional notions of  mas­
cu l i n ity vis-a-vis an image of homosexual ity. 
G ray ski l l fu l ly demonstrates his repartee at word-smith ing ,  which 
at times is a b it overbearing .  For instance, he overuses the word "d is­
cu rsive . "  Sti l l ,  the ebb and flow of his impressive narrative have an 
analytical and conceptual complexity reflect ing intimate knowledge of 
the material and the ski l l  to del iver it . 
Clarence Spigner 
Un iversity of Washington 
MaryCarol Hopkins. Braving a New World: Cambodian (Khmer) 
Refugees in an American City. (Westport: Bergin & Garvey, 1 996). 
1 92 pp., $55.00 cloth. 
Cambodians, official ly classified as Asian Americans, are a part 
of th is large g roup which contributes to the country's fastest g rowing 
m inority popu lation .  The Cambodians in Middle City, the pseudonym of 
a M idwestern city, however, l ive in a world un l ike any resembl ing those 
i n  middle Asian America. They are victims of poverty, of dangerous 
u rban housing and of social isolat ion. The majority are of poor health ,  
i l l iterate i n  Eng l ish ,  and too o ld or too d istracted to learn. Hopkins' study 
of this commun ity is classic ethnography, describ ing in vivid detai ls the 
ordinary fami ly and Buddhist ceremonial l ife of the Cambodians as they 
adapt to an American city. She interprets for the reader her int imate 
knowledge of a people and its community, covering topics on how Cam­
bodians meet the i r  basic needs in an al ien envi ronment, their patterns of 
k inship and social organization ,  their traditional val ues in a new sett ing,  
and the individuals and the i r  institutions as agents of culture change. 
There is a chapter on Cambodian chi ldren in American schools and one 
on maintain ing trad itional culture and the barriers to change.  Her as­
sessment of the community stems from a systematic comparison with 
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l ife in Vil lage Svay, a community in Cambodia stud ied by May Ebihara in  
the early seventies, and with typical "American" ways of  do ing th ings.  
Some of Hopkins' anth ropological comparison resemble a tedious check­
l ist un less one is interested in Cambodian's Eskimo kinship pattern and 
its varying uxori local (matri local) ,  vi ri local (patri local) , amitalocal ( resides 
with bride's mother's sister) res idence patte rn ,  for instance. 
A major contribution of the book in Hopkins' analysis of the Cam­
bodians' continued misery and isolation after fifteen years in  M iddle City. 
She identifies the fol lowing related factors as barriers to their successfu l  
adjustment: the effects of Pol  Pot's slave camps and the trau ma of war, 
misguided Federal pol icy on refugees, aid agencies' fai l u re to compre­
hend the enormity of the problems, and sponsors and churches who 
withdrew help because most bel ieved in  a refugee's immediate 'self re­
l iance . '  Hopkins contends that differences in cu ltu ral orientation between 
Cambodians and Americans make it diff icult for the typical Cambod ian 
to be economically active , social ly mobile and el ig ib le to receive a fai r 
share of resou rces . A problem in adopting a cultural perspective is that 
it can too easi ly perpetuate the myth that to be a Cambodian one must 
be poor and disadvantaged and is therefore intrinsical ly d ifferent from 
being a non-Cambod ian . As individual Cambodians who have moved 
away from Middle City clearly i l lustrate, even where hopelessness and 
misery are deeply entrenched, there is some scope for Cambod ians to 
advance ind ividual ly and col lectively with in the opportun ity structure of 
society, perhaps becoming "As ian Americans" in the process.  B ut 
Hopkins' main job here,  after a l l ,  is to conduct an anth ropological study 
of a g roup of refugees struggl ing in a new world ,  and there aren't many 
anth ropologists or  writers who can do it better than this .  
ChorSwang Ng in  
Cal ifornia State Un iversity, Los Ange les 
Paul Kivel .  Uprooting Racism: How White People Can Work For 
Racial Justice. (Phi ladelphia:  New Society Publ ishers,  1 996). 243 
pp. ,  $1 6.95 paper. 
Uprooting Racism, by Paul Kive l ,  is a deceptively s imple book which 
covers a lot of g round.  Kivel defines racism, places it in  context, speci­
f ies i ts effect on certain g roups, and shows how to f ight i t .  
He begins with ,  "This is a book about racism for wh ite people" and 
goes on to explain what it means to be white in  a society which i nstitu­
t ional izes oppression and social injustice based on a defin it ion of "wh ite­
ness . "  P rivi lege, benefits , seeing whiteness as normative, and tactics 
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which m in imize, deny, or avoid responsib i l ity for racism are al l  d iscussed 
succi nctly and d i rectly. 
Part I I  of the book, "The Dynamics of Racism , "  speaks to the de­
fenses wh ite people often exh ibit in  order to d isassociate themselves 
from racism .  Chapters cover economic scapegoti ng ,  fear and danger, 
erot ic ism and exoticism,  and arguments which attr ibute reverse racism 
to those who complain about racism, exh ibit anger, or practice separat­
ism.  
The next part of  the book provides a contrast with the previous de­
fens ive arguments . Here ,  Kivel explains how to be a "strong white al ly, "  
which depends on l isten ing ,  accept ing legit imate anger, and taking  ac­
cusat ions of rac ism serious ly. He shows how recogniz ing rac ism, talk­
ing about it , and taking a stand should resu lt from l isten ing to people of 
colo r. The wel l -taken ,  if somewhat conventional ,  example of confront­
i ng  ethn ic  jokes is g iven as an example. More helpfu l ,  if very brief, is h is 
explanation of buzzwords which s ignal arguments based on racist sup­
posit ion ,  such as "we lfare mothers , " " i l legal al iens , "  "terrorists , "  and "po­
l i t ical correctness . "  
Kivel particu larizes rac ist ideas about people of mixed heritages, 
Native Americans, African Americans , Asian Americans,  Latino/as , and 
Jewish people.  Attitudes toward each one of these ethn ic g roups are 
explai ned with reference to h istory and cu rrent ste reotypes i n  a context 
of power and rac ist dynamics. 
The part on "F ight ing I nstitut ional Racism" discusses how racism is 
man ifested in pub l ic  pol icy, at work, i n  education and schools ,  with the 
pol ice, with i n  the cr iminal justice system,  and in  rel ig ion .  It also expla ins 
the purpose of aff i rmative action . These short chapters have f inal codas 
tel l i ng  how to reverse or  overcome the racism in  each social i nstitut ion .  
F ina l ly, Kivel shows white people how to become activists against 
rac ism.  He d iscusses the necessary work of educat ing and confronti ng 
the members of  one 's fami ly and members of  our  workplaces and orga­
n i za t i o n s  i n  o rd e r  to work  towa rd s  " d e moc rat i c ,  a n t i - rac i s t ,  
mu lt icu ltu ral i sm . "  These f inal  chapters also contain the more soph isti­
cated d ist i nctions between watered down mu lt icu l tural ism which i n ­
c reases toke n i s m  and  u n eq u a l  d i s t r i b ut i on  of res o u rces a n d  a 
mu lt icu l tural ism which addresses racism and has as its agenda a st rat­
egy for end ing racial i nj ustice . 
More than one-th i rd of the chapters i n  Uprooting Racism end with 
questions ,  l ists , or  assessments which ask readers to apply what they 
have just learned to their  own l ives .  These exercises underscore the 
pu rpose of th is book: to make people aware of racism , to increase the i r  
understanding of  the issues su rround ing i t ,  and to become i nvolved i n  
effect ing a more just and  equ itable society. There is  a good b ib l iography 
as wel l .  
Whi le Uprooting Racism i s  an excel lent introduction to  racism, i t  i s  
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also he lpfu l  for advanced race workers who may not always feel able to 
articu late the issues as clearly as Kivel does. Thus,  it is aimed d ifferently 
at a wide audience. I t  wi l l  define and contextual ize racism clearly and 
d i rect ly fo r the beg inn ing student. At the same time, it wi l l  enable the 
advanced reader to focus on the essential issues. 
Sandra J .  Holstein 
Southern Oregon U niversity 
Thomas J. La Bel le and Christopher R. Ward. Ethnic Studies and 
Multiculturalism. (Albany, New York: State University of New York 
Press, 1 996). 1 55 pp. ,  $1 6.95 papers. 
With in  the barely 1 33 pages of this book, the authors, LaBel le 
and Ward , careful ly examine the timely, important, and controversial is­
sues swi rl ing around the ro les and p lacement of ethnic studies and 
mu lt icultural ism in  academe. The straightforward examination of the 
o ri g i n  of the d i sc ip l i ne  of eth n ic stud ies and the deve lopment of 
mu lticu ltural ism are confined to three parts: "H istorical and Conceptual 
Backd rop , "  "Mu lticu l tural ism and Ethnic Studies: A Contemporary View, · 
and "The Context and Strateg ies for Addressing Divers ity." Two gener­
a l ly wel l -written chapters comprise each the th ree parts. Part 1 of the 
book is especial ly informative. The authors provide an ins ightfu l  h istori­
cal context into which the reader can locate the observations and rec­
ommendations offered later regard ing the contemporary chal lenges fac­
ing mult icu ltural ism and ethn ic studies on col lege and university cam­
puses. Chapter 1 ,  "Ethnicity, Mu lticultural ism, and Higher Education in 
the Un ited States p rior to the 1 960s" is a useful overview discussion of 
the h istorical roots to the contemporary d iscussions of ethn ic studies, 
mu lt icultu ral ism,  and divers ity. 
Label le  and Ward attempt in Ethnic Studies and Multiculturalism 
to provide an even-handed examination of the subjects compriSing the 
tit le of the book. And yet , it seems as though they are uncomfortable 
with , o r  a b it u ncertain about, the eventual p lace of ethnic studies in 
col lege and university cu rriculae .  I have the impression, especial ly from 
Part 3, "The Context and Strategies for AddreSSing Diversity," that they 
bel ieve that ethn ic studies ought to best be seen as a transitory aca­
demic phenomenon. G iven the several constraints against ethnic stud­
ies, e .g . ,  budget cuts and backlash pol itics among them, the authors tilt 
towards favoring the bel ieved efficiency of a multicu ltural , that is, inte­
g rative approach to teaching about this nation's ethn ic heritage. Appar­
ently, they are of the opin ion that the more ethnic specific approaches 
common to methodologies used in ethnic studies don't recommend them­
selves to the task of bui ld ing stronger human relationships. 
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I wish LaBel le and Ward had made a more forceful defense of 
the presence of both ethnic studies and the multicu ltu ral project. Each 
has its role to play; and each can be complementary. Ethn ic studies 
must be seen as an emerging paradigm shift in the social sciences and 
humanities . As such ethn ic studies must continue to probe, construct, 
and advance new vistas of knowledge about the experiences of ethnic 
g roups and especially people of color in  the U nited States . This is a 
p roject which by its very nature wi l l  be confrontational and controvers ia l .  
This tension is healthy in the academy. It forces us-includ ing ethnic 
studies d iscipl inarians-to reexamine our own bases of knowledge, un­
derstanding, and practice. 
On this point, this book raises some crucial ly important ques­
tions emanating out of the national discourse regarding ethn ic studies, 
mu lt icu ltu ral ism,  and d ivers ity. Some of these q uest ions concern 
mult icultural ism; what are its instructional objectives? Does the concept 
p rovide cover for those hosti le to ethnic studies? Is mu lticu ltural ism 
ethnic studies? Is ethnic studies mult icultural ism? These are some of 
the q uestions with which scholars in both ethnic studies and mult icultu ral 
and d iversity projects must g rapple, and preferably together. 
This book serves importantly as the catalyst for rais ing  these 
questions; this book chal lenges us to do some serious i ntrospection and 
plann ing with regard to determin ing the relat ionships between ethn ic 
studies and multicu ltu ral ism as important d imensions of a nat ional and 
international d iversity project . There in rests the value of Ethnic Studies 
and Multiculturalism. 
Otis L. Scott 
California State U n iversity 
David-R. Maciel and Isidro D. Ortiz, eds. Chicanas/Chicanos at the 
Crossroads: Social, Economic, and Political Change. (Tucson : The 
University of Arizona Press, 1 996). 258 pp., $1 6.95 paper, $40.00 
cloth. 
Judging f rom the concerns shared by a majority of its contribut­
ing authors,  the dominant theme throughout this four-part interdiscipl i ­
nary anthology is the relatively few gains for Chicanas/os since the Brown 
Power Movement of the 1 960s and 1 970s . A central theme in Part I 
concerns the recent influx of Latin American immigrants , a rise among 
the fore ign-born , and the continu ing  concentration of Ch icanos/as 
amongst the unemployed, the underpaid , and the destitute despite the i r  
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high labor force participation. Aggravating these trends are recent na­
tivistic measures to restrict housing, school ing,  and citizenship prospects 
fo r Lat in American immigrants and xenophobic media depictions of 
Chicanas/os. Some of the recommendations offered to combat a grow­
ing Ch icana/o underclass include expanding educational and social pro­
g rams for young chi ldren/teenagers,  assisting poor fami l ies, retraining 
workers , and developing a progressive immigrant pol icy that acknowl­
edges the economic contributions of migrant workers . 
A number of essays on Chicana/o pol itics in Part I I  reveal the 
troubl ing persistence of pol itical powerlessness, educational exclusion, 
and language d iscrimination. The popularization of a pan-ethnic Latino/ 
H ispanic identity has empowered some Chicanos/as but has also fu­
eled attacks against Latin American immigrants and U .S . -born Spanish 
speakers. Denied funding by conservative administrations in  the 1 980s, 
the leading Chicana/o advocacy g roups (e.g . ,  LULAC, NCLR) were com­
pe"ed to seek corporate g rants requiring them to articulate "within the 
minority community . . .  the good will and material achievements of the 
corporation " (pp. 1 1 8-9) . Another sign ificant development during the 
post- 1 970 years was the g rowing efforts on the part of Mexican regimes 
to protect Mexican immigrants and to promote Mexican culture abroad, 
as we" as to court Chicano/a pol itical and business leaders.  
I n  Part I I I ,  the h istorians G uadalupe San M iguel and Ignacio 
Garcia examine the present conservative trend in  el movimiento, i ts de­
emphasis of indigenismo, and the rise of moderate midd le-class activ­
ists . Whi le San Miguel acknowledges thei r commitment to fighting as­
s imi lation and d iscrimination ,  Garcia laments their al leged disregard for 
the founding premises of el Plan de Santa Barbara. Although Garcfa 
concedes the institutional barriers under which Chicano/a Studies pro­
g rams, facu lty, and students operate , he weakens his cal l for revital izing 
the field by over-general izing ,  stat ing that that older scholars ,  students, 
ethnic studies faculty, neo-marxists, and radical femin ists have only a 
weak g rasp of, or a token commitment to, Chicanismo. 
The final part of the book concludes with two insightful essays 
focusing on recent scholarship on Mexicanas and Chicanas. A major 
conceptual advance in Chicana Studies , as noted by Adelaida R. del 
Casti l lo ,  has been the shift from studying traditional fami l ies and ideal 
sex-roles to the adoption of gender, ethnic and class theories. She chal­
lenges scholars to re-examine the simpl istic binary framework machismo­
marianismo in view of the cultural flexib i l ity that d rives gendered rela­
tions in Mexican and Chicana/o culture. Beatriz M. Pesquera and Denise 
A. Segura surveyed the attitudes of Chicana faculty and graduate stu­
dents toward the Women's Movement. Not surprisingly, they found that 
Chicanas considered it insensitive to ethnic/racial/class biases and un­
wi l l ing to address the sources of inequality and exploitation. As a result 
of continuing under- representation in  the women studies ranks,  where 
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thei r work is often seen as d ivisive, the authors conclude,  Chicanas and 
other women of color face increasing difficu lties in seeking vital mentoring 
and research opportunities . 
Jorge L. Ch inea 
Wayne State U n ivers ity 
Chon Noriega and Ana M. Lopez, eds.  The Ethnic Eye: Latino Me­
dia Arts. (Minneapol is :  University of Minnesota Press, 1 996) . xxi i ,  
289 pp. ,  $19 .95. 
In recent years ,  there has been an increased interest in  the re lat ion­
ship between the med ia arts and the Latino communities of the Un ited 
States .  A number of important books and essays have been publ ished 
on the subject, most notably Chon Noriega, ed. Chicanos and Film: 
Representation and Resistance (Minneapol is :  University of M i nnesota 
Press , 1 992) , George Hadley-Garcia, Hispanic Hollywood: The Latins 
in Motion Pictures (New York: Carol Publ ishing, 1 993) , and Gary D .  Kel ler, 
Hispanics and United States Film: An Overview and Handbook (Tempe, 
Arizona: B i l ingual Press , 1 994) . I n  fact, there have been so many books , 
edited col lections,  and essays publ ished on the subject in recent years 
that they are beg inn ing to bump into each other in dramatic ways . A very 
recent example of this is the re-publ ication in Clara E. Rodrig uez, ed.  
Latin Looks: (Bou lder, Co lorado : Westview P ress,  1 997) of L i l l i an  
J imenez's 1 993 essay "Moving from the  Marg in to  the Center: Puerto 
Rican Cinema in New York, " which also appears in this excel lent, s l ightly 
earl ier  col lection of essays edited by Chon Noriega and Ana M. Lopez. 
The Ethnic Eye: Latino Media Arts is i n  fact l im ited mostly to a dis­
cussion of f i lm and video. The volume is divided into two sections: "Critical 
Mappings" and "Close readings. "  As the editors note, the f i rst section 
"provides thematic h istories" for Chicano, Puerto Rican , and Cuban cin­
ema, and for Latino gay and lesbian independent fi lm and video , whi le 
the second section "provides a series of c lose read ings of ind ividual 
texts , d rawing upon d iverse critical d iscourses and h istorical sources"(p .  
xi i i ) . 
There are a number of f ine essays in this col lection ,  most notably 
Chon Noriega's own essay " Imag ined Borders :  Locating Chicano Cin­
ema i n  America/America" and Frances Negron-Muntaner's " D rama 
Queens: Latino Gay and Lesbian I ndependent Fi lmNideo , "  which, as 
the title suggests , cuts across Latino SUb-national categories to focus 
on Latino gender and sexual ity. Also qu ite valuable are the "close read­
ings· of the f i lms,  multimedia and videos, such as "Stand and Del iver" 
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( 1 987) by I lene S. Goldman, "American Me" (1 992) by Kathleen Newman, 
"Bed head" ( 1 990) and "E I  Mariachi "  ( 1 993) by Charles Ramirez Berg ,  
and "Welcome to America's Finest Tourist Plantation" by C. Ondine 
Chavoya; however, there is one minor complaint. 
The ed itors and some of the contributors are much too defensive or 
concerned about the appropriateness of terms such as "Latino," "His­
panic , "  "Latino media arts,"  and so-on (see especial ly, p .  xx). This de­
fensiveness reflects a concern or enthusiasm for the theoretical and 
methodological approaches that are used by "post modernists" and "cul­
tural stud ies" practit ioners with their "deconstructions" and "discourses. "  
However, this reader feels that the terms "Latino,"  "H ispanic, "  and "Latino 
med ia arts " wi l l  remain important as long as immigrant Latinos and/or  
Lat inos of  mixed sub-national identity remain important as an identifi­
able population or category in  the demography and ethno-racial d is­
courses of U .S .  society. In fact, demographic projections for at least the 
next th irty years suggest that the Latino population wi l l  continue to grow 
proportional ly. At the same t ime, the pol itics of the last twenty years 
does not encourage us to bel ieve that ethno-racism and ethno-racial 
d iscourses in U .S .  society wi l l  come to an end any time soon. 
Gabriel Hasl ip-Viera 
Hunter Col lege, CUNY 
Tey Diana Rebol ledo. Women Singing in the Snow: A Cultural Analy­
sis of Chicana Literature. (Tucson : University of Arizona, 1 995). 
250 pp., $1 6.95 paper. 
The fi rst book- length study of the Ch icana l iterary tradition ,  
Women Singing in the Snow: A Cultural Analysis of  Chicana Literature i s  
a superb work and salient contribution to  Chicana l iterature and criti­
cism. A companion volume to Infinite Divisions: An Anthology of Chicana 
Literature (U of Arizona Press 1 993) , Rebol ledo's book takes its meta­
phorical title from the image of Chicanas using the "blank page" as a 
means for channel ing thei r creative energies despite the fact that they 
are often faced with "a cold, i nhospitable, and unreceptive culture" ( ix) . 
As she notes, "a lthough there have been many attempts to si lence 
Chicanas, they have continued singing , speaking,  and writing" (ix) . 
At the center of Rebol iedo's argument is the idea that Chicana 
writers have gained subjectivity by using thei r multiple identities to cre­
ate a discourse of their own �  She demonstrates this point by tracing the 
social , cu ltu ral ,  and historical development of Chicana l iterature from 
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1 848 to the present as wel l  as discussing major writers' works , impor­
tant myths and archetypes, and key theoretical issues.  I mp l icit i n  
Rebol ledo's d iscussion i s  her  bel ief that Ch icana writers are equal ly i n ­
f luenced by  early female Mexican writers such as  Sor Juana I nes de la 
Cruz and Rosario Castel lanos as they are by the popular and oral heri ­
tage of Mexican culture (e.g . ,  as seen in  such f igures as La Llorona and 
La Mal inche) . 
The volume is d ivided into n ine chapters . The fi rst two chapters 
address early Chicana l iterary i nf luences, with a particular emphasis 
p laced on New Mexican writers ,  Nina Otero-Warren,  C leofas Jarami l lo ,  
and Fabiola Cabeza de Baca. Chapters four  and five provide an excel­
lent explanation of the various cu ltu ral icons that pervade Ch icana l it­
erature.  Particularly impressive is Rebol ledo's thorough d iscussion of 
Nahuatl goddess Coatl icue's evolution from earl ier  pre-Columbian fe­
male f igu res. Chapters five through eight are ded icated to tracing the 
construction of a Chicana identity and the development of the Chicana 
writ ing process. Describ ing the various ways Chicana writers are the 
"cooks" of their  culture,  Rebolledo uses this metaphor as a point of de­
parture for d iscussing the complex identity pol itics intr insic to Ch icana 
writ ing .  The f inal chapter explores the representation of the "wicked" 
woman in  Chicana l iterature and how Chicana writers have b roken ta­
boos by writing their bodies and by transgressing into trad it ional ly male 
spaces. Again ,  along with a detai led analys is of contemporary Ch icana 
writing ,  Rebolledo highl ights the extraordinary contributions of the Nahuatl 
cu ltu re .  The volume's notes and bibl iography also deserve special men­
t ion. The notes are r ich with additional information and the bib l iography 
is extensive in scope. Both serve as a valuable resource for the reader. 
Women Singing in the Snow is a must- read for anyone inter­
ested in Ch icana Stud ies. Ambitious in its breadth ,  the book succeeds 
in provid ing a strong, comprehensive approach to understanding Ch icana 
writ ing .  More impressive, however, is Rebol ledo's personal investment 
in  th is endeavor. Throughout her analysis ,  it is clear that she cares 
deeply about her subject matter and has made an effort to br ing i nteg rity 
to her  work. As a resu lt ,  this book not only g ives a much needed voice to 
an important yet marginal ized l iteratu re,  but also sets the critical frame­
work necessary for furthering this chal lenge. 
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Flore Zephir. Haitian Immigrants in Black America: A Sociological 
and Sociolinguistic Portrait. (Westport, Connecticut: Bergin & 
Garvey, 1 996). 1 80 pp. ,  $59.95 cloth. 
Zeph i r  explores Haitians' identification with Americans through 
the transit ional nature of Hait ians' ethnicity, roles of languages, the ro les 
of b i l i ngual  educational programs, the generational transmission of Hai­
t ian ethnic ity, and Hait ians' and B lack Americans' relationships.  For his­
torians and sociologists who are unfami l iar  with the h istory of Hait i  and 
Hait ians i n  American,  th is book is informative and ins ightfu l ,  especial ly 
because of its useful maps and tables . 
Scholars interested in migration and adaptation are provided 
with helpful demographic information on Haitians' immigration and settle­
ment in America. Very relevant is a critical d iscussion of Hait i 's h istory 
and the resulting effects in  the behavior and attitudes of Haitian immi­
g rants in New York. 
Haitians' t rip le invis ib i l ity is explained with reference to their d i ­
lemma over ethn ic ity, race and language.  Their notion of race and 
ethn icity confl icts with that of Americans. Hence, this theme of subordi­
nation based on blackness in  America, becomes Haitians' quest not to 
be B lack Americans o r  African Americans, but to ident ify themselves 
through their  ethn icity and cu ltu re .  The effects these issues have on 
Hait ians' sett lement in New York when they real ize that i nequal ity is part 
of their American existence would encourage i nteresting scholarly dis­
cussions. Zeph i r  explores Hait ians' ethnocentric perspectives on Afri­
can Americans. Haitians identify with African Americans' struggle against 
racism, but bel ieve i n  H aitians' ethn ic superiority. Their views on assimi­
lation ,  isolation ,  i ntermarriage, and adaptation show their strong need to 
be Haitians whi le maintain ing strong cu ltu ral t ies to the i r  homeland. 
Zeph i r  makes a genuine ly interest ing argument for language 
being "real" and essential as Haitians' col lective inheritance - the un it ing 
force in  the construction of thei r identity. The notion of ethnol inguistic 
vital ity us ing status,  demography, and institutional support shows that 
Haitians are not ambivalent about their d ist inctiveness in  US society. 
Creole language is a marker of ethnol inguistic identity, serving 
as an emblem of ethnicity to combat American racism. Haitians seek to 
preserve their  d istinctiveness and educate others about those d istinct 
features.  Social c lass defin it ion is bu i lt around the symbolic functioning 
of language, for French is a social marker not an ethnic one. 
The specific functions of Creole, French, and Engl ish languages 
are d iscussed in the context of ethnic maintenance. Haitians' patterns 
of language use involving h igh and low density networks of individuals, 
code-switching to denote class d ivisions, and intimate versus nonintimate 
relations should be i nteresting to l inguists. 
The examination of· cu ltural aspects of hegemonic relations be-
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tween White Americans and Haitians is a topic that is relevant to schol­
ars interested in  cultural p lural ism. Although Zeph i r  specifical ly referred 
to educators, this book makes a poignant case for publ ic and private 
pol icymakers to seriously review their notions of a mult icultural America, 
where equal ity of conditions and status for each citizen should be a 
real ity. 
This book also cautions us to socio-psycholog ical ly, histo rical ly, 
and pol itically review our notion of skin  color as a un ifying force among 
various Black groups, who wish to retain the i r  cultu res and national it ies, 
because there is  no monolithic minority and Black population in  Ameri­
can society. Although some of Zephi r's ideas and Hait ians bel iefs are 
shared by other Black Engl ish Caribbean immigrants, there are many 
obvious d ifferences with respect to languages and Haiti's h isto ry which 
this book h igh l ights . 
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